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ABSTRACT 

GETTING TO THE HEART OF AGRICULTURE: AN INDUCTIVE CASE 

STUDY OF SOCIAL AND AGFUCULTUR4L LINKAGES IN 

DNIITROV RAYON, RUSSIA 

Lw-Ann Small 
Cniversity of Guelph. 2000 

Advisor: 
A M .  Fuller 

The purposs of this thesis is to increÿse understanding of the complrxity of 

rt~rtçulturiil production in Russia. through an exploration of the linkages bctween social 

2nd agricultural phrnomena. A case study of agriculture in Dmitrov Rayon. Russiri was 

undmaken.  using qualitative methodology. The research was completed in two phases. 

initicilly drveloping a. comprehensive understanding of the context. and then drawing from 

contextual information to compare four types of agricultural producers. The bases for 

conipiirison were: dttmogrnphics. social services. social capital and coping responses. 

'rlajor findinps of the research include ongoing linkases between social service provision 

and agricultural enterprises. and the identification of private gardening 3s a p r i m q  

coping stratrgy for rural residents. Both large and small scrile farrning were found to be 

p t .  Study findings suggest that awareness of history. indigenous knowledge and 

contextual structures are essential ro enabling the development of agriculture in Russia. 



Executive Summary 

Introduction 

The apparent friilure of Russian tigriculturaf reform presents an international development 

quandary. Whilr international agencies regroup from massive project Mures. Russian 

iigricultural production continues to decrease. and Russian rural people fdce increasing 

poverty and the deterioration of health and educational services once linked to 

;i_oricultural production. The question arises of where international developrnent asencies 

should ?O from here. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to increase understanding of the complexity of agricultural 

production in Russia. through an exploration of the linkages betwern social and 

qricultural phenornena. The research was undertaken from the perspective that there is 

much thar c m  be leamed from the Russian situation. with impiications for both Russian 

and Canadian a_ericultural systrms. Russians have long recognizcd the social aspects of 

~gricultural production. most obviously through the joint function of Soviet statr and 

collçctivr fmns as social service providers. The research process emphasizrd 

indigenous knowlt.d_oe. but due to the training and phiiosophy of the researcher. is 

intcnded primarily for a North Arnerican audience. 

Background: Research Goal and Objectives 

The goal of the rrsearch was: to identify and describe social and agricultural linkages in a 

Russian rural area. In line with the inductive research approach adopted for the study. the 

resclirch objecrives were identified and subject to ongoing refinemrnt throughout the 

r w a r c h  process. The final research objectives were: 

1 i identify and describe the structure and function of area social and 
agricul tural services 

2 )  identify and describe linkages beiween social and agriculiural service 
provision 



3 i idcntify and describe the structure and function of areri social and 
agricultural organizations and CO-operatives 

1) identify and describe similarities and differences in organizational 
participation and volunteer activity between agricultural groups 

5 > identify and describe the coping versus adaptive nature of social and 
agricultural livelihood cictivities berween qricultural groups 

.As an esp1orlitoi-y study. the research process included an ongoing review of litenture and 

the rrsrrirch findings. throu_ohout a11 phases of the research. 

Stud? Site 

Ficld rcsearch was undenaken in Dmitrov Rayon (county). iMoscow Oblat  (province). 

Russia. (rom Septernber to Drcember. 1999 and June of 2000. Field support for the 

rcsearch !vas provided by the Russian F m  Community Project (an American NGO 

:\.orking in Dmitrov Rayon). and a Russian research facilitator from Tirniryazev 

Aericultur<il Acndrmy. Moscow. Drnitrov Rayon has a population of 150 00. of which 

44 000 are rural residents. The rayon is a major vegetable producer. with established 

dairy and potato industries. The Dmitrov Agriculrural Department reponed 19 large 

iigriculturril enterprises. 284 registered private farmers. and approximately 5000 

qricul turd workers in 1999. 

Literature Review 

The supponin_o litcrature for this research included Russian agricultural history. and the 

structure of agriculture anaiysis. Current Russian agricultural themes of collective 

~i~ricultural production. persona1 plot agriculture. under production. agricultural r e f o n  

and resistance to change were found to pre-date the Soviet system. This suggests the 

rmhrddedness of agricultural issues within rural society. The structure of agriculture 

litcrature wtis drawn from both Russinn and Nonh American perspectives. and provided 

background for discussion of the "family F m "  terminology found rhroughout Nonh 



Amrrican analyses of Russian agriculture reform. 

The theoretical basis for the study was based on world-view of the researcher: 

cornplrxity. holism and the value of indigenous knowledge, as well as concepts from the 

Sustainable Livelihoods (SL) approach. A SL profile functioned as the basis for 

idrntiîjin_o contextual information. and SL concepts were used to place social and 

agricultural aspects within an anaipical framework. The primary social aspects idrntified 

for further study (social service infrastructure. social capital and coping strategies) were 

also reviewed from a Russian historical perspective. For the purposes of this study. the 

concept of "social capital" was based on work by Robert Putnam ( 1993). but also drew 

tlom David O'Brien and Valeri Patsiorkovsky's work on social issues in rural Russia 

( 19%. 1996. l998.2OOO). 

JIethodology 

Thc research methodology followed an inductive. case study approach. Methodolo_gical 

litcrature includrd inductive research approaches. qualitative rnethods and groundcd 

theor). The SL framework was completed through key informant interviews. to create a 

gencral contextual picture and identify key study site issues. This information was 

revicwed with the literature to generate a data colIection matrix. Three primary social 

aspects w r e  identified for investigation: social service infrastructure. social capital and 

coping ( versus ndaptive) strategies. These were compared between four types of 

agricultural producers: private farmers. large scale agricultural enterprise managers. large 

~ ç a k  agriculturai enterprise workers and private gardeners. This matrix was also used to 

Plicilitrite data analysis. 

Results 

.Ancilysis of key informant responses generated a contextual profile of Dmitrov Rayon. 

hlaj or m e t s  included an extensive physical and social service infrastructure. with 

universal hedth and education. permanent roads and housing. public utilities. 



transponation and telephone service. These are managed by local and regional 

oowmments. 1\11 of the agricultural land has officially been "privatizrd". but is largely 
C 

held in ~ roups .  During the 1990s reforms. 3 significant amount of agricultural land was 

diocatsd to private sardening for both local residents and Muscovites. Economic growth 

in  the rayon is primarily in the areas of industry and small business. 

The populittion of Drnitrov Rayon is generally stable. but rapidly aging in rural areas. due 

to a drnmatic rrduction in binh rates during the 1990s. Under-funding is resulting in the 

deterioration of both physical and social service infrastructures. threatening the healrh and 

cducational lcvsls of the population. Limited cornmunity action is occurring to address 

reçognized social issues. Poveny is clrarly a major issue for rural residrnts. even those 

iv i th  full-tirne work. 

Thc investigation of linkages between social and agricultural aspects resulted in the 

idcntificlition of ongoing suppon to social services by laqe scale agriculturd enterprises. 

This suppon. although diminished from its primary rcsponsibility during the Soviet 

perioci. continues to be expected by local administrators. Private f m e r s  and local 

hii~inrsses also provide sorne suppon to local services. Individuais and groups have 

limitrd inwlvement in social service provision at this time. drspite identification of 

social services ris a concern. 

The study found no significant difference between types of agricultural producers and 

.;ocid capital. in the lorm of organizational participation. However. there is more interest 

i n  CO-operative xtivity within the private f m e r  population. Organizational participation 

ovrtrall is minimal. but voluntarism appears to be growing. pruticularly in urban settings. 

Private pddening and low-paying agricultural work appear to be short-term coping 

srrategies in the face of poverty. rather than increases in agriculturd production. Private 

fxrnin, and l aye  scale agricultural enterprises both present as adaptive (long-tenn) 

livelihood stratesies. Despite the number of international agencies working in agriculture 



in  the resjon. respondents gave little indication of the value of international efforts. 

Grounded theory observations beyond issues investigated through the data collection 

inairix were included as supplementd to research findings. These observations included: 

pride in Soviet achievement and the challenge of retaining hope. perceptions of 

intt.rnaiiona1 assistance. gender issues. the obviousness of the research question. the 

impact of poveny. the importance of the collective farm to rural society. the legacy of 

'rovirt meniality' and the uniquenrss of the study site. None of the respondrnts indicrited 

that land privatization was an important issue. 

Sythesis 

Thc information senerated in rxploring the linkagcs between social and agricultural 

phenomrna in Dmiirov Rayon providcs insishts into the rationality of current thrmes 

foundrd in Russian agriculture history. Collective forms of agriculture continue to 

dotninate becciuse they represrnt stability. support both local jobs and social services. and 

arc perccivrd ris low risk. Private f m i n g  requires high levels of capital invesrment. and 

thrcatens the would-br frimer's reiationship with large agricultural enterprises. These 

chx;ic:rristics a1s0 justify the apparent resistance to agriculturd reforms. 

The inçreass in private garden production is also a reaction to poverty. and a factor of the 

increascd land allocrited for persona1 use. Most of the respondents who were engaged in 

sclling producr full-timr. had chosen this occupation as a last resort. and would not 

coniinue if they had a viable alternative- 

Cndrr-production in the 1990s can be construed as a result of agricultural re-organization. 

ihc sudden disappecirance of agricultural subsidies. limited opponunity for re-investment, 

labour dis-incentive through multiple job-holdin: and poor cropping weather over the 

p s t  two years. -4 significant percentage of the a_pricultural land was not cultivated in 

Dniitrov Rayon in 1999. due to the abandonment of several former collective f m s .  



furthrr rrducing rcgionai yields. 

Ovcrcill. the agricultural refoms of the 1990s have a strong historical precedent. echoing 

the friiled "Ernancipation of Peasants" in the 1860s. rather than the Stolypin reforms of 

thc rorly Wh century. Like Emancipation reforms, current agricultural reforms have 

brokrn down large scale holdings but allocated land largely to groups. resulted in 

decrsasçd funding for social services and tying rural residents to the land through creation 

of dcbt. Cnliks the Stolypin reforms. whrre individuai holdings were consolidated and 

rct~orm hciliiated by thousands of a_oricultural specialists. reforms in the Dmitrov area 

have bçrn aporadic and facilitated primarily by international agencies. As with the 

Emancipntion reloms. agricultural production continues to decline. and largely retains its 

pre-sxisting production style. 

The nnalysis of social and agricultural linkages contributes to the structure of a_ericulture 

debate by identifying the cultural bias of the market rationality perspective. Businesses in 

Dniitrov Rayon. includin_g agrkultural enterprises. have social obligations beyond those 

of individuds. The use of "farnily farm" terminology is found to br evidence of 

inçunsistcncy within international development efforts. which promote both economies of 

scalr and the break-down of laree scale enterprises. 

Thc value of Sustainable Livelihoods concepts for structuring contextual analysis is 

cvidenced by the quality of information senerated for the research. Results seem ro 

conlirm Putnam's work on social capital. verifying his argument for the historical basis of 

social patterns and suggesting evidence for the dwelopment of civil society. The research 

;dso supports the work of O'Brien and Patsiorkovsky. differing only from their contention 

that private gardrning is the best hope for the future of Russian agricultural development. 

Future Directions 

The success of this exploratory research in illuminating social and agricultural linkages 



sugsj ts  funher exploration of these issues both within Russia and within Canada. To 

this point. the family farm debate has been primarily Nonh Amencan. and could benefit 

frorn exploration of international perspectives and phenomena. Use of the Sustainable 

Livclihoods approach identified areas for funher conceptud formation. particularly in the 

andysis of coping versus adaptive strategies. New devrlopments in voluntruism and CO- 

operative rictivity makr rural Russia a rich study site for future svaluation of social 

capital. 

Planning and Development Implications 

;\lthough respondsnts indicated several a r e s  where international agencies could be of 

ahsistance. i t  is more in keepinz with the resrcuch philosophy to describe suidelines for 

inirrxtion. rathrr than idrntify areas for intervention. As a result. the following îïve 

guids1int.s were generated: 

1 .  .Agriculture reform should not br attempted in isolation frorn social issues. 
1 -. .A lengthy historical analysis is the first step to contextual understanding. 
1 - .  Indigenous knowledge is often superior to international wisdom. 

4. Biiiid rather than break-down. 
- 
3 .  Avoid the "right tinswer". 

Researçher's Reflection 

The reselirch process as a whole wris very positive. meeting research objectives and 

resulting in both useful skills and nrw insights into the researcher's understanding of 

agiculturc. But underlying this success is the frustration that the process was relatively 

casy. Why.  then. is the information new to Nonh Amrrican developrnent professionals'? 

Possible answcrs to this question challenge the consistency of development ideology and 

rationale brhind international assistance projects. 

ConcIusion 

The identificarion of social and agricultural linkages in Dmitrov Rayon is a valuable step 



in understanding the cornplexity of agricultural production in Russia. Despite the bleak 

situation identi fied for most study respondenis. it is believed that the capabilities and 

cnthusiasrn of respondents involved in the siudy will enable the evolution of an 

ii~ricultural system that is uniquely Russian. For the researcher. thrse people are the hem 

of agriculture. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 Introduction 

Russian agriculture is making headlines in Canadian newspapers. Once notorious 

for insfficiency under Soviet management. recent articles highlight the Îailures of Nonh 

.-\mericm dcvelopment efforts. Publications like the Globe and Mail's January, ZOO0 

h u r e  "Betting the F m  - and Losing" (York) and the Ontario Famer's front page "To 

Russia With Funds" (Romahn. 2000) chroniclr the failure of Western. specifically 

Canadinn. drveloprnent effons. The publications have raised questions about both the 

rcason for the F~ilures. as well as the justification for initial investment in Russian 

agriculture. Whiit went wrong? Why invest internationai drvelopment funds in Russia 

and not ii "drvrloping" country'? And most important: where. if anywhere. do we go 

t'rom hue'? 

The sirnplest question to answer is that of "why Russia"? From a humanitarian 

stand-point. Russia is struggling to feed its population during this time of transition. 

Sincr the collapse of communism in 199 1. Russian agricultural production has continued 

t« dccline. rcsultin_o in increased dependence on impons. and international food aid. With 

this constant sconomic drain. and impact of food shortages on the generai population. it  

will be diftjcult for Russia to develop a solid economy. or political climate. and take its 

place as an equal on the world political stage. 

There are d s o  several more practical reasons for Canadian interest. Russia has 

nuclcar capability. and is experiencing a time of extreme political and economic 

instabi lity. Food shortages could lead to funher political unrest. Aguably, it  was food 

shona_ors in the 1980s. and resultant need io heavily subsidize impons to feed the 

population. that led to the collapse of the Soviet Union in 199 1 (Kitching. 1998). 

.-\lihough threats of nuclear disaster resulting from revolutionq activity during the 

break-down of the former Soviet Union faded in the early 90s. it was a very real f e u  

when international assistance began. 



Russia is an obvious research interest for Canada. The two countries are similar 

geographically. in terms of size, climate and landforms. There should be a wealth of 

knowlcdge that cm be trmsferred - in both directions. Russia has a highly developed 

rducational system that trains specidists with expertise ranging from rocket science to 

plant propagation. The Soviet Union's segregation from the Westem (Europe/Nonh 

America) world can be expectrd to have resulted in the emergence of different patterns of 

thought and idsology of knowledge generation. which c m  now be integrated as an added 

dimension to modem thought. 

Spçcifically. Canada stands to benefit frorn an analysis of the "Soviet socialist 

cxpcrimcnt". The structures and achievements of Soviet Russiü. although widely 

disçredired from an rconomic stand-point. are in fact largely social explorations. If 

Russicins cm benefit from Nonh American economic theory. then perhaps Nonh 

.-\mcriccins c m  benefit from Russian social thought. It is on this prernise that this thesis is 

based. 

1.1 The "Problem" of Russian Agriculture 

Much of the blame for the failure of the Russian agricultural system has been 

pliiced squxely on the heads of Soviet idrologists. The absence of a market mechanism 

io rezulate prices and production. the emphasis on production over productivity. in 

addition to low labour incentive. are considered to be the primary causes of the gross 

ineffiçirncies chiiracterizing the Russian system (Reed. 1996: Ellman, 195 1 ). The 

accuracy of these criticisms may be valid. but Westem wisdom to this point has faired no 

brttrr. Joint Russian and international effons to remediate these agricultural production 

prohlems using classicd economic theory. have also failed. Ieading to an ongoing yearly 

production decrease throughout the 1 990s ( Ioffe and Nefedova. 1997). This thesis 

suggrsts that nlthough economics may be an important issue in reform. it is only one of 

many. 



It has been argued that the "invisible hand" of the market has yet to be sufficiently 

unirashed in Russia. due to a variety of political and structural barriers. and as a result. 

accurate evaluation of economic policy is inappropriate ai this tirne. Intewiews with 

agriculturril representatives in Moscow from TACIS. the British Know How Fund. Dutch 

and Conadian Embassies. validated the prevalence of projeci faiiures. but ident i fied no 

c l e u  rationale of why the failures occurred. Cornmentaries inevitably list resistance at 

frderal. provincial (oblast) and even local levels. in addition to inconsistency in 

application of principlrs. Others argue that perhaps insufficient tirne has passed for 

change to bc adopted at local levels. The question still remains of how so many 

economic and drvelopment experts from a variety of nations could so badly 

misunderstand the realities of the Russian situation. promising and expecting a quick fix 

t hnt clelirly did not hrippen. 

Tliis research does not seek to address the failures of specific reforms. but to draw 

one niüjor clcmcnt from the Western (Europe/Nonh Arnerica) strategy and use it as 

justifiçrition for Cunher investigation. Western project reports and commentaries are 

pcppcred with the concept of promoting "family farming" in Russia (ses [FC. 1997: 

CSDA. 1997: OCED. 1999). The general strntegy has bren to encourage the break-up 

and rcdistriburion of land from the large Soviet era collective and state farms. to fm 

workcrs. With accrss to and responsibility for their own land. farm worken were 

csprc ted ro engage in family farming: individual production and marketing. resulting in 

the cmergence of an efficient agricultural industry. The irony of this situation is that 

Western throrists have yet to adequately explain the ongoing existence of family famis in 

Xoi-th America. 

The existence of "family farming" has continued to defy the reasoning of a 

generrition of econornic theorists. Economies of scale principles resulted in the historic 

prediction that the hrnily f m i n g  in North America would disappear in the 1950s. 

Al~hough  constantly under threat. in the 1970s and again in the 1990s. family f m s  



continue to prosper. The family farm debate has evolved to include social issues. The 

social bases of household labour allocation (Friedman. 1977) and the social aspects of 

farmin_o systems research (see Sellen. Howard and Goddard, 1993) are examples of 

atrcmpts to enlighten economic discussion of agriculture with the addition of social 

phenornena. This research seeks to shed new light on the nature of agriculture through 

furthcr investigation of these social aspects. 

1.2 Purpose: ,Agriculture in the Broader Context 

The purpose of this research is to increase understanding of the compiexity of 

qriculture i n  Russia. through an exploration of the linkriges between social and 

agriçulturnl plienomena. Linkages of some form clrarly exist: al1 ag~cultural systems are 

operatcd by people. who are inrvitably impacted by sociai phenomrna ranging from 

individual hcalth and well-being to family issues and local crime. Employee well-ness 

progrtirns and day-care service provision are examples of corporate recognition of the link 

hetwecn employer conditions and Company productivity. The challenge in this research 

projeci is to identify and describe the linkages that exist within one Russian agricultural 

conttxt. 

This is not ri study of agricultural productivity. nor is it an analysis of a social 

systrrn. The rrnphasis of this study is identifying and rxplorin_p linkages that place 

asriculture in the broader context of rural life. rather than addressing agriculture as a 

separate entity. It is hoped that through this larger analysis. factors can be dcscribed that 

will more accurately reflect the complexity of agricultural development. particularly 

within a chan, =e context. 

1.3 Rationale 

Seeking social linkages ro agriculture is not the stretch it may seem to economic 

theorisls. Nthough relatively unexplored in Canadian literature. Russian theorists and 

polit icicins have long recognized the social implications of agriculture. and throughout the 



20th cçntury have routinely addressed agricultural issues from a social. or perhaps more 

accuratsly "socialist" perspective. The Soviet national education and health care systems 

were among the first in the world (Newsholme and Kingsbury. 1933), created in tandem 

with the stnte and collective f m s  of the 1930s. This unique position makes the Russian 

contcxt one of the most appropriate for investigating social issues in agriculture. In 

addition. unlikç most Western world countries, Russia's rural population in many areas 

continues to be airnos; exclusively agriculture based. allowing the identification of 

qriculture as 3 key factor in rural life. 

Russia nlso hns a strong heritage of rural research. Although rural sociology as a 

discipline did not ernrrge in Russia until the 1950s. Russia has a history of social research 

inio rural life. dating back to the 1840s (long before the birth of rural sociology in Nonh 

A r c .  Multiple e thnopphic  and descriptive studies are available from that period. 

Less îccuratr and detailed are the 30th century accounts of Russian agriculture and rural 

lilè: notorious for censorship and exaggeration in reporting. accurate agricultural 

information is paniculariy difficult to acquire. and funher limited by this research to 

publication in English. To allow detailed exploration of an agricultural context. this 

.;tudy used a case study approach in Dmirrov Rayon (county). Russia. 

1 A Guiding Philosophy and Assumptions 

The guiding philosophy for the resexch was based on the researcher's persond 

perspective on international development planning: 

Otily t l~rr~irgh seeking to ~rnderstnnd the complexip of the Rlissinn sittiarion c m  
Iwpe ro bt-ork wirh tliem. Onk tltrorcgh wiflingness to leam jkoni others. rallier 

rlrczn trîiclr. c m  rïe Iiope ru lecm more abolir ourselrvs. 

Thc growth of international development activities over the past 50 years in  Nonh 

.Arncncn is ample prool of a cultural interest in "helping" those who are less fortunate - in 

.\frica. South Amerka. and now in Russia. As these professional activities have evolved. 

rhrre has becn growing recognition of the abundance of assumptions. and power 

imhalances. imbedded in many development project statements. 



This research is not intended to help Russians. A Nonh American. perhaps even 

Canadian bias. stems from the analysis of literature available in English. collrcted in the 

field via translation. and analysed by a researcher born and schooled in North America. 

The utility of this inevitable subjectivity is that it enables a form of translation: 

intrrpretation of research findings in 3 way that illuminates the Russian context for a 

North Arnerican audience. This research is intended to help Canadians. the researcher 

timons them. to increase their understanding the cornpiexity of the current situation in 

Russian agriculture. The research explores o social perspective on agriculture. not to 

tinswer questions. but to increase awareness of the multitude of issues inherent in the 

"dcvelopment of a_oriculture". Although it is hoped that Russians will be secondary 

henrfiçi~ries through informed (or at l e s t  more cautious) intrrventionists. the ultimate 

pirpose of the research is to shed light on agriculture in general. with the eventual 

benetit of identifying issues that can be funher explorrd the Canadian agricultural 

system. 

With that focus in mind. this research was undenaken with the recognition that 

the people most likely to understand agricultural issues in Russia were the Russian people 

who depend on iigriculture for their livelihoods. Even following a significmt literature 

revicw. the resewcher knew very little. and clrarly did not understand, the situation in 

Russian agriculture. For those reasons. the research was structured to be inductive. and 

recognize the authority of Russians in describing their personal expenences and opinions. 

There wrre several other pnrnary assumptions in this research process. already 

rvident in the description of research purpose and rationale. These include complexity 

and holism. This research was undertaken on the premise that the issues in agriculture 

werr muçh more complex than the econornic evaluations currently in print. and that an 

accuratr analysis must go beyond economic issues and into the context of agricultural 

production. Social issues in particular received special attention. limiting a purely 

"inductive" approach. This was deemed necessary to cidequately structure the reseuch 



procrss. Although it was believed that social issues were important to agriculture. the 

lsvrl of importance was left to be assigned by the study respondents. The multifacetzd 

nature of the situation also required analysis at multiple levels. with a variety of sources. 

1.5 Research Goal and Objectives 

Ths p a l  of the research was: 

to ideilrifi aiid describe socinl and ïrgricdtiinil lirikïigrs in n Ritssian rural nrea 

To achieve this goal. a significant amount of context information was gathered 3t the 

study site. to place agriculture within the Inrger context. before focussing specifically on 

social issues. This process was also necessary to determine the social issues most relevant 

to the agricultural population. To retlect this perspective. contextual information is 

inc1~idt.d ris research results. 

In Iine with the inductive research approach adopted. research objectives were 

idcntifird mid-way through the research process. and continued to be refined until the 

final phases. The resuitant objectives are a combination of themes from the literature and 

"erounded throry" based on responses from Dmitrov Rayon (county) key informants and 

q r i c u  ltural producers to open-rndrd questions. Three social aspect areas and four 

ripricultural producer caie_eories resulted. and were explored to mert the following 

identify and describe the structure and function of area social and 
agricultural services 

identify and describe linkages between socid and agricultural service 
provision 

identify and describe the structure and function of area social and 
agriculturai organizations and CO-operatives 

identify and describe similarities and differences in organizational 
participation and volunteer activity between agricultural groups 

identify and describe the coping versus adaptive nature of socid and 
agricultural livelihood activities between agricultural groups 



Information in response to these interest rueas was gathered largely through interviews. 

and iinalysed primanly in a descriptive. qualitative manner. 

1.6 Limitations 

This study is a case study exploration. using qualitative methodology. Qualitative 

rrsearch dors not clairn to be objective. recognizin; the inevitable influence of researcher 

perspectives on the research process (Rothe. 1993). Efforts to minirnize this influence in 

the study include use of interview p ides  and analytical structures. However. use of these 

frlimeworks also impact the free form analy sis of responses frorn Russian respondents. 

characteristic of grounded theory. The result is a balance between grounded theory and 

established (Western) theoretical perspectives. 

This study seeks to explore and describe. rather than quantify linkates. and 

thcrefore inüy disproportionately represent certain issues. Alternatively. dthough 

qualitaiive methods enable the inclusion of a broad range of issues in informant 

rcsponsrs. respondent numbers were insufficicnt to have statistical Iikelihood that al1 

relcvant issues were identified. Finally. it should be noted that dthough the case study 

findings cün be expected to generalize tn Dmitrov Rayon. and have relevance to orher 

ci_rriculturül sites within Moscow Oblast (province) that have sirnilar characteristics. 

resexch rçsults ctinnot be gcneralized to Russia as a whole. 

Other limitations to this study have already been identified in the research 

Rationde. Section 1.3. 

1.7 Organization of the Paper 

The research purpose. rational. philosophy. goal and objectives have been 

prrscnted in Chapter One. A Literature Review of the background information and 

ihsort.ticn1 frnmework guiding the research process are presented in Chapter Two. This is 

followed by a description of the Research Methodology in Chapter Three. The Research 



Rrsults are reponed in Chaprers Four through Six. divided into chapiers of Context 

( Four ). Matrix Profiles (Five) and Grounded Theory Observations (Six). The S ynthesis 

of Rrsrarch in cornparison to the literature is presented in Chapter Seven. followed by 

Planning implications and Future Directions in Chapter Eight. The researcher reflects on 

ihe research experience in Chapter Nine. and concludes the thesis in Chapter T'en. 



CHAPTER TWO 

3.0 Literature Review 

h s  part of the inductive, exploratory nature of this research study. relevant 

lirerature was reviewed severd times over the course of the research process. New bodies 

of literature were investigated as themes becme evident in the field research. in this 

chapter. the literature deemed most relevant to the study is presented. The chapter begins 

with an analysis of the history of Russian agriculture. followed by dominant theoretical 

paradigrns. The theoretical foundation for this study. the Sustainable Livrlihoods 

Approaçh. is prrsentrd next. The chapter continues with an exploration of social aspects 

of rural Russia. as addressed by the research. and concludrs with a brief cornmentary on 

wailable literature on Russian rural Me. 

2.1 Russian Agriculture: Past and Present 

As drscribed in the introduction. Russian agriculture of the 20th century is known 

for its incfficient. large scale state and coilective farms. and highly productive persona1 

plots. Although current issues are generally thought to result from tlawed Soviet 

ideology. the laser histot-ical perspective indicntes that many characteristics of the 

current Russian agricultural system are of rnuch longer standing. This section is an 

overvirw of Russian agricultural history. presented in general themes relevant to the 

çurrent situation. Tliese themes are: the dynamic of collective agricultural production. 

persona1 plot agriculture. chronic underproduction. unsuccessful refoms. resistance to 

change. and the increasins size of agricultural production units. For clarity. the actuai 

chronology is prrsented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 

It should be nored that in a country the size of Russia. the largest in the worid for 

over a century. considerable variation can reasonably be expected in climaie. culture. and 

thus agricultural production. Identified themes represent generalizations only: a more in 

deprh sxploration would reveril a level of diversity and complexity beyond the scope of 

this ihcsis. The early information on Russian agriculture presenied here is locaiized to the 



Table 2.1: Russian Agricultural History (800-1914 AD) 

Kiev Rus: 85% of the population lived on the land as farmers. 
hunters. trappers. bee-keepers and herdsmrn 
Farming small scalc and primitive: most rural people banded 
together in communes (Thompson. 1990) 

Mongol Rule: Mongol confiscation of agricultural production 
Famines 

Rise of Moscow: Unification of Russia 

Time of Troubles: political upheaval. heavy taxation to support 
forei, an wars 
Decline in agriculture 
Famines 

Serfdom: gradual onset culminatins in Law Code of 1649. which 
forbade serfs from leaving their areas and required them to pay 
landlords for rights to use the land (Blum. 196 1) 
Agriculture at low subsistence level. relative to Europe 
Prasant communes preserved: families worked strips of land in 
comrnunaily held fields 
Famines in the early lïth ccenrury. 

Abolition of Serfdorn: Allocation of land to peasant communes: 
peasants required to pay for their land (Domar. 1989) 

Emancipation: Production continurd as previous. with "strip 
f'rirming" 
Limited change in agricultural production or living conditions 
(Harcave. 1964; Blum, 196 1 )  
Famines 

Stolypin Reforms: consolidation of peasant land into individual 
holdings through introduction of agricultural specialisrs 
For~iveness of any remaining land debt. 



Russian state of the identified time period. and thus ernphasizes European Russia. part of 

wliich is now in the independent republic of the Ukraine. The research site, lnter 

described in the methodology, is located in the oldest part of Russia. 

3.1 1 The Dynamic of Collective Agricultural Production 

Agriculture has existed in Russia for as long as Russia has been considered a 

stiitc. Throughout this 1200 year history. ngricultural production has been largely 

çolleçrive. Thompson (1990) reports that f m i n g  in the Kiev Rus (800-1200) was small 

scAc and primitive. and that rnost people banded together in communes. This tradition 

continued through Mongol rule. the T ime of Troubles and serfdom. The only time 

psriods where land was held and worked by individuals were during the Stolypin refoms 

( 1 906- 19 111. q a i n  under Lenin's New Economic Policy (NEP) ( 192 1 - 1930). and 

currently in  the 1990s. During the Stolypin refoms. only a smdl percentage of land was 

privatizrd (estirnates range frorn 10- 15%). The NEP was reportedly much wider in 

intlucncc (Hrdlund. 1984). but i t  is important to note that collective or group agriculture 

existcd t hroughout riIl of these refom periods. 

Collective agricultural production and private ownership of land are not mutually 

t.?tclusive in Russirin history. Neither are typical land ownership behaviours. such as 

inheritrince and transfer of access rights. exclusive to private Imd ownership. Blum 

i 1993) reports that during the establishment of serfdom ( 16 13- 186 1). peasants exhibited 

ownership behaviours. buying, selling and inhenting land. despite having no legal title. 

The 156 1 - 1866 "emancipation" of serfs. which gave serfs official title to the land. 

dlocated the land to the peasants in groups. Group councils redistributed the land to this 

group on the bais  of family size every ten years until the Stolypin refoms in 1906 

(Thompson. 1990). Thus despite having official title to the land. peasants were not 

guarantrrd iengthy tenure'. Current "privatization" of agricultural land has echoed this 

-The estent of capitalism during this period is still the subject of debate (see Koval'chenko, 
1989 i. 



Table 2.2: Russian Agricultural History - Soviet and Post-Soviet 

1917 War Communism: break up of large estates, Stolypin peasants depnved 
of gains. state monopoly on trade in agricultural production 
Famine: food extraction policies and decreases in production 

1921 New Economic Policy: peasants regained right to hold title to land 
Land tiiles held individually or in groups 

1929 - 1933 Forced Collectivization: consolidation of al1 agricultural land into lar_oe 
s tate oprrated enterprises. seizure of prodiiction 
~ e a s a d s  responded by buming produce and slaughtering animais. 
resultiq in a 27% reduction in livestock by 1932 (Karcz, 197 1 )  
Estimated deaths between 6- 15 million 

World War Two: encouragement of privaie plot production through 
allocation of land to enterprises 
17% loss of pre-war sown area and 45% loss livestock to German 
occupation (Conquest. 1958) 

1946 Post War: Land returned to collective farms. retum to pre-war legislstion 

1953 - 1977 Kruschev/Breznev: increasrd resource allocation to agriculture 
Increasing size of collective farms and l a d  under cultivation 

1980s Corbachev: moderate growth in production and consurnption ai 
disproponionately high cost 
Statr subsidies represented 70% of the retail cost of meat. 604  of milk 
prices and 20% of bread prices (Ioffe and Nefedova. 1997) 

1993 Land Decree: al1 farm workers. including pensioners. to be issued title 
dreds according to their shrire of farm land 
By October. only 1 1.3% of land was still managed by state farms 
( Butterfield. Kuznetsov and Sazonov) 
Most f m s  retain pre-existing form (Wegren. 1993) 

1995 - 1998 Recent: 285 000 private farmers. constant over 3 years with 10% annual 
turn-over (loffe et ai. 1997) 



t o m  of land tenure: most agricultural land in Russia, although officially privatized. is 

hsld by groups rather than private farmers (Agarian Institute. 1997). 

The dynamic of collective agriculture does not necessarily connote CO-opcrative 

nctivity. Although land was often held by groups rather than individuals, this does not 

necrssiirily mean thai individuals worked together. For example, in the late 19th century. 

land u u  dlocated to households. who hnd a responsibility to the group based on farnily 

sizr. Families worked the land individuaily. on strips of land in l q e  communal fields 

i Bohac. 1959). Undrr the Soviet regime. two types of large scaie enterprise existed: statr 

and collective farms. In thcory, state farm workers were employees. paid a regular salary 

for t hr i r positions. Collec tive farms were struc tured to be CO-opcrati ve, wi th workers 

reçcivin~ a pcrcentage of the l m ' s  income (Worobec. 1994). in reality. there was much 

regional variation in the management of the large enterprises. The significant differencr 

hetwtien collective and staie f m s  was noi deemed directly relevant to this research. 

2.12 Personai Plot Agriculture 

Individual plots gained notoriety during the Soviet period for vastly outproducing 

( I'rom a production per hectare standpoint) the collective farms on which they were 

locaicd. The catesory of "private plots" in ihe 10'kentury has included personal land 

allociition~ to hm. indusrrial workers and state rmployees. 4 s  a result. individuals may 

or rnriy not reside on or near their plots: persona1 plots rire dso referred to as "dacha" or 

cctta_oc plots for this reason. 

Persona1 plot production has increased rhroughout the 1990s. with personal plots. 

i typically lcss than two hectares in size) producing 27.2% of Russia's total agricultural 

production in 1997 (Agrarian Institute. 1997)'. The heritage of persona1 plot allocation is 

long standing: initially peasant styie agriculture was effectively individual. labour 

- L w  consewative estimates by the OCED in 1999. reponed that over 50% of agricultural 
production was being produced by personal plots. 



intensive plots. Leonard ( 1989) reported that during serfdom. serfs were allocated 

individual plots in addition to the land they worked for their landlords. These individual 

plots produced 7 16 of al1 agricultural produce: crops on landlord land accounted for only 

2 1% of production. A report by Dodze ( 197 1 ). describing Russian agricultural 

production in 1959. indicated that private plots accounted for 644 of potatoes. 4 1 B of 

mrat. 47% of milk and 8 1 C/o  of eggs produced in the Soviet Union. These private plots 

belonged prirnarily to collective farm workers. 

The high lrvels of private plot production have been an inherent part of survival 

for Russian rural families. To compensate for agriculturd land loss in World W u  Two. 

increased private plot rillocations were made through institutions and businesses. Hill 

( 1975. in Kitching. 1998). cornmtminp on the 1960s. stated that while 808 of pnvate 

plot incorne was. on average. directly consurned by the family producing it. the 208 

rnrirkcted still providrd about 40% of the household's income. This policy has been 

cchocd in 1990s refoms. where increased allocation of individual plots to urban residents 

ha5 b w n  uscd to combat poveny and food insecurity. 

It is important to note that private plot production. while clearly important for 

househoid survivril. has traditionally been a supplementary source of income. 

Throughout the Wh and 20Ih centuries. private plot producers have typically maintained 

incomç generating activities cxternal to thrir personal plots. It is significant that this 

private plot production has histoncally been subsidized to some extent by the larger 

cntrrprise. first under serfdom (Leonard. 1989). and later throughout the Soviet period. 

Inforniation irom the 1990s is inconsistent in identifying the rolr of large agriculturd 

enterprises in supporting private plot production. 

1.13 Chronic Underproduction 

Underproduction is also not a phenornena unique to the Soviet regime. Althou_gh 

Russia has altvoys boristed a significant percentage of the world's arable land. historical 



anîlysts sugest  that 800-1200 AD was the only time period in Russian history that 

agricultural production did not lag behind that of Europe (Blum. 196 1). The seizure of 

agricultural production by the Mongols. and subsequent wars to reunite and increase the 

sizs of the Russian empire. did not allow for development of the agriculrural industry. 

Harcavc ( 1964 reports that 17th century Russia had no agricultural exports. The 18th 

and pÿniculai-ly lnte 19th centuries had minimal agricultural expons. which are not 

considered evidence of increûsed production. but of deprivation of peasantry to meet statr 

objectives < Baykov. 197-1). By the early 20th century. despite innovations and 

industrialization in other lacets of the Russian economy. agriculture continued to retain 

i ts historical patterns. Tillage practices and fertilization strategies were virtually 

unchmgrd from whiit they had been in the middle ages (Blum. 1961 1. 

Cnderproduction continued throu_ehout the 20th century. Although a significant 

riegrce of rnrchanization occurred. Russia continued to lrig behind European production 

iwcls. (Grantham and Leonard. 1989). The result of this chronic underproduction has 

been ri serics of fimines. up to and including the 20th century. Food shortriges are an 

ohvious result of wars. which charücrerize significant components of Russian history. 

Andrlc ( 1994 reports a famine for the first half of the L8th century due to weather 

conditions. Food shonages in the 20th century were reponsd at the beginning of the 

century. during the First World War. spin in the early 1930s with forced collectivization. 

World War Two (when airnost half of the agricultural land came under foreign control). 

the ccirly 19705 and ngain in the 1990s. Severin in Ioffe et al ( 1997) comment that 1994 

u x  the iirst timr in ncarly two decades. that Russian consumers did not express concrrn 

about food shonages. instead consumers were unable to afford available (largely 

importeci) foodstuffs. 

1.14 r\gricultural Reforms 

Food shonages and the desire to use agricultural production as a means of 

economic drvelopment have ied to a number of reforrns to Russian agriculture. Although 



political changes over the history of Russia have certainly impacted Russian agriculturd 

production. arguably the first actively agricultural refom was in 1861 with the 

emancipation of the peasants. As described previously. peasants at that time were 

producing alrnost rhree times as rnuch for themselves as for their landlords. Between 

I Y6 1 and 1566. land was allocated to pre-existing locd groups (govemed by the mir or 

obschina. the O-anization of family heads in the community). Peasants were required to 

püy for their land at prices generally considered to be unreasonably high. and certainly 

bqond the peasants' ability to repay in a shon period of time (Domar. 1989)'. The result 

was ongoin? stagnation of agricultural production. 

Perhaps the most positive historical reforms to Russian agriculture were the 

Stolypin reforms of 1906 to 191 4 (continuing past Stolypin's death in 191 1 ). Under this 

prosram. al1 pre-existing land debts were forgiven. and peasants had the option to 

consolidate their holdings (previously consisting of strips of land in several different. 

conimunally hcld. fields). Estimates range that from 10- 15% of agricultural land was 

consolidlitcd in this rnanner ( s r r  Hedlund. 1984). This policy dso  saw a husr increase in 

ihe numbcr of qricultural specialists assigned to work with the peasantry to facilitate 

land reform and adoption of new technologies (Yaney. 1971). Althoush the success of 

these reforms in t r m s  of increased a_oricultural production is often considered 

justificrition for current privatization policies. historical analysts disagree about the 

likelihood for Iÿrger scale success of these activities. had the reforms continued past 

prcliminary stages (Hedlund. 1984). 

Land consolidation was reinitiated under Lenin's New Econornic Policy in 1920. 

This program consolidated both individual and group holdings. Groups of those "less 

IOnunritel' peasants were formed into coIlectives several years before the onset of full- 

.;cale collectivization (Yaney. 197 1). The strongest criticism of this policy was that it in 

:.A significant number of these debts still existed 50 years later. when the Stolypin reforms 
uere undertaken. 



sffect "ber on the rich", enabling those with the skills and connections to be entrepreneurs 

to brnefit. while leaving less fortunate individuds to band together. without the 

protection of stronger group members (Shaposhnikov. 1990). 

The forced collectivization of the 1930s was actually a rapid accelrration of a 

program existing in the 1920s (see Worobec. 1994). Siting private f m e r .  or "kulak" 

resistance to srizure of production. dl agriculturd land w u  re-organized into large 

agricultural enterprises in the 1930s. The brutality of this policy implemeniation is 

notorious: estimates range from 6-15 million peasants were killed because of their 

resistance (actual or perceived) to reforms. Millions more were exiled to work camps in 

Siberia or died of starvation in the famines that followed. The inefficiencies of the new 

systcm did not disappear. despite periodic reforms and massive financial investment. in 

the 1960s. 70s and 80s (see Gray. 1990). 

Privatization of agriculture reappeared during the Soviet period. with 49 000 

private farms in existence by 1991 (Ioffe et al. 1997). By 1993. almost al1 of the 

agricultural land had been privatized (but not de-collectivized). largely retaining the pre- 

cxisting large scale format (Wegren. 1993). under a new "privatized" status. The nurnber 

o i  regisrered private f m e r s  in Russia has been stable ot approximately 285 000 from 

1995 to the most reccnt stotistics in 1997. These new farmers occupy approximately 5% 

O t' Russici's rigricultural land (Agrxian Institute. 1997). The topology of Russian 

agricultural enterprises is complex and subject to significant regional variation: funher 

discussion of the forms of agricultural production in the study site are included in the 

Ylethodology Section. 

The serics of reforms suggests that Russians have not been blind to the plight of 

thrir agriculturril industry. The challenge continues to be finding a solution that works. 



2.15 Resistance to Change 

The theme of resistance to change is characteristic of analyses of local level 

rextions to al1 of Russia's attempted reforms. Tolstoy ( 19 17), writing about peasant 

production in the 19th century 3s a sub-plot in his novel Anna Karenina. described the 

unn~illingnrss of peasants to adopt new technology at that time. Blum ( 196 1 ) indicated 

rhat 19th crntury landlords and peasants both sremed content with traditional agricultural 

prxticrs. describing the structural disincentives for change. Low labour incentive 

c Ellman. 198 1 ) is identified as an issue for the Soviet regime. and is described by some 

;iiirhors üs a form of resistance (Kitching. 1998). A 1993 survey found strong resistance 

to the introduction of Neo-liberal market-oriented refonns. often based on the 

reipondents' awareness of the importance of social interdependence (O'Brien. 

Patsiorkovski. Dershem. Bonnano and Timberlake. 1993). Clearly. the agricultural 

popdarion of Russia has a history of acting slowly to adapt to change or adopt new 

technology. 

2.16 Increasing Size of Production Units 

Since the break-up of land-lord holdings in the mid 19th century. agricultural 

production units have continued to increase in size throughout Russia. From the 

consolidarion of the strips of land under Stolypin. to the collectives of the 1930s. and 

increcising nmaleamations of the 1960s and 1970s. large scale agricultural units were the 

pride of Russia. until their inefficiencies were rxposed in the rnid 1980s. The 1990s were 

the tïrst time in 150 years that Russim agricultural production units have decreased in 

size. The sfriciencies of scale attempted under the Soviet eovernment appear to reflect 

economic principles: ironically. promotion of "family f m i n g "  seems to reflect a sociaily 

hased ideal. 

2.1 7 Sumrnary 

Chronic underproduction and the senes of unsuccessful reforms cast Russian 

agriculture in a nrgative light. It appears that Russian agriculture has been in "crisis" for 



hundreds of years. It is important to note that negative sentiments describing Russian 

agriculture come from both Western and Russian authors. Russian authors. however, are 

rnuch more conservative in their estimates of Russian agricultural potcntial. Siting the 

lage percentage of the land base that is not arable and uncertain climate of European 

Russia. thçy question whether Russia is in fact an "agricultural country". In any case. 

experts from both Russia and the West agree that Russia is not meeting its current 

iigricultural potentil. 

2.2 Analytical Perspectives 

There are an abundance of analytical perspectives from which to attempt 

understanding and rxplanation of the current and historic conditions in Russian 

agriculture. This section presents srlected perspectives that have relevance to the current 

situation in Russia. including international drvelopment initiatives. In keeping with rhc 

phiiosophy of rhis paper. Russian perspectives are presented first. 

2.1 1 Russian Perspectives 

Russian perspectives on agricultural development are generally discredited by 

ihrir lack of succrss during the Soviet period. Marxist ideology in panicular receivrs 

blatant çritiçism. Rscent reforms appear to have been even less fruitful. There is some 

contention. however. about the extent to which recent reforms reflect Russian agricultural 

t hought. Other literciture from Russia's history provides a more interesting. and 

potrntially illurninating. rationale for current conditions. 

Significant rrforms to Russian agriculture were undenaken by the Russian 

government in the early 1990s. The extent to which these reforms were promoted by the 

international community is somewhat contentious. As with many African countries. 

rtructurtil adjustrnrnt policies were tied to the huge international loans received by Russia 

i i i  the early 1990s. Reduction of agricultural subsidies. privatization of land and 

qricultural processing hcilities. and opening the agnculturai market to international 



tradr are al1 characteristic of classic structurai adjustment processes. As described 

previously. official land privatization in Russia is largely complete. but has not met 

Wèstrm sxpectations of small scde private f m i n g .  or increased agricultural production. 

Russian agricultural policies of the Soviet period wrre based Iargely on Marxist 

idrology. Marx' distain for peasantry and advocation of large-scale. CO-operative style 

fmns was usrd as justification by Stalin for the brutality of his 1930s reforms (Conquest. 

1968 ). The appropriateness of Marxist analysis for agricultural production. and the 

cifcçt ivencss of Soviet a_oricultural pol icy have received detailed exploration throughout 

niciinsiream a_oriculturril literature. For the purposes of rhis study. emphasis was placed 

on Russian agricultural theory which hris had limited exploration to date. Russian 

i~gricultural thzorists in the erirly 20th century expressed concem about government 

policies reflecting economies of scale. These voices were later silenced by the Soviet 

yvernment in hvour of iManist ideology. The literature remnins. and has appeared 

iporadically in W e ~ t e m  review of peasant behaviours. This thesis dwells sprcificrilly on 

ihc work of Alexander Chayanov. 

Chayanov developed a throry that peasants. in pursuing their subsistrncc. were 

dit'terently motivated than capitalist farmers. Essentially. Chayanov argued that peasants 

arc motivated by a balance between meeting household needs and the arduousness of 

labour. rather than optimization of profit (Kerblay. 197 1 ). As a result. peasants will work 

long hours with low compensation if this is deemed necessary to meet household nerds. 

.Altrmntively. peasants are unwilling to work ai arduous occupations if there is no 

irnrnediatc. household need. The term for this phenomena is "labour-consumer balance". 

Chtiyanov opposed the consolidation of agriculture into ever increasing production units 

i hvoured by both capitalist and rnarxist economists). believing that vertical integration of 

srniil1 h r m s  into CO-operatives wouià more effectively work with the naturai limitations 

to rconomies of scaie (Kerblay. 197 1). Chayanov did not live to see his ideas 

implernentsd. but thry have returned to mainstream agriculturd thought in Russia. 



2.22 Western Perspectives and The Family Farming Debate 

The promotion of neo-liberal economic reform in Russia is more reflective of 

international developrnent policies of the 1980s than current trends in Nonh Arnerican 

agricultural thought. Discussions of agricultural development in North America have 

çrntrsd around modes of production and what has become known as the small hm 

problrm: a discussion with regards to the ongoing viability of small scale agriculture. or 

"frimily f i s "  in the face of economies of scale (Fuller and Srnail. 1999). Western 

licveloprnrnt perspectives are now recognizing the broader sociologicai. demogaphic. 

financial and rconomic influences on Russian agriculture (Wesren. 1997). but remain 

focuised on the drvelopment of "fmily farming". 

The srnall frirm literature in Nonh Arnerica has developcd over the past ?O yrtirs. 

3s i t  gadually became accepted that econornies of scale were insufficient to explain the 

ongoing existence of srnail scale agriculture (see Fuller et al. 1999). The continuing 

dominance of subsistence forms of a,riculture world wide (Shanin. 197 1) .  as well as the 

rurvi\pal of the prasantries in Europe (Franklin. 1969) served to rnotivate this discussion 

throu_ehout the 1970s. Landmark work by Friedmann in 1980 updated the subsistence 

\*ersus commercial agriculture debate by emphasizing the understanding of the farm and 

h m i l y  as wholr. and categorizing operations as forms of production. The result - 
political sconomy - was the inclusion of social relations. household labour dynamics and 

.;taie policy ns factors in economic rationality. This recognition of social issues in 

relatiori to agriculture is becominz mainstrearn in agriculturd analysis. and is reflected in 

ih r  Production to Consumption Systerns litenture (ser Sellen et al. 1993). 

The balance berween social and economic issues for general economic 

drvelopment is not nrw to Nonh America. Marx and Durkheim both contended that 

sonlractual mangernents and economic exchange must be built on pre-existing social 

connections (Bonnano and Lyman. 1999). Western society in generai has accepted that a 

certain smount of market regulation is necessary. to maintain governrnent programs that 



support social services and redistribution of wealth. Disagreement stems primarily from 

the extenr ro which the market mechanism should be regulated. In terms of agriculture. i t  

is now widely recognized that agriculture does not behave like other industries or sectors. 

2.23 Bringing the Two Worlds Together 

The Chayanovian and Western perspectives converge on their analysis of 

house hold labour allocation. questioning the motivation behind household agricul turd 

production. The perspectives di ffer ber ween economic motivation. and the subsistence 

ethic of labour-consumer balance. The theoretical framework adopted for this study 

offers a third perspective: an analysis of agriculture not as an entity in and of itself. but 

one of rnany activities undenaken by an individuai or household to sustain livelihoods. 

This description characterizes the Sustainable Livelihoods Approach. funher described in 

the following section. 

2.3 Theoretical Frarnework: Establishing the Broader Context 

The rhrorrtical perspective adopted for this research was based on inductive 

idroiogy. but fwoured the position that agricultural production is pan of a larger 

contextual picture. and thus cannot br limited to an economic mdysis. even with the 

inclusion of social components. Instead. the context within which agricultural production 

occurs musc be iinalysed. dwelling rqually on social. economic and environmental 

phenornena. as ideniified by the indigenous population. 

Concepts were drawn from the Sustainable Livelihoods (SL) approach to f o m  a 

Ii-anirwork for this broad contextual analysis. and provide theoretical justification of the 

study's social aspect focus areas. Of the theoretical perspectives previously described. 

ihs  S L approach most closely refiects Chayanov's peasant subsistence analysis. in that the 

emphasis is on the household (or unit of anaiysis) rather than agricultural production. 



2.31 Sustainable L i v e l i h d s  

The concept of Sustainable Livelihoods (SL) surfaced over a decade ago in the 

World Commission on Environment and Development (UNDP web-site, 2000). Since 

that time it  has been adopted a primruy approach by DFID, and is one of five UNDP 

mandates. It arose out of studies of the poor. in recognition of the multidimensional 

nature of povrrty. This section describes the origins. definitions. and major concepts of 

SL. a i th  reference to the conceptuai mode1 and definitions used to structure the research 

process. 

2.32 Origins 

The S ustainable Livel ihoods ( SL) approac h represents the consolidation of 

niultiple devrlopment perspectives into a comprehensive framework. Early contributors 

inçlude Sen in the 1980s. who discussed capabilities. people's nght to chose. coping with 

shock and stresses and finding and making use of livelihood opponunities (UNDP 

whsire .  2000). Chambers and Conway ( 1992) rmphrisized concepts of capability. equity 

and sustliinability. Ultirnately. SL is a manifestation of the bottom-up approach to 

development. the paradigm shift recognizing the importance of devrloprnent by the 

people. rather than for the people (Fuller. Drvlin. Small and Johnson. 2000). SL iinalysis 

sniphasizes local level activities and resources. while recognizing the influence of macro 

levcl policies and institutions. The complexity and diversity inherent in this broad 

perspective is evident through ties to Holling's cornplex adaptive systems theory. 

Sustainable Livelihoods (SL) as a framework. originated as Sustainable Rural 

Livelihoods. The concept of "rural" wûs later rernoved frorn the title by some 

propcinents. as limiring the scope of programming to rural residents. The Institute of 

Drvelopment Studies (DS) in Sussex and the International Institute for Sustainable 

Drvelopment (IISD) in Winnipeg are known to be the earliest advocates for a SL 

spprocich. developing conceptual frameworks and comprehensive definitions. 



2-33 Definitions 

The concept of Sustainable Livelihoods (SL) has multiple definitions, reflecting 

varying nuances and emphases in conceptualization. Most of the definitions include 

concepts of capabilities and assets, livelihood activities. institutions and other macro level 

influcncss. and the adequacy of these components for meeting basic needs. Chambers 

and Conwriy provide the following definition: 

A livelihood comprises the capabilities. assets (stores, resources. claims and 
accrss) and activities required for a means of living: a livelihood is sustainable 
uhich can cope with and recover from stress and shocks. maintain or rnhance its 
capabilitics and assets and provide sustainable livelihood opportunities for the 
next genrration; and which contributes net benefits to other livelihoods rit the 
local and global lrvels and in the short and long terni ( 1991. p.7). 

.r\ltt.rnately. Singh and Titi ( 1994) define sustainable livelihoods as: 

pcoplr's cnpacities to: generntr and maintain thcir means of living. enhance their 
w r  ll-king and that of future grnrrations. These capacities are contingent upon 
the availability of accrssibility to options which are ecological. socio-cultural. 
rconomic and politicnl and are predicated on equity. ownership of resources and 
participatory decision-making (p.4). 

This thcsis uses the DFD definition: 

;\ livelihood comprises the capabilities. assets ( includi ne both material and social 
rcsources) and activities required for a mrans of living. A livelihood is 
sustainable whcn it  can cope with and recover from stresses and shock and 
niaintain or enhance its capabilities and assets both now and in the future. while 
not undrrmining the natural resource base. (Camey. 1998. p. 1). 

The srlrction of this pmicular definition was based on the importance of including 

concepts of shocks and stresses in the livelihoods analysis. as well ris valuing the naturai 

resource base. without making assumptions about equity and ownership. 

2.34 Major Sustainable Livelihood Concepts 

Major concepts are mort easily presented in rekrence to a conceptual model. 

Developing or even adequately drfining a conceptual model is a major work in itself. For 

the purposes of this research. the conceptual model will be drawn from the work of 



Fuller. Devlin. SrnaIl and Johnson (2000). with a minor aiteration to the division of 

clipitals to reflect DFLD definitions. This model was selscted for use in this study because 

i t  rrpresents the rescarcher's personal conceptualization of the SL construct. This 

conceptual model is presented in Figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3: Sustainable Livelihoods Mode1 

and Capabilities) 
Meso-Macro 1 

Structural Factors 

Capi tals Entitlements 

Natural Capital LIVELIHOOD Institutions 
ACTIVITIES 

Hiiman Capital Organizations 
LIVELIHOOD 

Financicil Capital STRATEGIES Policies 

Physical Capital LIVELIHOOD 4'=-- 
==m+ Legislation 

PATHS 
Social Capital Social Services 

(Moditied tiom Fuller. Devlin. Small and Johnson. 2000) 

Wi thin the SL ideology. "assets" are multidimensional. and include both 

physicrilly manifestcd and perceived resources. The SL conceptualization draws on an 

sconornic mrtaphor - capital - to describe the different productive streams from which an 

individual or housrhold can drrive a livelihood (Scoones. 1998). Use of this rnetaphor is 



intrndcd to emphasize the diversity of the resource base'. In SL. definitions of capital are 

not mutually sxclusive. but are primarily descriptive and are therefore not intended for 

use in quantitative evaluation. For the purposes of this conceptualization. definitions are 

drawn directly from DFID ( 1998. p. 7). and presented in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: Types of Capital 

Satura1 Capital 

Hurnnn Capital 

Financial 
Capital 

Social Capital 

the natural resource stocks from which resource tlows useful for 
livelihoods are derived (ie land, water, wildlife. bio-diversity. 
environmental resources) 

the skills. knowledge. ability to labour and good health important 
to the ability to pursue different livrlihood strategies 

- - -- - -- - - - 

the basic infrastructure (transport. shelter. water. energy and 
communications) and the production equipment and mems which 
çnable people to pursue their livelihoods 

tïnancial resources which are available to people (whether 
swings. supplies of credit or regular remittances or pensions) and 
which provide them with different livelihood options 

the sociai resources (networks. group memberships. relationships 
of trust. access to wider institutions of society) upon which people 
draw in pursuit of livelihoods 

Catqories of "capital*' vary between authors. and may include economic and cultural 

capital'; in  addition to those presented in the chut. 

"Entitlements" within the SL mode1 include human made contextual elernents. 

'The researcher recoy izes the extensive body of economic literature surrounding the 
mcaning of "capital". Within the SL conceptualization. definitions of capital have only the 
most basic economic puallels - the recognition of vdue in maintaining life. 



such as spemmental institutions. social s e ~ i c e s .  organized group activities. policies and 

Ir_oisiation. The overlap with capitals makes individual categories difficult to define: 

instiiutions and policies give rise to capitals. ranging from built infrastructure to social 

groupings. Routine use of these capitals. most obviously through voting but also other 

mrchanisms. influences the entitlements. As with definitions of capitals, definitions of 

sntitlements are intended to be descriptive. rather than definitive. and Vary in definition 

betwren ciuthors evrn more-so than capitals. Capitals and entitlements are dynamic. a 

reflcction of the changing nature of any context over time. 

The interaction betwern capitals and entitlements occurs through "livelihood 

ciçti~*itirs". A livelihood activity is any activity that an individual. household or 

çornmunity undertakes to maintain life. The liternture is unclear about whether livelihood 

activitiss includr activities that appear to have no direct impact on subsistence. such as 

recreation. For these purposes. al1 activitics undertaken are iocluded in the contextual 

cinalysis. to prevent exclusion of potentially relevant activities in the exploration of 

agriculture. 

"Livelihood strategies" are the composite of activities used to address a specific 

need. For rxample. agricultural production is a composite of many livelihood activities. 

such as teed production and animal care. Livelihood paths are the combination of 

l ivcl i hood srrategirs. Agricultural and social livelihood strategies are analysed within this 

rcsearch on the bais  of their coping versus adaptive characteristics. 

The "sustainability" of livelihoods is evaluated on the potentid to meet identified 

nrrds. particuiarly in response to "shocks and stresses". Chambers and Conway (1992) 

base thcir definitions on Conway 1987 and 1990. In their words. shocks are impacts 

which are typicaily sudden. unpredictable and traumatic. Examples range from 

ru-thqunkes to political revolution. Stresses are pressures which are typicdly predictable. 

continuous and cumulative. Examples of stresses wouid include regular seasonal 



variation. aging and family care needs. Susceptibility to shocks and stresses are 

considered to be "risks" or vulnerabilities to the livelihood strategy. 

Sustainability is evaluated on the reaction to shocks and stresses. Livelihood 

activitirs and stratesies are classified as either coping or adaptive. Coping responses are 

generally thought to be shon-tem responses. generally to a specific shock. and last for 

only the duration of the shock. Adaptive strategies are longer tem. often permanent, 

changes in behiiviour strategies in response to either a shock or stress. Specific activities. 

suçh as adoption of new technolo_ey. c m  be classified as rither copine or adaptive. 

Jepcndinp on their duration and intrnt. It is important to note that the sarnr activity. for 

instance privatr f m i n g .  can be a shon term coping stratrgy for one household. but an 

ad~iptive sirûtqy for anothcr household in the sarne community. depending on the 

household's intent and level of permanence. Coping and adaptive strategies become 

difficult to differentiate when strategies intended for the shon term continue past original 

e'rpccrations. 

2.35 Application to Agriculture 

The dynûrnic that sustainable livelihoods adds to the analysis of agriculture is the 

displacement of agriculture as a primary focus. In usine the SL perspective. agriculture is 

only one of müny livelihood strategies undertaken to sustain livelihoods. The advantage 

of this perspective is the opponunity to place agriculture within the larger context. and 

addrçss the multiplicity of variables that impact (or have no impact) on agricultural 

production. 

A~ricultural production is presented as one of three primary liveli hood strategies 

by Scoones i 1998). The SL approach derived from studies of the poor in developing 

countrirs. where agriculturol production is a major activity. Using the SL model. 

agricultural activities are conceptualized as resulting not only from natural capital (land 

and climatel and human capital (human knowledge and activity). but including social 



aspects. as well. such as household dynamics and organization of production. Agriculture 

is intlurnccd by policies and institutions. which allocate accsss to capitals. Agriculture 

itzrlf can br considered a coping or adaptive response to the shocks and stresses in this 

atjr context. 1 ar, 

2.36 Relevance to Research 

The SL approach was adoptcd for this research because it most closely reflects the 

rrseiirch philosophy of holistic analysis and bottom-up data collection. Use of the SL 

iipproach to p i d e  research also allows a certain amount of cultural neutrality. 

Sustainable livelihoods has no "right" or "wrong" livelihood strategies and paths: the 

concem is more the long term sustainability and impact on resource pools. including 

narural and hurnan resources. in theory. svaluation of policies and governance. such as a 

conipürison betwern Soviet and Western political ideology. is not directly relevant. 

Insrsad the evalurition addresses the sustainability of livelihoods that were facilitated by 

ihosrt governing structures. Despite this srride toward political neutrality. values still 

corne into play through the valuing of particular "capitals". For exarnple. the high level 

of consurnerism characteristic of Nonh American society is clearly depletin2 the natural 

capital for future genrrations; this problem appears to be under-recognized or deemed 

Icss important by the inajority of Nonh American society than the financial and physicd 

ciipiial rcsources thrit accumulate as a result. 

The strength of the SL approach is also its wekness. In identifying the 

importance and complexity of the context. adequately addressing al1 contextual issues 

hecomes a mammoth task. This research uses SL concepts to guide the data gatheting 

and cincilysis processes. but is not intended to be research into sustainable livelihood 

.;!stems as a wholr. Instead concepts are used to generate basic background information. 

and thrn explore the conceptual focus areas of social and agricultural phenomena. 



2.4 Research Focus: Social Aspects 

This research uses the Sustainable Liveiihoods (SL) approach to describe the 

study si te contexr. and then focuses speci fically on social and agricultural cornponents. 

The history and current presentation of agriculture in Russia. and within the SL paradigm, 

have already been discussed. This section addresses the SL perspective on the social 

components identified for study: social capital and social service infrastructure. as well 

as the coping versus adaptive nature of social and agriculturai livelihood activities. 

Social service infrastructure and coping strategies have extensive bodies of 

liierarure within the field of health science. beyond their description within the SL 

frarnttwork. Relative to this literature base. concepts of social service infrastructure and 

coping strritegirs within the SL framework rire under-drveloprd. This was not a major 

issue for this research. which used the basic SL conceptudization for theoreticai 

placement. but relied on study site respondents for definition of categories. However. the 

concept of social capital has received considerable attention frorn developmeni throrists 

ovrr  the past decade. and requires funher discussion and delimitation ai this point. 

Social capital is o new concept in and of itself. beyond the Sustainable 

Liwlihoods litrrature. and is subject to varying definition. Origins are credited to Jane 

Jacobs in 1961 and Glen Loury in 1977 (Wall. Ferruzi and Schryer. 1998). but the 

concept did not becorne rnainstream untii the 1990s. Landmark work by Putnam ( 1993. 

p. 1671 definsd social capital as productive: 

social capital ... refers to the fcatures of social organization ... that can improve the 
sfficiency of society by facilitriting coordinated actions. 

Purnlirn's focus was largely on community organizations and community involvernent as 

retleçtions of levels of social capital. Other theorists have included conceprs of social 

cspectations or habitus (Bourdieu. 1986). tmst (Fukuyama. 1995). interpersonal 

relationships and information channels (Coleman. 1988) as measures of social capital. 

This study. in seeking to identify oven f o m s  of social capital. used Putnam's work to 

analyse cornmunity organizations. CO-operative activity and voluntarism. 



Putnam's work on social capital ernphasizes the influence of history in 

detrrmining social patterns. and the importance of civic activity for the development of 

drmocracy. He argues that the development of civic activity: voluntarism. noms  of 

reciprocity and networks of civic engagement. are essential for the development and 

maintenance of dsmocracy. This is not an efficient process. His ( 1993) publication on 

çivic traditions in Itdy. found roots of current social patterns stretching back 900 years. 

Historical patterns of collaboration. or lack there of. were found to be repeated by 

subrequent srnerattons. Historical differences were also used to account for significant 

regional variation. Putnam therefore cautioned that institution building is a lengthy 

proccss - predicting even in 1993 when international optimism about Russian refoms 

wns hish. that the transition to civic society would be slow for post-communist States of 

Eurrisia. 

The concept of social capital has been used to rxplain issues ranging from 

cducation l rve ls  to community economic performance. A review of the literature found 

limitrd use of the concept specifically addressing agricultural systems. One notable 

suxption is the work on Russian agriculture by O'Brien and Patsiorkovski. explored in 

the fuliowing section. 

2.5 Social Aspects of Russian Rural Society 

This section presents a historical overview of the three social focus rireas 

identified for detailed exploration in the study site: social service infrastructure. social 

capital and the coping versus adaptive nature of social and agricultural activities. The 

most comprrhensive. recent work on Russian rural society (published in English) is the 

litrrature based on a series of extensive household interviews. repeated in 1991. 1993 and 

1995 in threr Russian villages. by David O'Brien (University of Missouri) and Valeri 

Patsiorkovsky (Russian Academy of Sciences). The study of rural issues in Russia has a 

160 yrar history. resulting in a variety of ethnographie and descriptive publications from 

the mid to late 1gZh cenrury. Information is available from the Soviet period. but although 



usrful for creating a general picture. is likely to have been influenced by Soviet 

crnsorship and creative reponing suategies. 

2.5 1. Social Service Infrastructure 

Rural social services in Russia began as independent landlord initiatives in the 

mid 19'" century. Prior to that point. Russia was remarkable for the absence of social 

services (hcnlth and education). even in cities (Andrle. 19911. The emancipation of serfs 

( 186 1 - 1866) rcmoved any irnpetus for landlords to provide services (O9Brien et al, 1998). 

Local villii_oc organizations became responsible for medicril care in the 1860s (Sigerist. 

19.17) and by 1880 most had established rlrrnentary schools. as well as an elaborate 

burrriucracy to organize the multitude of local governance tasks. These included the 

txlihlishmrnt of food reserves. veterinary services. promotion of local trade and industry. 

manasement of charitable institutions and emergency services (O'Brien et al. 1998). 

The bnitality of Soviet collectivization of a_ericulture in the 1930s typicrilly 

ovcrshriciows the significant social achievement of that decade: the estabhhment of the 

world'r; first centralized health system (Newsholrne et al, 1933). The Soviet system built 

on existing local stmctures. rnodemizin_e and expanding (Sigerist. 1947). The guiding 

philosophy \vas that the Soviet system needed healthy workers. Health services at that 

tirne also contriinrd a preventative elemrnt. still evident in current Russian health 

phi losophies. The 1930s also saw a rapid expansion in ninl schools (Fitzpatrick. 1994). 

The literature on social service infrastructure for the remainder of the Soviet 

period is inconsistent. It is clear thai an extensive range of health and educational 

services continues to exist in rural areas. Health services include clinics and hospitds: 

mm) rural villiyes are served by feldshars. a Russian equivalent of nurse practitioner. 

Public education includes day-care (refrrred to as "kindergxten"), public schools for 

çhildren q e d  6- 1 1  and technicd colleges and universities. The adequacy of these 

scmices to mret rural needs is unclear. It is important to note that social service 



professions in Russia are historically low paying. Patsiorkovski ( 199 1 )  reponed that 

physicians typically receive approximately 314 of the average factory worker's wage. 

This is currently considered a major reason for under-staffing in rural areas. Although 

rural Russians are generally credited with a high level of literacy. these standards are now 

at risk due to post-Soviet funding constraints (Skribunova. 1999). 

2.52 Social Capital 

O'Brien et al's ( 1996a) discussion of social capital in Russian villages used 

Coleman's concepts of household structure. social networks and comrnunity integration. 

i r i ng  the importance of informal social suppons and helping networks which permitted 

rural residrnts to cope with the Soviet command rconomy. These issues are funher 

sddressed in the identification of coping versus adaptive strategirs which follows. 

This thesis used Putnam's conceptualization of social capital. to investigate 

cornni~inity orgmizations. cooperative activity and voluntarism. Beyond the workings of 

the mir in the Wh ccntury (the groups of family heads responsible for local 

ridrninistration). there is little evidence for any of these features in Russian history. 

Althou_oh many collective f m s  were strucrured to be "CO-operative" during the Soviet 

period. thrrr is little evidence that this was actually achieved. Large scale agricultural 

cnterpriscs issued wages and services in kind to their rmployees. either bascd on salary 

(btcite farms) or percentages of profits (collective farms). The Soviet structure did include 

Vcterrin's and Women's soviets. fm worker trade unions and youth programming. 

which dealt with the issues in Russian society typically addressed by community 

or_oanizarions in North Arnerica. Although funding has been reduced in the post-Soviet 

period. thrre was no research available during this study on the evolution of these 

structures in response to 1990s reforms. 

_ .  . ..- . ..I." 

2.53 Coping and Adaptive S trategies 

This section addresses social and agricultural activities undenaken in response to 



daily needs (stresses) and unexpected events (shocks). For these purposes. the coping 

versus adaptive nature of these activities is not evaluated. 

The social strategies of rural Russia do not follow Western foms: the community 

organizations and social activism characteristic of Nonh American society are almost 

non-existent. Instead. people appear to use informal mechanisrns to meet needs: currently 

(O'Brien et al 19963) and historically (Andrle. 1994). These mechanisms can easily br 

construed as immoral by Western observers. The prevalence of theft of agricultural 

producc from large scalr enterprises is an example of this apparent immorality. but 

rcilects the realities of coping with rural life. For example. thtre is an evident ideology 

thai the statc is responsible for change. Cox. (1979. p. 3 1) comments that "the general 

approach ro society in Soviet marxism is one of society being moulded by abstract forces. 

with people on the recriving end of social changes rather than as active agents in such 

chanse". Appropriation of agricultural production from fields before harvest is therefore 

not thcft. but an expression ofentitlement. O'Brien et al ( 1995) describe the systematic 

dcstruciion of social organizations and even household relations under Soviet 

cornmunism. It is therefore not surprising thar social relations would need to go "under- 

eround". and into in formal channels. 

There is also an underlying thread of equality in rural life. Tian-Shanskaia. 

n.riting in the Wh century (re-published in 1993). described the idea of limited ~ o o d .  It 

\vas percrivrd thar there was only a quantitative amount of weûlth available to a 

population: privatr accumulation of wealth was viewed as a form of robbery. Shouid this 

accumulation occur. equality was re-established through distribution in the fom of 

grandiose crlebration. or theft. This apparent inability to Save in the Wh century is 

rchocd in current discussions of rural residents. who also appear unable to save. Tian- 

Shanskaia < 1993. p. 139) wrote: "one reason for the lack of motivation to save was the 

impossibility of doin: so in the case of price fluctuations that ate up profits in a good 

?car". The inflation of the 1990s has created the same phenornena. 100 years later. 



The prevalence of private plot production as an agriculturai coping strategy has 

rilrrady bren described in the review of agricultural history. .4gricultural production 

appcars to be an occupation of last resort: Bohac. ( 1989) reported the tendency of 19Ih 

century eli te to rernove thernselves from agricul turai production. Tian-Shanskaia 

cornmented that peasants hired themselves out as farrn labourers only when dnven ro it by 

dire financial need. Twentieth century descriptions indicate that once passpons were 

issued to rurd residents in the mid 1970s. those who were able moved to cities. leaving 

on ly  the less able ro continue workinz on the state and collective f m s .  The result by the 

1990s w s  been high levels of alcholism. dependence and apathy in the farm worker 

pnpulrition. described by Shaposhnikov ( 1990) and Reed ( 1996). The coping and 

xhpr ive  stratrgics of rural Russians echo the Chayanovian anaiysis of motivation by 

household need and arduousness of labour rather than economic justification. 



CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 Research Design and Methodology 

This research utilized an inductive methodology. in a qualitative case study. It 

sought to drscribe the multidimensional content of agricultural production. before 

address in? two speci fic components: agriculture and social aspects. As an inductive 

study. the methodology evolved over the course of the reseÿrch process. in response to 

ne w in formation and data sources. Primary data gathering techniques included ksy 

informant and respondent interviews. The strdcture of these interviews was achieved 

through use of interview guides. brised on sroundrd theory. the PAPSL livelihoods profile 

and ;i data collection niatrix developed for this research. These structures also facilitated 

data anal ysis. Li mited secondary sources. beyond senerai Russian agricultural 

information. were availnble during the research period. 

3.1 Design Rationale 

The initiation of an inductive process reflected the euiding philosophy of the 

rcsearch (sce Section 1 A). which ernphasized the importance of indigenous opinions and 

expericnces to achieving accurate research data. Very little information of this type was 

a\vailiible ( i n  English) for rural Russia. and so i t  becarne n r c e s s q  to build this contextual 

foundntion as 3 part of the research procrss. This shonage of local information also 

rrsulrrd in the adoption of a case study üppronch. Case studies are considered to be the 

niost tlexible of resrarch designs (Hdum.  1987). and enable both holistic and detailed 

exploration of specific issues (Yin. 1993). Use of qualitative methodology was deemed 

most appropriate for this holistic. exploratory resexch: Rothe ( 1993) identifies 

qu;iliiütive methodology as panicularly appropriate for raising questions or alternative 

vieutpoints on social phenomena. and interpreting the actions according to the social 

contest. 

3.2 Case Study Selection 

A s  an exploratory study. any agricultural site within Russia wouid have been 



suitable. The selection of the study site was based on the potential to access both social 

and agricultural information. Due to the relative novelty of international exploration into 

agriculture (Russia has only been open to unsupervised international research in the 

1990s). a host o rp i za t ion  was sought to facilitate the research process. The Russian 

Farm Comrnunity Project. an American NGO working in Dmitrov Rayon (county). 

Russia. was chosen because it promotes both social and agricultural reform. The Russian 

Farm Community Project has been working in Dmitrov Rayon since 1992. and had 

esiablishrd credibility with local authorities. 

Dmitrov Rayon is locoted in the nonhem section of Moscow Oblast. the province 

iurrounding the city of Moscow. The city of Drnitrov was established in 1 154 by Prince 

i'uri. the youngest son of the Grand Prince of Kiev, Vladimir Monomakh. The region as 

a wholc is ripproxiniarely 240 000 hectares in sizc. Dmitrov Rayon is n major vegetable 

producrr. ivith an rstablished dairy industry. The geographic lirnits of the study were 

hüscd on ihr political boundaries of Dmitrov Rayon. although some key informants were 

büsed in Moscow or neighbouring regions. Regional govemments have a high level of 

auronomy in decision making: aithough many of the issues arising in Dmitrov could be 

c..cpectrd to rsist in other agiculturai areas of Moscow Oblast. research results are 

spççific to Dmitrov Rayon. A map showing the location of Dmitrov Rayon is presented 

in Figure 3.2. 

3.3 3Iethodology 

The study methodology Iargely followed the inductive approach described by 

Creswell ( 1994). with two added steps: the repetition of Step Two (researcher asks 

q~icstions) in Stcp Four to verify responses (adding a quantitative element to the analysis). 

and the addition of an author's reflection as Step Seven. Research steps are as follows: 



Figure 3.2 Location of Dmitrov Rayon 
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(Based on Moscow and Moscow Oblast Map. 439-u TSEVKO. p.2-3) 



1. The researcher begins with gathering information: This included literature 

review. study site selection and content analysis of available infomation. Very 

limited information specific to the study site was available at the beginning of the 

rcsearch process. including information about accessing potential data sources. 

The literature review focussed on the past and present situation in Russian 

agriculture. and potential frameworks for analysis. 

2 .  The researcher asks questions: Contextual infomation was gathered throu~h 

kry informant interviews to cornplete a livelihood profile. identify dominant 

chiuactrristics of social and agricultural phenornena in the study site. determine 

key area issues and evduate the appropriateness of the research question. 

3. The researcher forrns categories: Key informant interviews were analysed to 

cornplctr the livelihood profile and amdgamated with the literature rrview to 

cstablish research objectives and formulate a data collection matrix. These tools 

wcrc usrd for further exploration and veritkation of findings. 

4. The researcher asks questions: The data collection matrix was complered 

through respondent interviews. with modification of matrix sub-categories in 

response to respondent infomation. Key informant in~erviews were continued to 

confirm and augment respondent data. 

5 . . The researcher looks for patterns: The data colIrction matrix was analysed to 

determine social and agricultural linkages. Grounded theory perspectives noi 

included in the original matrix design. or which arose during the final research 

striges. were also included in the data analysis. 

6. Researcher develops a theory or compares pattern with other theories: 

Identified patterns and grounded perspectives were compared to availabie 



litçrature. Implications for international planning and developrnent were 

oenerated. 
C 

1. Au thor's Reflection: The researcher re flected on her experience and perspective 

on Russian agriculture. 

The research process also included elements of grounded theory. Grounded 

throrists differ in their perspective on the extent to which grounded theory research can 

bc basrd on a pre-established research question (see Glaser. 199'). This research was 

ioosrly büsed on Strauss' methodology. whereby a general research question is 

e%!riblished and the outset and funher rc tïned throughout the research process (Strauss and 

Corbin. 1 ! B O ) .  The limitations of foreign language and culture made [rue "grounded" 

rinillysis of words and rnraninps difficult: the researcher was limited to the analysis of oral 

translririon of respondent comments. Responses about the nature of social and 

itpriculiurd phenornrnn rnûbled the development of caregories. which were usrd in the 

design of the data collection rnatrix. Themes identified in addition to the matrix 

ccitqorirs are includrd in the final section of the research results. 

3.4 Phases of Inquiry 

The research took place over a two year penod from September 1998 to 

Srptrmber 2000. with field research components in Ssptember-December of 1999. and 

June 2000. Throughout the research process. there was significant overlap between 

rnsthodological steps: analysis of results and cornparison to the literature occuned on an 

ungaing brtsis. with components of interest addressed as opponuniiy arose. For that 

relison. the data pathered from private famers. an obvious interest and easily identified 

populaiion. was zathered prior to that of the larse scale agricultural enterprises. There is 

no reason to believe that this would have significant impact on the study results. and is 

characteristic of this type of inductive study. The chronology of events is presented in 

Table 3.1 



Table 3.4: Research Phases 

Phase One 

Phase Two 

Phase Three 

Phase Four 

Phase Five 

Research Preparation 
Literature Rrview. identification of research question and 
possible objectives 
Initial negotiation with host orpnization 
initial data gathering frarnework - Participatory Assessrnent 
and Planning for Sustainable Livelihoods (PAPSL): User's 
Manual 

Field Research Phase One - Con text Establishment 
meeting with host organizrition to rstciblish initial key 
intonriants 
tours of health and educational facilities 
hiring of research assistant 
key informant interviews to complete PAPSL profile 
ongoing development and modification of interview guide 
initiai respondent interviews: private f m e r  interviews and 
large agricultural enterprise managers 

Analysis of Prelirninary Information 
analysis of PAPSL profile 
analysis of initial respondent interviews 
finalizing research objectives 
finalizing research methodology 
formulation of data matrix 
formulation of interview guide for data matrix 
presentation of initial results at conference 

Field Research Phase Two 
- completion of data matrix through respondent interviews 
- ongoinp key informant interviews to triangulate respondent 

interview information 
verifkation of research results with Russian sources 

Final Data Analysis and Synthesis 
- final data compilation 
- synthesis of linkages 
- grounded theory generation 
- author's reflection 
- thesis presentation 



3.5 Research Tools 

To ensure cornprehensive data collection. this resecirch utilized two prirnary 

Irameuorks: i he Panicipatory Assessment and Planning for Sustainable Livelihoods 

( PAPSL): User's Mnnual. developed by the Government of Malawi and the UNDP 

>laIwi ( 1997). and a framework generated by the author on the basis of key informant 

responses in combination with a lirerature review. These tools were used to develop a 

w i e s  of interview suides. drfined by Patton ( 1984. p. 201) as "a list of questions or 

ishues that are to br explored in the course of an interview." The interview guide ensures 

that basically the sarne information is obtained from a number of people by covering the 

samc material. but does not indicote specific questioning format. Insterid. the interviewer 

is frce ro explore and probe until undentanding is reached. The interview guides evolved 

ovcr the course of the research. enabling the inclusion of a broad range of data: the use of 

data collection Erameworks facilitated the ongoing analysis of research results. 

3.5 1 Livelihood Profile 

Panicipatory Assessment and Planning for Sustainable Livelihoods (PAPSL): 

User's Manual was designed for use in Malawi are pan of a collaborative program guided 

by the Government of Malawi's National Economic Council (NEC), the United Nations 

Devrlopment Program (UNDP) and the Food and Agriculture Organization (.FAO) of the 

Cnitcd Nations.(DRAFT version). This tool is one of the few currently availrible for 

iiddressing çomprehrnsive contextual characteristics. and was utiiized primarily for this 

purposr. The PAPSL manual is designed for a participatory development setting: in this 

case i t  W ~ S  usrd as a subject _guide only. ( I t  was deemed inappropriate to engage in 

participatory action research. given the unlikelihood that the information gathered would 

rssult in a local project). Subject heüdings were drawn frorn the framework as a mems of 

ensuring comprehensive analysis of the context (including social. economic and 

environmentcil components). Major headings were: physical profiie. population profile. 

hocio-political profile. livelihoods profile. household food security and nutrition profile. 

and nntural rrsource profile. Subheadings are listed in Table 3 S. 



Table 3.5: Participatory Assessment and Planning For Sustainable Livelihoods 
(PAPSL) Subject Heading Framework (UNDP. 1997) 

1. Physical Profile 
1 .  Housing 
3 - .  Physical features 
3. Estates 
4. Village access 
5. Infrastructure 
6. Buming Issues 

2. Population Profile 
1. Population 
7 -. Households 
i 

3. Age 
4. Education 
5 .  Orphans 
6. General Heal th 
7. Environmental Health 
S. Care 
9. Bumint Issues 

3. Socio-political Profile 
- Eihnic Groups 
- Traditional leadership 
- Farnily Structures 
- Tradition and Cultural Beiiefs 
- Social Orpnizations 

Development Cornmittees 
- Development 
- Government 
- Poli tical Parties 
- Trisk and Time allocation of Household Members 
- Adaptation to Change 
- Burning Issues 



Table 3.5: PAPSL Subject Heading Framework, continued 

4. Livelihoods Profile 
- Employmen t 
- Private Enterprise 
- Farming 
- Food Production 
- Livestock Assets 
- Trade in non-agricultural comrnoditirs 
- Expenditure of the households 
- Sources of incorne 
- Land Availability 
- Community Criteria of Poveny 
- Technology 
- Livelihoods Adaptability 
- Buming Issues 

5. Household Food Security and Nutrition Profile 
- Food 
- Sources 
- Decisions 
- Food Storage 
- Food Processing and Preparation 
- Purchasing 
- Food Security 
- Coping Strategies 
- Malnutrition 
- Food Aid 
- Expecrritions for the Future 

6. Yatural Resource Profile 
- Forests 
- Soi1 
- Water 
- National Parts or Reserves 
- Wildlife Resources/Animals 
- Local Knowledze of the Environment/Ecosystem 
- .bailable Information. education and communication 
- Adaptation to Change 
- Buming Issues 

7. Communication Profile 
For these purposes a basic description of available communication options 



A s  a tool designed for an African context. minor modifications were necessary for 

the component sub-clitegories to reflect Russian realities. For example. the framework 

assumes low quiility physical and socid infrastructures (absence of access to electricity. 

stuntins and wasting of children) which were not characteristic of the study site. The 

cidvantqc of these assumptions is that they are not Nonh Arnerican in origin. and allow 

thc open exploration of contextual features with lirnited imbedded Nonh Arnerican 

assumptions. The PAPSL model is very detailed. and as a result not al1 question sub- 

utegories wrre deemed relevant to the research. Research results are presentrd in their 

friinittwork categories in Chaptrr Four. 

3.52 Data Collection Matrix and Definitions 

The data collection matrix was generared from kcy informant information about 

rhc chiirxteristics luid types of agricultural producers. in combination with sustainable 

iivelihoods and social capital literature. The matrix was designed to rnsure consistent 

information gatherinp between groups and to allow trianplation of data source 

inf«rmiition beiween key inforrnants and producrr respondrnts. The data collection 

marrix. with prirnary information sources is presrntrd in Figure 3.5. 

Vertical .Axis: Social Aspects 

The catc_gorics on the vertical axis of the matrix were based on three levels of 

analysis within the Sustainable Livelihoods model presented in Section 1-34: social 

senicc institutions (entitlements). social capital (assrts) and coping and adaptive 

stratqirs (sustainabiiity of livelihood strategies). Social service infrastructure. is defined 

for rhese purposrs as those services historicdly provided by the Soviet government. 

includins public administration. health care and emergency services, rducation. 

rrcrcat ion. iransponation. comrnunicaiion and cultural es&ablishments. This focus area 

w s  chosrn becausr it is an oven and definable social aspect of rural iife. with established 

ricirriinistrative ries to the Soviet state and collective farms. Data collection in this area 

focussed on health and educational services. 





Social capital was addressed frorn the perspectives of community organizations. 

cooprriitive iictivity and voluntarism. Althou_oh there was limited historical evidence for 

thesc social ch;iracteristics, key informants indicated that forms of these phenomena had 

sither evolved in the 1990s. or were notable for their absence. The original focus on 

community organizations shifted to indude the new characteristics of rural soviets, which 

now have voluntary components. Co-operative activity was identified early in the process 

as 1i srrong interest of private f m e r s .  

The coping versus adaptive nature of livelihood activities was determined based 

on the an annlysis of the short versus long teml nature of activities reponed in response to 

currrnt and prrceived future needs. Respondents were questioned with regard to their 

responses to rrcent financial crises. and preparations for the future. They were also asked 

abour the reason for undertaking their current agricultural production activities. and the 

length of rime they anticipatrd continuing. 

Horizontal Axis: Agricultural Producers 

Cateeories on the horizontal a i s  of the data collection matrin were based on key 

informant in format ion about different types of agricultural producers. Categorization is 

based on producer characreristics. rather than total population size: private f m e r s .  who 

makc up ü negligiblr portion of the agricultural producer popuiation. as do large scale 

a~ricultural enterprise managers. were included as representing the different positions 

within agricultural production. It is dilficult, if not impossible, to seprirate the activities 

of individuals from those of the enterprises they operate. It was therefore decided to 

iiddress producers as representatives of particular production categories. While not 

perfect. the resultant critegorization provides useful compuison of attitudes and activities. 

Private h e r s  are a self-identified population in Drnitrov Rayon. Although rhe 

istration reports 284 registered private farmers. private farmers and local 

istrotors agree that there are only 20-75 "reai" private f m e r s  in the rayon. Pnvate 



farmer respondents came from this pool. 

Dmitrov has 19 large scale agricultural enterprises. which are typically privatized 

vcrsions of the pre-existing collective and state f m s .  Official classification of these 

enterprises iis Joint Stock Companies. Lirnited Companies and Joint Ventures is cornplex. 

.At a basic Irvel. in Dmitrov Rayon. workers in Joint Stock Companies hold land shares. 

ivhilr workrrs in Limited Companies hold Company shares. and thus have no right to 

cicccss land in the event they decide to leave the enterprise. In a Joint Venture. a panner 

orynization itxamplrs: local industry. international agency) owns some of the shares as 

ivell. The catqories are not mutually exclusive: at one former collective fm. workers 

hold hhares in both a Joint Venture and Lirnited Company. Al1 of the enterprises included 

in the study werr formerly collective (r is opposed to stiite) farms. The significant 

ciifference in Isgal structure was not deemed directly relevant to this study. Al1 of the 

managers inciudrd in the study oprrrite agricultural production operations with more thm 

7 5  ernployees. 

The definition of "Large Scale Agricultural Enterprise Workers" includes anyone 

crnplo> cd by ri Iarse scale agricultural enterprise. excludin_e the manager. The Dmi trov 

r\~ricultural Depanment rrponrd approxirnateiy 5000 of these workers in Dmitrov 

Rayon in 1999. with occupations ranging from agronomic specialists to ot'fice. field and 

barn urorkers. 

The category of private zardener was added to the list of agricultural producers to 

retleci Yonh American interest. Private gardrners have m m y  titles. including dacha (or 

cottage) growers. home growers community grdeners and personal auxiliary farmers. 

The term private p d e n e r  was used in this study to distinguish local Dmitrov residents 

who sel1 produce from their gardens. from the Muscovites who flock to Dmitrov on 

week-ends to tend their personal plots. Despite producing approxirnately 27% of 

Dmitrov's agriculturai production ( 1997 statistic). private garden production is not 



generally considered to be agriculturd production in Dmitrov Rayon. by the producers 

themselves. rnainstream agricultural producers, or the regional agricultural department. 

Sales from private plots are considered to be supplernentary to household income and are 

undenaken in response to household need or surplus production. As a result. most of 

Drnitrov Rayon residents may have engapd in this activity over the past 10 years. 

includin? al1 of the collective fm workers. Due to the enorrnity of this population, only 

hasic information was sought from respondents found selling produce: funher 

information was zenented from key respondents. 

International Influence 

In krrping with the research emphasis of providing insight for Nonh American 

international developmenr practitionrrs. respondent perceptions of iniernational 

Jevrlopment activities were included ris a sub-focus in the research process. International 

intervention was not included as a catqory in the data collection rnatrix. because i t  was 

not idcniified by respondents as influencing a panicular producer Zroup or social aspect to 

the rvtrnt that a separatr cotegory arose. However. most of the large agricultural 

cntcrprisr nianagers and al1 of the private f m e r s  had some level of experience with 

international agencies. Respondent perceptions of international development activities 

inevitably iippeared in respondents comments. and were included in research resuits. A 

limited number of direct questions were posed to respondents. in order to address specific 

inrsrest areas as they arose (example: what respondents thought international agencies 

could do in the region). 

3.6 Data Collection Techniques and Data Source Seiection 

Case studies characteristically involved a variety of data collection techniques 

(Hakim. 1987). This study relies hcavily on key informant and respondent interviews. 

re tlect inp the available dtematives. Limi ted opportunities for content analysis arose. due 

to the sparcity of infornation available in English from international agencies working in 

the area. Most local information was avaiiable only through interviews with the relevant 



administration. Emphasis on participant observation was not deemrd appropriate due to 

rhe langage and cultural barriers. although the researcher did tour a range of health and 

cducationnl facilities within the region and meet with staff and studentdpatients. 

Intrnticws were Inrgely conducted at the place of work for both key informants and 

apricultural respondents. 

3.61 Key Informant Interviews 

Initial kt'y informant interviews were established by the host organization. 

Rcspondents were also selected on the basis of their area of expertise. to cnnble 

completion of the livelihood profile. Overall. very few refusals or inability 

~inu4lingncss to schrdulr interviews occurred. There was significant difference in the 

qudiry of information given by different respondents. resulting both from informant time 

constrrtints and expertise. The Drnitrov administrative structure was very specialized in 

orgiinization. It  was therefore not always possible to verify contextual information 

i piirticularly statistics regarding health and cmployment) between depanments. Key 

informant respondents are listed by area of expertise in Table 3.6. In sorne cases. several 

worbrrs in the samr administrative depanment. rrsponded to interview questions 

icxamples: land cadastre office. health administration,. For reponing purposes. it  was not 

decmcd appropriate to equate al1 respondents (example: three respondents answering 

questions For 10 minutes each at the land cadastre vrrsus a one hour interview with the 

Child and Family services Adrninistrator). As a result it was difficuit to quantitate actual 

number of respondents. Moscow based key informants on the general situation in 

Russiün agriculture included representatives from: Canadian and Dutch Embassies. 

TACIS. the Foundation for Agrarian Research. CIBC (bank). Timiryazev Agricultural 

Accidrrny and People's Fricndship University. 



Table 3.6 Key Informant Representatives by Area of Expertise 

Dmi trov Administrative Departments/Commi ttees 

Educst ion HeaI th 
Health and Social Services Epidemiology 
Child and Farnily Services Land Cadastre (Land Registration) 
J uridical Economic Development 
Employment Agriculture 
Veteran's Soviet Youth Committee 
Wornen's Soviet (also administrator 
of the Women's Association and 
F m  Worker Trade Union) 

Local Administrators: Nasadiano, Rugachova and Vnukova Districts 

Intcmational Agencies working in Dmitrov: Amencan. Dutch. and Canadian (project 
discontinued in 1997) 

For a complete listing of Dmitrov administrative depanrnents and standing 

summittees. see Appendix A. 

3.62 Respondent Interviews 

With the exception of the private f m e r  interviews. dl agricultural producer 

réspondrnts were Iocated in Dmitrov Rayon. Four of the eleven private f m e r s  

interviewcd were frorn neighbouring Sergeev Pasad Rayon. where conditions were 

roughl y similu. Two of the rleven privnte farmer were wornen. reflecting the general 

Russian stntistic that approximately 10% of private farmers are wornen. Most of the 

privnte famiers had sorne connection to an international agency: with the h m h  financial 

limitations of private f m i n g  in the region. this is not unusual. 

L q e  agricultural enterprise managers were selected to represent enterprises both 

\r:ith and withvut international funding. Ail of the enterprises were deemed to be 

"succrssful" by the rayon agriculrural depanment. This represents the active choice of 



i h s  rrsearcher. in hoping to learn from respondents who could reasonably be expected to 

continue in their positions in the future. It was also deemed more useful to l e m  ti-orn 

those who were '-doin: i t  right". than those that were unsuccessful. One of the five 

enterprise managers was a woman. 

Agricultural workers were drawn primarily from the agricultural enterprises 

rntinüged in the previous category. This detemination was made in order to reflect 

variation between managers and staff in their perceptions of the context. Respondents 

wcre stratifieci by occupation. in an effort to represent the range of population 

rtxprrirncrs. Occupations included: agronomists. dairy and vegetable specialists. dairy 

barn workers. field ( vegetable) workers. garage mechanics. tractor drivers. book-keepers. 

office managers. and a telephone operator. Respondents in this category were often met 

in Sroiips. and providrd group consensus response to questions. Of the 63 respondents. 

44 u w r  women. This is not refiective of the population. where just over 50% are 

wornen. However, this was not considered a constraint to the reserirch. as wornen are 

pmx-r i l ly  considered to be more aware of social issues. 

Horne-growrrs were drriwn from individuals selling produce on week-days. eithrr 

rolid-sidc or a[ the Dmitrov market. These individuals were deemed most likrly to 

cneapr in home growing as a major income source. Nine of the ten people selling at 

rorid-sidr and righi of the twelve selling in the Dmitrov market were women. Although 

this number cannot be expected to refiect the region's entire population of home growers. 

the- repressnt cipproximately 113 of the produce sellen in their particular locations. 

3.63 Other Respondents 

To reflrct the potentid future of agriculture in Dmitrov Rayon. a focus group was 

conductcd with I 1 teenagers in Novacynkova. An hour focus group was followed by 

complction of individuai questionnaires. addressing Iugely the same content areas as 

other respondents. Ten of the 1 1  teens were male. 



3.64 Data Source Locations 

The locations of both key informants and respondents are identified on the map of 

Dmi trov Rayon. in Figure 3.6. Larger stars indicate higher numbers of respondents. 

Ernphasis was plxed on intrrviewing respondents in a range of locations. Large scalr 

;iy-icultural enterprise managers were interviewed at Nasadkino. Kylinkova. Dmitrovsky. 

Bunytino and Vnukovn. Large scoie agricultural enterprise workers were interviewed at 

Sasxikino. Kytinkova. Novacynkovri and Vnukova. Private gardeners were intewiewed 

at t ht: ci ty of Dmitrov market. and nt road-side near Vnukova and Yahroma. Private 

fxnirrs wrrr scattrred through-out the resion. Key inforrnants were prirnarily locnted in 

the city of Dmitrov. with the exception of local administrators. who were located at 

Nasadkino. Rugrichova and Vnukova. 

3.7 Data Analysis 

L'sing t hrt t wo data collection frameworks. results were categorized and compared 

nn  lin ongoing basis throughout the research process. As intrnded. results were grnerally 

dcscriptivr. illustrating links between particular phenornena. Conclusions were reached 

brised on consensus: the consistency of responses to a panicular issue. Although rnany 

linkages and contextual issues were readily apparent. others required funher investipiion 

and rhought. The "strength" of these findings is listed with them in the results section. 

oftcn in terms of the nurnber of responses in specific critegories. 

Vcri ficat ion of research findinls was achieved through triangulation of research 

sources. The data collection matrix was constructed to ensure thrit both key informants 

and agriculturiil respondents discussed the same issues. Preliminary research results were 

presented to a Russian agricultural conference mid way through the research process. and 

received îivourrible feed-back from both Russian and North Americrtn audiences. 

Accurate data collection and analysis was also facilitated through the involvement of a 

Russian research facilitator. who acted as both translntor and expositor of respondent 



Figure 3:6 Dmitrov Rayon Study Participants 
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comments. The facilitator had worked with an American NGO in agricultural exrension 

in Moscow Oblast for severai years. and provided assistance both for translation and for 

iden t i fying common Nonh American analytical biases. 

3.8 Limitations 

The research process is inevitably influenced by the researcher's beliefs. ski11 level 

and rinalytical perspectives. Effons to limit this subjectivity included the use of grounded 

ihcory. d m  collection frameworks and trianpulation of information sources. Use of the 

franirworks in tum lirnited the purel y inductive approach. by encouraging responses 

u i t h i n  sprcific categorics. 

Although the study was structured to be holistic. agricultural producers are clearly 

only one componcint of the Dmitrov Rayon population. Opinions of the producers 

thcrefore ccinnot be generalized to the non-agricultural population. The research 3s a 

wholr is spctcific to Dmitrov Rayon. dthough it c m  rerisonably be expected that identifird 

issucs would dso ÿrise in other agricultural areas of Moscow Oblast (province). due to 

the inllurncr of Moscow as a market. and the high lrvel of internationai influence 

t hrough _oovrmmental and non-governmental agencies. 

The research clearly focuses on positives. and for that reason may omit some of 

the more neprive attributes of agricultural worker Iife. which could be expected to occur 

more frequrntly on unsuccessfui f m s .  This is justified through use of the "assets" 

iipproach in Sustriinable Livelihoods. and the rationale that agricultural workers on 

iinsuccessful farms are not likely to continue to be workers long-tem. and so are less 

iikely to reflect the long-tem issues for agricuiiural workers. Alternately. some of the 

kcy informant interviews with social service providers were performed in conjunction 

with .Amcrican development workers. They may have led to the exaggeration of problern 

issues. in hope of generating increased development assistance. 



The utilization of a Russian research facilstator was valuable to the research 

process in clarifying rneaning behind respondent comments and providing guidance on 

the analyt ical process. However. the researcher was therefore influenced by the 

Fricili rator's perspective on srudy phenornena. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 Context 

Rrsrarc h results are presented in three major sections: Livelihood Profile 

(Chaptrr Four). Matrix Profilcs (Chapter Five) and Grounded Theory Observations 

i Chapter Six). The Livelihood Profile presents a summary of information gathered to 

iiirntify major contextual features and issues. The Marrix Profile combines agricultural 

and social focus areas from the livelihood profile with their appropriate categories within 

the data collection matrix. The outlines for both of these sections were previously 

prcsrntrd in the Methodology. The Grounded Theory Observations presents themes 

itrisin_o during the research process that were not reflected in the precedinz sections. 

This Chapter presents the results of the Livelihood Profile. largely in chrin format. 

The chans represent a summary of information gathered during the research process, and 

arc organizrd to follow the structure of the PAPSL livelihood profile. with headings as 

previously listrd in Table 3.5. Limited statistical information was availablr in English 

iihout the study site. with the exception of a brief 1997 promotional publication of the 

Russian Farm Community Project. Unless otherwise stated, numbers and statistics 

rcponed in this section were provided by key informants. most frequently from the 

Dmi t rov Land Cadastre Office. Employment Office. Hedth Commi ttee and Agricultural 

Depanment. The chapter begins with a summary of Dmitrov Rayon's assets. as identified 

by respondents. A s u m m q  of Dmitrov Rayon issues concludes the chapter. 

4.8 1 Dmitrov Rayon Assets 

Dmitrov Area respondents described the following positive features. or "assets" of 

thrir resion. 

Phjvsical Profile: The rayon has an extensive built infrastructure of long-term housing. 

;oads and public utilities. An established land tenure system resulted from 1990s 

reforms. Agncultural land has been re-orpnized into 19 large agricultural enterprises. 



and 284 registered private farms. 

Population Profile: Total population of the rayon is l50 000: of which 4 4  01)() are rural 

residents. The rural population expands by three to seven times on week-ends with 

bloscow based co t tages  Extensive universal health and educational systems maintain 

rheir pre- 1990 structure. but are administrated ai the local level by local administrations. 

rather than agricultural enterprises. 

Socio-political Profile: The rayon population has remaineci stable in number over the 

1 W O s .  and has an established governancr system. Women 's and Veterans' Soviets now 

indude volunteers. Dmitrov Rayon h a  a signiiicant amount of international intervention. 

Livelihoods Profile: Recent economic growth is in the areas of industry and small 

business. Dniiirov Rayon provides approximately 30% of Moscow's vegetables (canots 

iind cribbrtge 1. 

Household Food Security and Nutrition: Almost al1 rural residents have access to 

pcrsonal plots from which to produce food. 

Satural Resource Profile: Key infamants from the Land Cadastre Office (land 

replation) indicated that Dmitrov Rayon is one of the "cleanest" within Moscow Oblast. 

Alrnost half of the land is forested. and managed externdly as a pollution buffer to 

Mxcou.. Forestry in the ûrea is primarily maintenance at this time. 

Communications Profile: Residents have abundant access to general information 

through radio. television and newspapers. Most rural rcsident have access to local phones 

within their village. 



Table 4.1: Ph ysical Profile 

This table presents the physical, "built environment" characteristics of Dmitrov Rayon. 

Drnitrov rural residents live primarily in villages and towns. It is 
rare for families to live srparately outside of the villages; "cottages" 
of city dwellers may be located outside of the villages. but are always 
grouped toget her. 

The exception to rule are the private farmers. who often live on iheir 
land. separate from other nird residents. 

Housing in the villages are primarily apartment buildings and single 
family houses. 

The Moscow river canal runs through the city of Dmitrov. and is 
bordered by hills. The agricultural land in Dmitrov Rayon is 
primarily flat. with the occasional small river 

Dmitrov hm 19 large agricultural enterprises (predominantly Joint 
Stock Companies and Limited Cornpanies). These enterprises 
produce primarily milk. vegetsblrs and potatoes. 

Other significant land holders include the m i l i t q .  and Moscow 
based companies who allocate the land to their employees for 
cottages. 

Many of the rural villages. as wel1 as Dmitrov itself. are served by a 
public bus system. 

Local administrators indicated that approximately one third of 
households would have an automobile. 

Social services. such as health care and education. are usualIy 
centrdized in the "centralny usadba" - the village that hosts the local 
large agricultural enterprise administration. and local okryg 
(township) administration. 



Table 4.1: Physical Profile, continued. 

There was a discrepancy between informants about the pervasivenrss 
of rleciricity and heat sources. Dmitrov based authorities indicated 
that everyone has access to electricity. Local administraton 
indicated that this was not the case. and thrtt some residents bum 
wood as s heat source. 

Infrastructure 

W w r  cornes [rom bore holrs: in Ilirger villqes. there is running 
water. 

Al1 of the villages are reachable by roads. The major roads are 
paved and rnost others are at gravel. 



Table 4.2: Population Profile 

This table presents the demographic characteristics of Dmitrov Rayon. 

Population 

House holds 

The total population of Drnitrov rayon is 150 000. Of these. 44 000 
live in the city of Dmitrov. 27 000 in the town of Yahroma. 1 1 000 
in the town of Novacynkova and 7 000 in the town of Dedenova. 

The remaining 44 000 residents (29% of the total population) are 
dispersed throughout rural villages in 27 districts. 

The population of rural areas increased by 3-7 times on week-ends 
and summer holidays. These " transient" people are Moscow based 
"cottagers". occupying both traditional plots and newly allocated 
land. Dmitrov has 300 000 official plots of land - twice the number 
of year round residents. 

The nurnber of cottagers have increased dramatically post- 1990. 
Thsy can be a drain on local social services. ris they have free access 
to health care. This is panicularly an issue for medication: one local 
administrator indicated that it  wâs not   nu su al to have exhausteci the 
year's supply of medications by fdl. This rniikes cottagers unpopular 
with year-round residents. The cottagers do contribute economically 
to the area. acting as a market for local produce. 

Dmitrov Rayon's other transient population are the seasonal workers 
brought by iarze agricul tural enterprise managers to work during 
peak seasons. The workers include m y  recniits. and workers 
ranging from neighboring counties to Moldavia. China and the 
Ukraine. 
-- - 

Households are monopmous. 

The land cadastre office indicated rhat women are more likely to 
hold land than men. The subjective perspective voiced by many 
respondents is that women have borne much of the burden of 
financial and household suppon in the past; however. in Dmitrov 
Rayon administration and businesses. men are more likely to hold 
positions of authority. 

Specific household composition was not addressed by this research. 
The low birth rate sugests that irnmediate farnily size is small. 



Table 4.2: Population Profile, continued 

.. -- 

Education 

General 
Health 

- -  - - -  

Accurate demographic information for the rayon was not available. 
However. in nird areas it is clear that 4040% of turd residents are 
pensioners (defined as over 55 for wornen and over 60 for men). 
Rurd  administntors reportrd binh rates have dropped to betaeen 
25% and 40% of their 1990 levels; death rates exceed birth rates for 
the region as a whole. 

Education for ages 5- 14 is provided free of charge io dl Dmitrov 
area residents. Collepe and university tuition are free for those 
students with sufficient academic achievement, 

Actual level of literacy was not reported. 

Orphans are housed in orphanciges in the city of Dmitrov. 

The health service infrastructure is extensive, and includes clinics. 
hospitals. pharmacy and dentristry services in rural areris of the 
rayon. 

Hcalth professionals contend that over half of the children are boni 
with some kind of birth defect. This results in 12.6% of the children 
having some kind of longer term health problem. The prirnary issue 
identified was malnutrition. a side effect of poverty and stress. 
Approximately 36% of children are believed to currently have ulcers. 

There were no specific statistics on avaiiable on Dmitrov Rayon's 
rural children: the epidemiologists speculated that village children 
are likely to be both under-diagnosed because services are poorer 
and healthier through better access to food than city children. 
( Almost al1 rural families have their own garden plot: although this 
is increÿsing it is less cornmon for urbm dweilen.) 

Dmitrov Rayon has had no recent epidemics and disease prevalences 
Vary from year to yrar. 

Cm accidents are d s o  a major problem. particularly for youth. 

Alcoholisrn. zenerally considered to be a major problem in rural 
areas of Russia. was not rnentioned by the health administrators. It 
was identified as an issue bv several studv respondents. 



Table 4.2: Population Profile. continued 

Health of the 
Environment 

Care 

- - -  

Water supply is typically from bore holes and wells. 

Water supply quality was not identified as an important issue during 
the study period. 

Drnitrov has two dump sites: one 65 hectares in size. for Moscow 
phage and one 20 hectares in size for local garbage. 

Children clearly receive the most attention from health authoriries. 
althoueh no specific institutions were identified. 

The city of Dmitrov hris one gsriatric day centre. 

People with disabilities are cared for at home. receive a minimai 
arnount of home care services and small pensions. Authorities 
indicated that thsre is no residential institution for cving for people 
with physical disabilities in Dmitrov Rayon. 



Table 4.3: Socio-political Profile 

This table presents the sociological characteristics of Dmitrov Rayon. 

Ethnic 
Groups 
Population 
Migration 

Traditional 
Leadership 

The region reported limited in or out-migration over the past 10 
years (out-migration of 1000. in-migration of 1ûUû per year). Some 
of the current in-migrations are households that out-migrated pnor to 
the 1998 economic crisis. and are now retuming. This research did 
not directly address ethnic groups. 

Dmitrov administrative statistics were not designed to track 
migration within the region. Several kry informants indicated a 
movement within the resion to larger centres for employment. 

Other key informants indicated a small but steady inmigration of 
families from other pans of Russia to rural areas in Dmitrov Rayon. 
over the time period 1976-present. These individuals often became 
agricultural workers'. 

Leadership in Dmitrov Rayon is hieruchical. Local people elect 
"staresti" - or local represenrarives. who present their issues and 
cmcerns to the local administrator. This administrator either derils 
with the issue or passes it on to the Dmirrov administration. 

Dmitrov Rayon has 16 departments and 18 standing cornmittees. 
These departments report both to the Govemor as well as to their 
provincial (oblast) ministry. These ministries in tum report to the 
federal ministries. h complete listing is provided in Appendix A. 

Only local staresti and the regional govemor are elecied: al1 other 
administrative positions are appointed by the Dmitrov based 
governrnent. Ten to 15 years ago. the local administrator position 
was also elected. Two of the three administrators who acted as key 
informants were elected dunng that penod. and then re-assigned to 
their positions by the government when the policy changed. 

The pt-imary activitirs of the local administrators are to suppon the 
social welfare needs of residents in their okryg. They budget for 
health and social services. as well as providing emergency welfare 
services to those in needs. Local administrators also gather local 
demographic information. 

'Prior ro 1976. rural people did not have "pas-ports" enabling them to relocate. 

65 



Table 4.3: Socio-political Profile, continued 

Family 
Structures 

Traditional 
Cultural 

Kinship structures were not actively explored as part of this research. 
Given the low levels of out-migration, rven for youth. it is 
reasonable to assume that extended families often iive in the same 
village. 

The private farmers surveyrd typically had extended family involved 
in their fm operation: it wns not unusud for large agricultural 
enterprise workers to have other farnily employed on the f m .  

This area was also not actively explored as part of the research. 
However. Dmitrov has a centralized Culture Depanment. which is 
responsible for local cultural events such as village name days. 
discos and yeruly holidays. 

The Soviet era children's clubs have been disbanded and not 
re placed. 

There are rnany Orthodon churches in the area. which have been 
revitalized to some extent since Perestroika. Their prima. function. 
as described by n local adminisirator. is to "calm the spirits" of 
people in the midst of transition. 

Forma1 social organizations were organized during Soviet times. and 
with the exception of the youns people's clubs. still exist. The 
Wornen's Soviet and the Veterans' Soviet are the best examples. 

The Women's Soviet addresses issues specific to wornen. and two 
yrars ago drveloped an off-shoot: the Women's Association. which 
prornotes traditional iemale roles and skill development. This 
Association is based primarily in the city of Dmitrov. but reports 
three iocd associations in rural areas. 

The Veteran's Soviet. essentially a standing committee oriented to 
advocating for the elderly. boûsts 40 000 members. The Vcteran's 
Soviet has local associations throughout the region. including rural 
areas. For funhrr information about Dmitrov organizations, see the 
Social Capital section (5.3). 



Table 4.3: Socio-political Profile, continued 

Development 
and 
Development 
Cornmittees 

Parties 

Task and time 
allocation of 
household 
rnembers 

How people 
adapt to 
change 

pp 

Drvelopment activities are generdly organized through the regional 
government. 

Several international agencies and businesses work in the area. 
including Canadian, Arnerican. Dutch and German. The ones that 
became apparent during the research process were prirnarily 
agriculturril. 

The Arnerican NGO is also involved in  providing funding for hecllth 
care and youth prograrns. 

See #2. Traditional Leadership. 

Dmitrov Rayon has multiple political parties. The regional govemor 
was re-elected ro a five year term in Decembrr. 1999. 

This is impossible to seneralize to the entire region. Howrver. it 
was clear from respondents in rural Lueas that those who are 
employed typically also spend significant time cultivating their 
personal gardens. 

The impression givrn by respondents was thnt change is not unusual. 
Certainly the events of the past 10 years suppon that conclusion. 

In general. rural area people do not appear to self-organize to oppose 
or deal with chanse. Social suppon issues are generrilly addressed 
by the local administration. local businesses (including agricultural 
enterprises) and professional unions. 

The primary financial coping strategy of individuals in rural areas 
appears to be increasing production on their garden plots. 



Table 4.1: Livelihood Profile 

This table presents the primary income-generating activities and options of Dmitrov 
Rayon residents. 

Employment 
- -  - - 

Employrnent reports were not consistent for the region. 

The Employrnent Office in Drnitrov reponed 1222 unemployed 
individuals. or approxirnately 5% of the working age population. 

It is clear that unemployment is rnuch higher than 5% in rural areas. 
pnrticularly where large agricultural enterprises have been disbanded. 
or are the only major employer. One local administrator reponed 
300 working age adults. with approximately 30 employed in small 
businesses and service professions. The rest. she indicated. were 
employed by the local larse agricultural enterprise. However. 
discussion with the enterprise manager yielded the information that 
she has 83 employees. This reprrsents only 1/3 of the area's working 
age population. 

Comrnuting is not an option for many rural residents. due to the 
prohibitive costs of public transponation or maintaining a vehicle. 

Most new jobs in the past two years have been in the areas of 
industry and small business. Economic activity in the rezion has 
improved post-crisis ( 1998). due to increased domestic demand. 

There are job vacancies in rural areas. most comrnonly for dairy barn 
workers. tractor drivers and social service providers (health care and 
education). These are also the lowest paying jobs. 

Social service workers. including physicians. have traditionally been 
paid less than factory workers. Most social service workers. 
including doctors. are women. 

Agricultural work is generally year round. Seasonal workers are 
brought in from the m y .  other provinces. Moldavia and China. 
These positions are open to local residents but typicdly rejected 
because of the low pay. 

The Dmitrov employrnent officer as well as several farm worken 
indicated that many young people would prefer to be unemployed 
than to work for current wages on the large agricultural enterprises. 



Table 3.4: Livelihood Profile, continued. 

Private 
En terprises 

Farming 

- 

Private businesses are increasing in number throughout the region. 
including rural areas. The land office indicated that applications for 
land in the early 1990s were primarily for f m s  or gardens. but 
applications in the late 1990s have been primarily for smdl 
businesses or personal storage facilities. 

In rural areas. small businesses are typically srnall stores. which 
market to week-end and seasonal cottase dwellers. 

Dmirrov Rayon also has several Iaree industries. including factories 
which produce rquipment for light industry. construction and 
chernical production. These are concentrated in urban areas of the 
region. but also exist in villages. 

Industry and small business provide most of rhr region's tax 
revenue. 

Large agricultural enterprises contribute only 3.6% of the budget 
revenue. and are therefore valued primarily as employers. 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

The Dmitrov agricultural department reports 19 large scale 
rigricultural enterprises. 254 registered private frumers. 
approximately 5000 a_pricuItural workers and 27 000 "home 
gowers". 

Large scale agriculturd enterprises include Joint Stock Companies. 
Lirnited Companies and Joint Ventures. 

There were no officiai agricultural co-operatives identified by the 
Dmitrov agricultural depanment. 

The private f m e r  population surveyed were unanimous in their 
opinion that the region has only 20-25 " r d '  private farmers. 

The actual number of home growers varies widely through 
alternative definition. The total of 22 000 appears to include plot 
production by almost al1 rural residents. including large scale 
agricultural enterprise workers. and potentially week-end cottagers 
as well. 

Further information is re~orted in Section 5.1. 



Table 4.1: Livelihood Profile, continued. 

Food 
Production 

Livestock 
Assets 

Trade in non 
-agricultural 
cornmodi ties: 

Household 
Espenditures 

RFCP ( 1997) reponed that Dmitrov Rayon supplies approximately 
30% of Moscow's vegetables (carrots and cabbage). Other primary 
corninodiries are milk and potatoes. 

The private f m e r s  also have a range of other products. such as 
honey and poultry. but this production is minuscule relative to area 
needs. 

iMuch of the produce in the local market is imported from other areas 
of Russia. 

Individuals in rural areas typically produce sufficient vegetahles 
from their personal plots to supply the household for a year. The 
consensus is that home growing has increased over the pasi 10 years 
in reaction to increasing poveny. 

The dairy herd has decreased significantly on the large agricultural 
enterprises. This resulted from a decrerising land base and more 
lucrative business in vege table production. 

Local administrators use the number of individually held cattle as ri 

proportion to measure the poveny of village dwellers: an increase in 
the number of privately held cows over the p s t  10 yeus was thus a 
sign of increased povertyb. 

- - -  

This was not direcily addressed by the research. 

There are a growing number of srnall business people selling 
consumer goods in rural villages. 

-- - 

This was not addressed for all study populations. For the large 
agriculturd enterprise workers. i t  was clear that the household plot 
production was as or more important than their salaries for meeting 
household needs. 

'The number of cows is not a poveny indicator private f m e r s  or other agriculturd 
enterprises. Cattle are a poverty indicator for village residents because it signifies that they 
ccinnot afford to buy milk. 



Table 4.4: Liveiihood Profile, continued. 

Sources of 
Income 

Criteria of 
Poverty 

Technology 

Livelihood 
Adaptability 

Potential sources of income in rural areas, beyond traditional 
çmployment in a_oriculture and locd industry. are marketing personal 
produce. working as a produce seller at the market or working as a 
taxi driver. 

Al1 of the land in Dmitrov Rayon has been officially "privatized". 
Farrn workers hold rithrr stock in assrts in rhr large agricultural 
enterprises. or stock in the Company itsrlf. There is inconsistency 
around the extent to which individuals appear to br aware of 
ownrrship rights. Shareholders may or may not be part of a voting 
process. and none of the workers were receiving dividends from their 
shares. on the three p r i m q  large enterprises survryed. 

Land acquisition legislation is currently prohibitive to the increase in 
numbrr of private farmers. Early lrgislation enabled individuals ro 
acquire up to 108 hectares: changes to this legislation in 1993 
dccreased the amount of "free land" to 4 hectares. This rtmount is 
aenerally considered too small to be viable for hrrning. E 

Land can be purchased. but the process involves a complex lesal 
procedure which is considered expensive by local standards. 

Poveny standards are relative in Russia. Al thouzh Dmitrov re_oionls 
rural residents cloarly believe ihemselves to be financially 
c hallenged. there was recognition by rural residrnts t hat living 
conditions are worse in other Russian regions. 

The poorest members of the community appear to be those who are 
unrmployed and reliant on home production for subsistrnce. This 
group often includes pensioners; pensions are wonh a fraction of 
what they were 10 yerirs ago. 

- - 

College Ievrl education is provided by the Dmitrov government for 
al1 students with sufficient academic achievement. Several of these 
are locrtted in rural areris. However. living expenses and/or 
transponation costs are prohibitive to many rural youth. 

Econornic stress is not new to Dmitrov area residents: even during 
Soviet times there were pet-iods of exrreme economic hardship. 
Diverse income sources. such as home growing and "underground" 
econornic activities have been long standing. 



Table 4.5: Household Food Security and Nutrition Profile 

This table presents the household level food supply and food utilization patterns of 
Dnii trov Rayon residents. 

Food 

Sources 

Decisions 

Food storage 

Food 
processing 
and 
prepara tion 

Purchasing 

-- 

Food security 

Food staples are potatoes. vegetables (canots, cucumbers. tomatoes. 
onions and cabbage), meat and milk. 

Residents typically produce their own food as much as possible. 
Most fruit and many vegetables are imported: several cornplaints 
were made during the research about the abundance of cheap 
impons. and resultant impact on domest ic production. 

Most villages have a local market which sells produce and a store 
w hic h sells processed goods (examples: flour. salt. cookies. alcohol) 
and some consumer goods (examples: watches. hoirspray. c ipe t t e s )  

Patterns of food production varied between households. even within 
the same socio-cconomic group. 

Vegetablrs and potatoes are stored in underground "root cellrirs" or 
in the basement of apartrnent buiidings. 

Storage is known to be a problem on many large agricultural 
enterprises. where poor techniques andor facilities result in 
excessive spoilage. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

This was not addressed directly by the research. Given the activities 
of the Wornen's Association. and other subjective observations. it is 
likely that women are prirnxily responsible for food preparûtion. 

In the lower socioeconomic groups. individuals purchase only what 
they cannot produce. As socioeconomic status improves. individuais 
becorne more likely io purchase potatoes and vegetables. in addition 
to other consumer products. 

Food clearly represents the lasest component of household 
expenditures. particularly for low income households. Actud levels 
of food security were difficult to determine. 



Table 4.5: Household Food Security and Nutrition Profile, continued. 

Coping 
st ra tegies 

- 

Malnutrition 

Food Aid 

People's 
es pecta tions 
for the future 

- - - - - 

Large enterprise managers reponed that some people steal what they 
need from the tields before harvest. 

Severai rural respondents reponed giving assistance for food or food 
production to disadvantaged groups. such as pensioners. 

Assistance is also available from local administrators on an 
individual basis. 

Issues of mdnutrition appear to be an urban. rather than rural 
concern. None of the rural administrators or respondrnts indicared 
that food security was an issue. It  was however. a major concem of 
Dmitrov based health professionals. Thhese professionals did 
indicate that malnutrition was less Iikrly to be a rural problern. 
because almost al1 rural residents have access to persona1 plots. 

- 

This was not directly addressrd by the research. Howcver. food 
shonages in Russia as a whole receive extensive Western press. 
Many key informants thought this was a Western tactic to "dump" 
surplus production in Russia. 

Preserving food for winter was the primary future plan of most large 
en terprise workers. 

There was a general sense of hopelessness nmong the respondents in 
lower socio-economic categorirs. They did not believe their children 
would be able to leave the area. and so wanted better living 
conditions for them. 



Table 4.6: Naturai Resource Profile 

This table presents the naturd environment charactenstics of Dmitrov Rayon. 

Fores ts 

Sational 
Parks or 
Keserves 

Wildlife 
resourced 
animals: 

Local 
Knowledge 

Forest comprises about half of the land base in Dmitrov Rayon. or 
approximately 120 000 hectares. 

The trees are mostly pine and fur. and are managed at a federal level. 
The forests apparently act as a pollution buffer from Moscow and as 
a result. there is no local logging industry in Dmitrov Rayon. 

Sorne limited access to wooded areas is allowed on an individual 
basis. 

Dmitrov Rayon is in a non-black earth rq ion  of Russia. Crop 
rotation is an rtccepted practice. 

Dmitrov Rayon has a canal and several smrtll rivers. Villages use 
bore holrs or wells for drinking water. 

There are no designated reserves in the area. but the city of Dmitrov 
has a few small parks. 

Forests are known to have pigs. deer. woives and snakes. Permits 
are issued for hunting. 

It is difficult to ascenain the level of local knowledge with regard to 
environmental issues. Respondents in the land use office were clear 
that they believe Dmitrov Rayon to be one of the cleanest in Moscow 
Oblast. with few environmental problems. The literature on Russia 
in generril indicates that environmental issues are a problem. but not 
a priority relative to the economic situation. 



Table 4.7: Communication Profile 

This table presents the forms of communication to which Dmitrov Rayon residents have 

access. 

In ternational 
and Local 

Most residentç have access to local phones. either within their homes 
or at the village post office. Most villages have fedrral telephones. 
typically iocated at the post office. Postal service is handled through 
postal offices. but it  is not unusual for mail from rural areas to be , lost. Rural residents have access to federal newspapers. radio 
broadcasts, and television progamrning. 

4.2 Dmitrov Rayon Issues 

Dmitrov Rayon respondrnts identified the following atea concems. 

Phyical Profile: Local administrators indicatçd that under-funding is resulting in the 

deterioration of physicai infrastructure. such 3s watcr pipelines and rocids. Public 

i raq .xx tü i ion  is expensive (by local standards) and insufficient for current needs. 

Population Profile: Rural populations are rapidly aging. This is a result of both 

cm-migrrition of workrrs to larger centres and a hugr decline in binh rate. The overall 

healrh of the population. particularly children. appears at risk. 

Socio-political Profile: Limited community based action is occurring to address 

rcco~nized social issues: these are addressed by an extensive governance system. There 

is littlc in or out-misration of population from the region as a whole. including youth. 

Dmitrov Rayon has a sipificant amount of international intervention. 

Livelihood Profile: There is evidence for poveny in rural areas. Employment in 

agriculture appears to be marginal. Increased household production and livestock are 

used ris ri poverty indicator by locd authorities. 



Despite having equal access to training in a variety of professions. women 

grnerally chose low paying service professions. It is generally recognized that women 

c a q  the burden of household support and maintenance. 

Household Food Security and Nutrition: Preserving food for winter was the prirnluy 

future plan of most large agricultural enterprise workers. There was a general sense of 

hopelrssnrss arnong the respondrnts in lowrr socio-economic categonrs. They did not 

belisvc thrir children would be able to leiive the area. and so wanted better living 

conditions for them. 

Satura1 Resource Profile: This are was not identified as problrmatic. However. 

climatr hrts been a major issue for agricultural production over the past two years. 

Alrcady a short gowing season. there wiis a drought two years ago. followed by excessive 

rain this past year. 

Cornniunications Profile: Convenient telephone access is primarily local. effectively 

distancing rural residents from cities. and acting as a barrier to rconomic development. 

Accrss ro television and newspapen rnables rural people know how their living 

conditions compare to the rest of the world. 

4.3 Surnmary 

Dmitrov Rayon presents a rich context with both opponunities and risks. 

Contestual information provided is general; within each of the profile categories. there 

was a sipnificiini arnount of divrrsity. This becomes apparent in the more detailed 

miilysis of social and agricultural aspects. pressnted in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 Matrix Profiles 

This section presents a summary of information from the primary data collection 

matrix (sec Figure 3.5). The section is organized to follow the categories on the vertical 

anis of the matrix. enabling cornparison of agricultural producer groups. The presentation 

o i  tindings for rach row is preceded by a description of the feature being compared 

isx:impIr: social service infrastructure) based on a combination of key informant and 

respcirident information. Although the impact of international intervention was not 

identifiecl cts a study focus. observations are included in relevant sections to enlighten the 

dixussion of srudy results in application to international development. The section 

bcgins with the first row of the matrix. a description of agricul~ure in Dmitrov Rayon. and 

dsrnogaphic information on the respondrnts in each producer category. 

This section builds on information previousiy prestnttd in Chapter Four. and as a 

rc\ult builds on sipnificant points. As with the information reported in Chapter Four. 

unless ottiewisr: strited. numeric statements are based on key informant interviews. 

pri marily (rom the Dmitrov Xgricultural Depanmrnt. 

5.1 .-\griculture in Dmitrov Rayon 

information in this sub-section is grouped into tïve cntegories: agricultural 

entcrprises. agicul tural production. area impact. govemmrn t support and market profile. 

InIomation for the first section is based on the 1997 Russian F m  Community Project 

Rrpun.  

Agricultural Enterprises 

Dmitrov Rayon has 59 000 hectares of agricultural land. of which 47 000 hectares 

are arable. The arable land represents only 20% of the region's tom1 land base. Al1 

agricul~ural land bas bren "privatized" inro individual or group holdings: 

- 19 large agricul tural enterprises work 88% of the agricultural land. 
rrnploying approximately 5 000 full-tirne ügricultural workers 



- 281 private f m e r s  work 3354 hectares (7.1%) of arable land. producing 
7% of the regions agricultural production ( in  1997) 

- 22 000 private gardeners (including most of the a_oricultural worker 
population). produced 22.5% of the region's meat. 7.6% of vrgetablrs and 
40% of potatoes (in 1997) 

- There are approximately 4 4  000 rural residents in total. 

The prrceding statistics wrre found in a regional agricultural summary (published 

in Engi ish)  by the Amrricm NGO. More recent statistics were availnble from the 

Diriitrov Agiculiural Department. but did no< include private gardener d m .  Private 

gxdsncr production Isvels. rilthough of interest to the Western observer and available in 

müny Russiün agricultural arem. are suspect for thrir accuracy. Accurately tracking the 

informiil sales transactions of the 27 000 private gardeners in Dmitrov Rayon is an almost 

irnpos.iible task: the addition of household consumption to this figure rnake accurate 

quactitütion rven further from the realrn of possibility. 

Despitr official statistics. there was consensus among respondents that there are 

only  20 to 25 " r d "  private farmers in the region. Private f m s  currenily range in s i x  

from 1 to 10 hectares (236) to 100 hectares (48). Regional legislation in the early 1990s 

cnüblcid farmers to acquire 104 hectares of land free of charge. This was limited to 4 

hectares in 1993. 

Agricul tural Production 

Trends in rayon production are toward vegetables and potatoes. 

- 113 of di vegetables (potatoes. carrots and cabbage) delivered to Moscow 
are g o w n  in Dmitrov Rayon 

24 700  head of cattle. 36 600 hogs. 290 000 poultry in 1997 

- 14 100 tons grain. 29 700 tons potatoes. 68 100 tons vegetabies. 46 800 
tons milk. 8800 tons birds and poultry. 7900 eggs were produced in 1997. 



Milk production in 1999 has decreased by 18% from 1997 levels. Managers indicated 

that this is a result of increased emphasis on (more lucrative) vegetable production. 

However. vegetable production decreased by 12% in the two year period but potato 

production. aimost doubled. 

Area Impact 

Administrative offices of both locality and farm are located in the sarnr village: 

a l though  villa_os land is not included in the agricultural enterprise. one large agricultural 

r.nic.rpriss typically spans several villages. It  is unusual for rural residents to live outside 

of the villages. with the exception of private farmers. 

- Agriculture is frequently the major xen employer in mral areas: although 
actual percentage of unemployment was difficult to qunntify. 

- Agriculture is not generally thought to contribute to the economy of the 
region. except as an employer 

- Sincc 199 1. private f m e r s  have constructed 30 km of roads. 2 1 km of 
electric lines and 5 km of water supply 

Physical infrastructure built by privriie farmers was largely in response to individual need: 

mciiiy of the private fm rillocations were not serviced by elecrricity or functional roads. 

Government Support 

The Dmitrov agricultural administration indicated that no direct funding had been 

given to any kind of agricultural enterprise in the past two years: instead. the depanment 

acts as a suppon and information service. In the early 1990s. the Agricultural Depanment 

provided "soft" credit to large scale agricultural enterprises in the form of assistance to 

purchasr inputs such as fenilizer and seeds. Although this suppon reponedly continued 

to the single Dmitrov state farm as late as 1998. the failure of re-organized collective 

hrms ro repay these "loans" resuited in banhptcies  in the mid 1990s. 



"Bankruptcy" is an under-defined concept in the region (and likely for Russia as 

a whole 1. and the researcher did not reach a clear understanding of what the process 

entliiled. It did become c l e v  that in some cases. enterprise assets were distnbuted to the 

workers and the land was abandoned. In other cases. shares were sold or allocated to 

invrstors. and the enterprise was re-organized under new management. For example, the 

r\merican NGO holds 76% of the shares in the Nasadkino Joint Stock Company: current 

and former workers hold the other 24%). At least three of the large scale enterprises 

involved in the study were re-organized as a resuit of "bankniptcy" in the mid 1990s. 

The level of sovemment support to private famers was unclear. Cenainly the 

Iqislrition rcstricting new land allocations to 4 hectares. as well as the 20% tax on small 

husinrssrs (including private farms). is prohibitive to an increase in privatr f m i n g .  

Xnnual intcresc rates for private loans during the study prriod averaged between 60% and 

SOcr . 

International assistance in the region targets both large and small scale enterprises. 

Market Profile 

Local sales of vegetables occur within village markets and at roadside. Some 

wllcrs mliy work for larger businesses as rmployees: others market their own produce. 

blucti of the produce at local markets is imported. including commodities. such as apples. 

that could be grown in the region. Privaie gardeners pay a fee to sel1 at the market. or c m  

seil thsir producr to rt supplier from their home: some businesses gather produce from 

rcmotc villages to re-sel1 in more lucrative locations. Private f m e r s  and large 

cqricultural enterprises do not typicdly se11 at the local markets. marketing instead 

throuph contracts. There is limited value added procrssing in the region. 

5. I 1 Private Farmers 

Information in this m d  the following three sections is caiegorized into four 



themes: demogrophics. production characteristics and producer characteristics. These 

themes are then used for cornparison ruid summation. 

Demographics of Privnte Farmer Respondents 

- 2 women and 9 men (two of whom work together) 

- ltge range of 40-70 years 

- fmis  located throughout Dmitrov Rayon: 1 h e r s  were from 
nrighbourins Sergeev Pasad 

Production Characteristics 

- primarily ve~etablrs. but also included honey. exotic birds. poultry. hay. 
grain. fisb and milk 

- farm size ranged from 6 - 200  hectares 

- range of 1-30 workers. primarily 7-10 worker range. usually family 

Persona1 Characteristics 

- 6-9 yexs as private i'anners 

- previous occupations: npproximriteiy half had agricultural experience. 
riinging from workers to drputy manager and teaching at an agriculture 
collegr: other backgrounds included constmction engineer. libraririn and 
music teacher 

- typically lived in the area prior to becoming private farmers 

Private famers interviewed were the chief drcision makers for their enterprise. 

Othrr hm workrrs ranged in age. typically including at least one other family member. 

Ii W;IS not unexprcted that the f m r r s  al1 stmed their farms in the early 1990s. due to the 

difficiilry acquiring a significant land base after 1993. 



5.1 2 Large Agricultural Enterprise Managers 

Information in this section is categorized into four groups: dernographics. 

production characteristics and producer characteristics. 

Demographics of Manager Respondents 

- one woman and four men 

- r i i l  approxirnately mid 50s to early 60s 

- located throughout Dmitrov Rayon 

Production Characteristics of the Manager Respondent's Enterprises 

- comrnodities: ail five produced milk. potatoes and vegetables: some also 
had grain and feed crops to support livestock 

- enterprise sizes ranged from IO79 to 4000 hectares in size 

- rmployees: range from 80-100 full time. (slightly ovrr half of whom are 
wornrn) as well as seasonal employees 

- al1 have extemal investment of some kind. including both international and 
Russian investmrnts (examples: Dutch Business Co-operative: Russian 
rai lroad) 

Personal Characteristics of the Manager Respondents 

- 4 of 5 became managers post-refonn. typically following the banhptcy 
and subsequent reorganization of the farm in the mid 90s 

- tenure in their current positions ranged from 2 years to pre- 1990 

- previous occupations: teacher at agricultural college. deputy fm 
manager. business person 

- typically lived in area prior to becoming manaser 

Ali of the agricultural enterprises in the study are privatized and jointly held to 



';orne extent by workers. Dmitrov's classification system of Joint Stock Companies, 

Limitcd Companies and Joint Ventures is cornplex. For description. see Methodology 

Section 3.52. More interesting was the difference in management styles. which sermed to 

\ .an  basrd on individual managers rather than ownership stncture. The enterprises 

without international investment seemed more likely to utilize a participatory approach of 

includins workers in decision making. Although ihe workers trchnically hold shares in 

eiiher the enterprise or the actual land. al1 financial compensation was based on salaries. 

Selectivn of "successful" large agricultural enterprises was a deliberate research 

step. .As (i result. ri11 of the enterprises studied were reporting a (typically smdl) profit. 

This il; not chamcteristic of the region as a whole. 

5.13 Large Agricultural Enterprise Workers 

Information in this section is categorized into four goups: demographics. 

prod~içtion chrirricteristics and producer characteristics. 

Demographics of Agricultural Worker Respondents 

- 4.4 wornen and 19 men 

- range in age from late teens to pensioncr 

- located on four large ngriculturd enterprises (the managers for three of 
thrsr enterprises were interviewed for the manager respondent group) 

Production C haracteristics 

- occupations inciuded: field workers. book keepers. agronomists. barn 
workers. mechanicsldrivers. work group leaders and agicultural 
specialists 



Persona1 Characteristics 

- tenure varied accordins to age: employrnent generally life-long 

- many irnmigrared to the area 15-30 years ago 

- many had other family members working on the farm 

Workrrs tended to be toward the older end of the age spectrum. Several of the 

urorkers wrre pensioners. receivinz pensions in addition to their work income. This was 

contïrrnrd by farm managers as not unusual. Although dl of the workers held stock in 

either the enterprise or land shares. perceived "ownership" of the land was not evident. 

5.14 Private Gardener Respondents 

Private gardeners comprise almost al1 rural residents in Dmitrov Rayon. 

Information in this section is based on brief interviews with individuals sellins producc at 

ttic Dniiirov market and üt road-side. This srciion also includes locus group information 

i'rom a group of rural youth. As with the preccding sections. information in this section is 

clite~orized into four groups: demographics. production characteristics and producer 

chrirxteristics. 

Demographics of Respondents 

- 17 of 2 adult respondents were wornen. and raneed in age from early 20s 
to pensioner 

- 10 of 1 1 youth respondents were male. and ranged in age from 14-20 

Production Characteristics 

- iipproximately 2 3  of adult respondents wcre selling their own produce. 
which included vegetabies. potatoes. flowers. honey. bemes and coleslaw 

- al1 of the yourh respondents' families had pnvate gardens: 8 of 1 1 sold 
produce from them 



Personal Characteristics 

- dmost al1 of the produce sellers were rmployed full-time in this activity 

- most had staned selling produce in the 1990s 

- road-side sellers had al1 lived in the area long rem: market sellers were 
more likely to be recent area immi, orants 

- approximately half of the youth respondents had imniediate family 
members working in agriculturr (the local large agricultural enterprise) 

Private zardrnrrs do not seem to view themselvrs as agricultural producers. 

There is some question of the legal position of selling produce at roiid-side: one seller 

conimentrd that they pay more money to the local police thnn to the mafia. 

5.15 Cornparison 

In line with the purpose of the data collection matrix. cornparisons are made 

hctwei'n th<: sub-catesorirs of information rstablished in the sections: demographics. 

production s haracteristics and personal characteristics. 

Demographics 

I t  is notable that the private f m e r s  and large enterprise managers are 

approxirnaiely the same age. and tenure: the majority in boih categories chose to become 

manasers or famers while in their 40s or 50s. Although this may be a typical levei of 

promotional achievement for the managers. it appears to be a hish risk drcision on the 

pan of the private f m e r s .  particularly given that they are likely to have a number of 

Jrpsndrnts at that age. Although there are profitable private f m s  within Dmitrov 

Rayon. the researcher had not expected that people in midlife wouid the be most comrnon 

age catrgory to risk the challenge (and investment) of private farming. 

The sender balance in the agriculturai worker populations seems to shift inverseiy 

io the pay-scclr: a high percentage of women produce sellers and farm workers. with 



fewer in management positions. 

Production Characteristics 

Large ri_oricultural enterprises have retained their primary commodity production. 

a-i t h variation only in propo~ions of production. There is limited value added processing. 

dthough some managers did express intentions to expand in this area. Private f m e n  

cvidrnce more diversity in their production. but also tend toward traditional commodities. 

,411 cigricultural produccrs seem to focus on short term investment production: ihis is 

rcrisonriblt. given the uncertain financial climate. 

Personal Characteristics 

Although the workers on lmge agricultural enterprises have retained their 

positions throughout the 1990s. it is notable that the managers did not. Al1 four of the 

ncw managers are from the local area. however. and appear to have achieved their 

managcrncnt s ta tu  through local request: several were voted into their current positions 

I t  is intrresting that the enterprise workers had often immigrated to the region. 

Kcy informants comrnented that immigrants are more likely to accept farm workers 

positions than local people. due to the perceived arduousness of the labour. Basic farm 

labour appcars to be marginal employment. 3s does srlling at the market. Some of the 

"immigrants" were also specialists. who immigrated to the area to attend the local 

iigriçuliiiral çollrgr and remained for employment. 

Private farmers appear to be a mixed group. with a wide range of backgrounds. 

5.2 Social Service Infrastructure 

This section begins thc presentation of data collection matrix information 

regrirding social service infrastructure. As in the previous section. generd information 

about the focus area: social services. is presented pnor to the description of patterns 



w ithin producer categories. This section concludes with a cornparison of the producer 

croups. 

Dmitrov Rayon has an extensive social service infrastructure: 

- health and educational service infrastmctures largely retain their pre- 1990 
form, but are now administered by the local administrations instead of the 
agricultural enterprises 

- hrrilth care in the rayon inciudes local clinics and hospitals. dentists 
offices. an alcohol rehabilitation clinic and rt senior's centre 

- rducation includes day-care. public school. college and university 
education 

- services are provided to residents free of charge: fees are charged for 
supplies. including text-books and some medicincs 

- thc rayon as a whoie reports 83 cultural leisure clubs. 69 libraries. one art 
school and 8 music schools 

.Administrcirors idcntified the major social service issues to br access related. through 

undcr-lunding (resulting in under-staffin@ and transportarion problems. An overall 

dccreasc in health and literacy. 3s well as an increase in alcoholism were reponed. The 

population is rapidl y aging. due to a drastic reduction in binh rate throughout the 1990s. 

5.2 1 Private Farmers and Social Services 

Private famer responses were grouped into themes of access/utilization. level of 

concem (for social services) and support (provided to social services). 

..l.ccess/iL;tilization Patterns of Private Farmer Respondents 

- tendency to rely on formal social supports as little as possible 

- actud access ranged: one farmer reponed needing ro take the children 
several miles on the tractor to reach a road to school 



Level of Concern for Social Services 

- not typically identified as an area of major concem: concerns were based 
more around physical infrastructure such as roads and electricity 

Support to Social Services 

- 3 famers reponed providing assistance with local infrastructure. including 
provision of a school bus and mobile phone. and financial support to the 
local orphanage 

- 2 other f m e r s  provide regular assistance to local seniors 

It is important to note that not ail of the pnvate f m e r s  had school aged children. 

and so mriy have had few current health or educational needs. Although some private 

Fxmers continue to live in the village. or have a high standard of living on their fm. 

orhcrs do not. At least two of the famers in the study brought in their own hydro linrs 

and roads to service their tàrms. 

5.22 Large Agricultural Enterprise Managers and Social Services 

Accrss. utilization and levrl of concrm were grouped together for enterprise 

managers. because of their limited interest in thesr areas of investigation. 

.Access/litilization/Level of Concern 

- nonr of the managers listed social services as a major area issue 

Support for Social Services 

- al1 five provide some fom of assistance. ranging frorn basic day-care for 
workers. to the enterprise which provides: housing. transportation for kids 
to day-care. local store. post office. transportation to clinics or police, fire 
control equipment. and reduced rate forage and inputs for pensioners 

- anothrr one of the five enterprises pays for the local feldshar (health 
worker) and busing for school trips 



Large scale agricultural enterprise management appears to c a q  with it a levrl of 

prestige and financial status. Ali of the manaprs  would have their own car. and so would 

noi experience the access issues to social services typical of most rural residents. Suppon 

provided to social services sremed a routine part of business mana, mement. 

Ali threr local administrator respondents indicüted that they routinely make 

requests for assistance from l q e  agricultural enterprises (as well as other local 

businesses 1. They rrponed that the enterprises tendrd to contribute as much as they were 

iible. and would likrly increase thcir contribution to social services if  profits incrsased. 

5.23 Large Agricultural Enterprise Workers and Social Services 

.L\griculturril worker responsss are grouped into themes of accesdutilization. level 

of concern ( for social services) and suppon (provided to social services). 

.-\ccess/ütilization Patterns of Enterprise Worker Respondents 

- hsllth and sducational services were identified ris expensive by most 
respundents 

Level of Concern for Social Services 

- social services were not listed as the most important areri concem (which 
was generally monry) but only I I  of 63 workers thought hetrlrh and 
educational services were adequate 

- differences in lrvel of satisfaction varied with physical proximity to 
services - those needing to travel to reach services were less satisfied 

Support for Social Services 

- no direct contribution to the cornmunity. beyond the work they do on 
behalf of thrir agricultural enterprise 

- the local assistance a_oricultural workers provided to the cornmunity 
apprared to be limited to participation in "subotnik". the monthly Saturday 



clean-up of streets and playgrounds 

Al though heait h and educational services are generdly free. medicines. books. 

lunches and transponation can be prohibitively expensive to low wage earners. 

5.24 Private Gardeners and Social Services 

Information for this section was drrived pnrnarily from the youth focus group and 

key infonnants. It is clear that health and social services are expensive for low wage 

eanicrs. lruding to decreased access. 

5.25 Cornparison of Agricultural Producer Patterns 

Cleürly. large agricultural enterprises are continuing to suppon social services. 

dcspitc reorpnization. privatization and the official shift in social responsibilities to local 

Iidniinistrations. Notably. this ongoing support is practiced by managers who did not 

mancigr durin? the Soviet period. It wns clear from respondents that support for social 

rcn.içes is sxpected to corne from institutions or enterprises. but not from individuals. 

Private farmcrs. the strongest integration of person and business. were evenly divided in 

their contribution to social services: five of the eleven had adopted a social support role. 

There was some inconsistency between groups in thrir perspectives of whnt other 

groups çontributed to social services. For enmple. private farmers recoenized that other 

private hmers  were responding to social needs. bui tended to under-emphasize local 

enterprise contributions. In tum. enterprise managers minimized private farmer 

contributions. Some of this may be due to regional variation; clearly some large 

rntrrprisrs that were not "successful" would be less able to provide suppon io social 

ser\.ices. Al t hough some workers rrcognized the impact of their manageras decisions on 

social hervices. workers had a tendency to report that no one in the area was of assistance 

to social service provision. 

At l e s i  one of the international organizations in the area contributes actively to 



the social infrastmcture. This was not mentioned as a source of assistance by any of the 

ksy iniormants until questioned directly. Even in that case. it  was _jenerally down-played. 

There is no apparent link between social rind ap-icuitural service provision or 

management at the regional government Irvel. 

Levsl of concern tends to Vary with financial status: those with high incomes rind 

reïultcint sccrss to transportation (managers. ci_oricultural specialists within the worker 

population) wsre not concrmed. Private fürrners were conccmed with more basic necds. 

suçh as Iieat and watrr. The actual quality of services does not appear to be in question. 

2.3 Social Capital: Organizations, Co-operative Activity and Voluntarism 

This section is the beginning of the discussion of the social capital focus area. 

uvhiçh addresses comrnunity organizations. CO-operative activity and voluntarism. The 

charactcristics of social capital in Dmitrov Rayon are presented first. followrd (as in 

prcvious sections) by the description of patterns within agricultural producer groups. The 

xcticin is concluded by a compürison between the groups. Duc: to their interrdationship. 

organizations and voluntarisrn are discussed togethrr in this introductory section. 

Initial investigation of the Drnitrov region found no phenornena thrit met the 

rcsearcher's definition of "community organization": a voluntary organization orpnized 

to meet communiiy needs. There are no words for either "community" or "volunteer" in 

the Russian Ianyage. and as a result questions were phrased about local and unpaid 

cictivities. The absence of community organizations was not entireiy surprising. ~ i v e n  

that spontaneous organization of any hnd  was aciively discouraged by the Soviet 

covernment. Some chanses in civic activity were expectrd in response to the post-Soviet 

situation. with its cornbination of new freedoms and increased social needs. Further 

investigation found that existing administrative cornmittees are evolving to include 

voluntarism. One of these has an off-shoot. the "Women's Association" which fits the 



community organizrition definition with a slisht variation - instead of being organized to 

nisct nerds. it  is organized to celebrate the talents of "normal women". 

The "organizations" identified in this study were the Veteran's Soviet. the 

Women's Soviet and off-shoot Women's Association and the Workers' Trade Union. Al1 

of thrse report n sisni ficant number of volunteers. Interestin_oly. the success of these 

or_onnizations in ritiracting volunteers does not correlate to areas of need identified by key 

informanis or respondents. Youth were identified as an area concern by a large number 

of respondrnts. but the Youth committee reported great difficulty in finding volunteers 

anJ chus relies on paid workers. Conversely. the only informants who identified wornen 

and versrans as important concems were the representatives of those organizations. 

The soviets and cornmittees identified for the study do not meet regularly as 

"clubs". The Women's and Veteran's Soviets have annual meetings, gathering at 

inirequent intervals for special events or initiatives. The Women's and Vetçrans' Soviets 

rcpon limitsd funding from the regional govemment. but do receive sorne staff salaries 

and provision of in-kind services (examples: office space. printing). 

The Women's Association was established threr years ago. and is run by the same 

n.oman uho directs the Women's Soviet and Workers' Trade Union. The goals of the 

:iswcirition are to release creative abilities of normal wornen, to maintain Russian 

traditions. and to promote hralthy families. It differs from the Women's Soviet. which 

has traditionally been intrrested in addressing women's problems. This Women's 

i\ssociation drveloped from individual initiatives. and reports 250 members in 5 groups 

throuehout the rqion. Primary activities inciude workshops ranging from crafts to 

rcsponsihle parenring. exhibitions. charity work and sponsorship of the local single's 

club. "Womrn of the Year" are selected annually (based on proficiency in domestic 

work. sinoin - C p. dancing and crafts) from several different categories (single. smdl  family 

etc i and recrive ri free vacation at the Black Sea. courtes- of the Dmitrov govemor. 



Interestingly. the Worker Trade Union, which also has volunteers. is involved 

primarily in organizing events and holidays for children in need. The Union does not 

apprar ro aiidress more typiciil "union" issues of working conditions and salaries. 

Wrmbers hip varied depending on location. 

The Vsteran's Soviet, which has 150 volunteers and 27 000 local members7. is 

oricntrd toward advocciting for senior citizen's rights. Using Russian definitions. the 

term vrteran includes alrnost al1 elderly people. who are considered to be veterans of 

industry or service. if thry have not pmicipated war efforts. A separate orgnnization 

advocates for younger veterans. The Veteran's Soviet is also involved in educating 

scniors about their entitlements (example: reduced public transportation fares) and 

boosting morale through special events. 

None of the orgmizations reviewed are structured to have any direct impact on 

agriculture. Although there are several international agcncies supporthg a_oricultural 

devclopmcnt in the region, there was no evidence during the study that these agrncirs 

gaihcr participants on a reguiar basis. However. in neighbouring Sergeev Pasad region. 

private famers do  gather in response to an Arnerican agricultur~l extension initiative. 

5.31 Private Farmers and Social Capital 

- only one reponed belonging to an organization: one is also an rtgrarian 
party member 

- clearly know who othrr private Farmers are. and sometimes share 
rquipment 

- oenerally poor or non-existent reiationship with large enterprises 
t 

- ~oluntarism is limited to the social service suppons discussed previousiy 

1 6 000 other veterrins belong to the iMoscow Veterans' Soviet. bnnging membership totals 
close ro rnatchins the senior population of Dmitrov Rayon. 



Private f m e r s  have an often contentious relationship with local large agricultural 

enterprises. However. several expressed interest in increasing their level of connectivity. 

Three indicarrd a belief that the large enterprises should evolve into a f o m  of co- 

operati\.r arrangement. providing suppon to f m e r s  through bulk acquisition of inputs 

and marketing. This ideal clearly suggests f3miliarity with Chayanov. and his vision for 

Soviet agriculture. and may reflect private f m e r  research into agicultural theory. 

5.32 Large Agricultural Enterprise Managers and Social Capital 

- none of the managers reported belonging to an organization 

- al1 five reponed positive or nrutral interactions with other agricultural 
producers. including private f m e r s  

- voluntarism was describrd solely in the form of social service support. 
described previously 

- mixed reactions to the idea of co-operative agriculture 

Orgrinizarional rnembership seerned a foreign concept to the managers. 

Co-operative activity was assumed to mean privare lamier co-operatives. 

.Although noi questioned directly. managers rxpressed no plans for increased service 

provision KI private farmrrs in their future plans. 

5.33 Large Agricultural Enterprise Worken and Social Capital 

- 7 of 63 belonred to the Women's Association. and one volunteered with 
the Trade Union 

- severai are also Trade Union rnernbers. but did not consider this to be 
"organizational membership". as i t  is mandatory on some of the large 
agricul tural enterprises 

- one respondent claimrd to have k e n  involved in a co-operative in the 
pst. but did not know why it failed. which suggested to the researcher that 
he may have been an employee 



- tendency to assume that CO-operative activity means private farming. for 
which rigricultural workers see no future 

Although it is not possible to project from these numbers. i t  is notable that al1 

threr of the volunteers were specialists and therefore well educated and at the higher end 

of the wags spectrurn for f m  workers. In general. the concept of voluntarism was met 

u ith expressions of surprise and confusion by respondents. Several of the respondents 

indicated thlit working hürd contributed to the çconomic prospsrity of the region. 

Workers were cleariy aware of the current dis-incentives to private farming (high 

overherid and sran up costs. prohibitive tax legislaiion etc). They commented that they 

u,o~ild br willing to try mnny different things if  rhey thought they could be financially 

\viable. including CO-operative activity. and private f m i n g .  They clearly did not consider 

these alternative viable rit the time of the research. 

5.34 Private Gardeners and Social Capital 

Producs srllers were not iisked to respond to this category. The youth focus group 

indiciitrd that no family members werc involved in organizational activity. unlrss trade 

union rnembership was included in the definition. Voluntarism was limited to the 

syhotnik t Saturday village clean-up) describrd in the Social Services section. The 

concept of CO-operative activity was met with the nrutral response that thry rnight 

consider i t  if i t  would make money. 

5.35 Cornparison of Agricultural Producers 

Nonr of the key informanrs believed there to be a difference between the producer 

groups in rems of voluntary activity or community participation. which is confirrned by 

the rrspondcnts. who indicated a low overall level of organized participation. It is 

possible that voluntarism is deveioping more quickly in urban than in rural settings. 

Co-operative activity %as identified by the pnvate f m e r  population as an ided. 



and subsequentl y investigated by the researcher in the other producer groups. Active 

intrrest in this type of activity appean to be limited to the private fumer population. the 

only group that thought private farrns could be tïnanciaily viable. Private m e r s  also 

ripprcired to be the only group which believed that large scale agricultural enterprises 

should change in form. It was clerir that neither large scale enterprise workers or 

manasers believe their current enterprises are. or should be. CO-operative in structure. It 

is notable that the worker group was well-informed about the issues regarding private 

f'lirmins. 

The discrepancy between manager perceptions of interactions with pnvate 

fiirrricrs. and vice versa. rnay reflect rezional variation. It also may reflect the known 

prelcrencr of international agçncirs for supponing private fairners. and the resultant 

deçision to repon congeniality to the international researcher. 

5.4 Coping and Xdaptive Strategies 

This section begins the presentation of data collection matrix information 

rqi irding the coping versus adaptive nature of respondents' social and agricultural 

rictiviiics. As in the previous section. generai information about the focus area is 

presented prior to the description of patterns within producer categories. The section 

concludes with a cornparison of the producer groups. 

This component addresses the extent to which social and agricultural activities are 

coping (short t e m )  versus adaptive (long tem) in nature. in response to stress and shock 

rlnents. Exampies of study site stress events are the ongoing financial constraints of the 

1990s. and poor crops over the past two years due to inclement weather. Job losses due 

tc, the brinkniptcy of luge agricultural enterprises can be considered examples of shock 

evrnts. The strongest evidence for stress in nird areas is the dramatic reductîon in birth- 

rates in the 1990s. The reduction of m a l  birth rates to 25% to 30% of their 1990 levels 

in the absence of youth out-migration indicates that famiiies do not helieve they will have 



the resources ro suppon dependents in the future. This perception was initially suggested 

by local administrators. 

In the event of unemployment. fonunate rural residents c m  use their cars as taxis 

or stan their own businesses. Moscow is also within commuting distance. Although the 

region as a whole hos seen little in or out-migration within the past IO years (with the 

exception of the influx of week-end and seasonal cottage dwellers). economic officiais 

reportrd that they are seeing a number of individuois who left the area for employment. 

rcturn post- 1998 crisis. Low paying rmployment opportunities include selling produce at 

the market. seasonal work on the large agricultural enterprises and increasing garden 

production. The Child and Family Services Adrninistrator was very clear that it  was 

inipossibk to subsist on garden production. although many of the respondents in this 

Zroup indicatcd that this was their only source of incomc. 

Unernployment "insurance" benefits last for one year. but to nceive pityments. 

rçcipicnts must report rvery two weeks to the employment office in Dmitrov. This is 

prohibitively expensive for many remote residents. even usine public transportation. 

The Dmitrov Child and Fûmily Services Administrator also described the down- 

w x d  spiral of inability copr with the current economic situation. She indicated that 

uncmployment lrrids to the inability to pay for day-care. so workers stay home with their 

çhildren. This confinement can result in depression and alcoholism. This situation is 

more cornmon in mral areas. because of the limited employment opponunities. The new 

"frcedom" of enterprises to hire and fire employees has becorne a double edged sword: 

no longer rire enterprises compelled to hire "lrss desirables". such as single mothen or 

people with disiibilities. 

5.4 1 CopingLAdaptation and Private Farmers 

Information in this section is grouped into themes of stress events and area 



concrrns. coping strategies and future orientation. The adaptive level of activiiies 

bscome eviden t through the extent of future orientation. 

Stress or Shock Events and Area Concerns 

- rnost recent stress and shock cvents were financial in nature 

- ares concrrns ranged from activities for trens to employment. alcoholism 
and agricultural needs 

Coping Strategies 

- typically reported dealing with nerds independenrly of outside support 

- off-farm income ranged from 0-70% 

- range of reasons for choosing private f m i n g ,  generdly centring around 
economic opponunity. independencc and "fair*' compensation for work 

Future Orientation 

- most were investing in the fm. planning increases in hurnan or physical 
capitals. examples: funher education. new technology 

- 6 of 7 who were asked. would want their children to work in agriculture 

Althou~h the private f m e r s  reponed a high level of persona1 indeprndence. it  should be 

nored that al1 but one were receiving loans from international agencies. 

5.42 CopingLAdaptation and Large Agricuitural Enterprise Managers 

Stress and Shock Events and Area Concerns 

- reported no major stress events. except the initial challenge of re- 
orpnizing bankmpt enterprises 

- identified primarily agricultural issues. particularly theft of produce 



Coping Strategies 

- limited change in commodiry production post-Perestroi ka: change in 
proportions only 

- cmphasized joint ventures and psrsond contacts for addressing enterprise 
needs 

- rrasons for choosing their management positions rangrd from carerr 
motivations to srnse of local responsibility 

Future Orientation 

- one of the three managers who were asked this question would want their 
children to work in agriculture: a founh had no children 

- generally planning for the future of the enterprise 

O\.rr-1i11. agricultura1 entrrprisr managers did not seem overly impacted by shock 

or stress svsnts. Evcn the challenge of maintainine the financial viability of their 

cnterprises Jid not appear to be a major stress. 

5.43 CopindAdnptation and Large Agricultural Enterprise Worken 

Stress and Shock Events and Area Concerns 

- 5-1 of 63 workers identified rnoney as the prirnary are3 concern 

- financial stress was generall y considered to be normal 

Coping Strategies 

- ranged from borrowing to living with less 

- 44/63 (or dmost two thirds) have scld produce from their gardens at sorne 
point 

- garden produce is frequently more important than farm salary for meeting 
household needs. particularly among the lower paid workers 



Future Orientation 

- only two had more specific plans thm focussing on food for the winter 
ahead 

- only 15 of 63 would want their children to work ayiculture 

Many workers clearly are in a poveny situation. This is not unenpected. _eiven the 

evtrcmely low wages of most agricultural workers. Wage payrnents on the enterprises 

have not becn consistent over the past 10 years (although on enterprises in this study. 

typically stable over the pcist two years). This increases the workers' financial stress and 

unccrtainty about the future. 

Reitsons for not wmting their children to work in agriculture generally focussed 

around living conditions associated with low pay and rural cornmunities. Those that 

would encourage their children to work in agriculture indicated that someone needed to 

prvducr food. and that it is good to live in mral areas. 

5.44 Coping/Adaptation and Private Gardeners 

Stress and Shock Events and Area Concerns 

- not identified directly by respondents: financial stress was evident in 
responses 

Coping Strategies 

- many local people would prefrr not to work than to work for large 
agicultural enterprise wages 

- most started selling produce and/or private gardening because they lost 
their jobs. could not find oiher work or needed to supplemrnt their 
pensions 

- huge decline in birth rates for the region as a who!e 



Future Orientation 

- only one of the 1 1  youth was planning to work in agriculture 

- oardenrrs were not planning to expand in iigricultural terms: most planned 
C 

to continue only as long as they cannot find other work 

The ovrrall stress lrvel of garden producers was difficult to sauge. except that 

thrir self-employment as gardeners was usually intended to be a short-term copinz 

responsr. which often becorne long term due to the absence of othcr opponunities. 

5.45 Cornparison of Agricultural Producers 

Cornparison between ngricultural groups is made on the b u i s  of the categories 

usrd io idrntify producer patterns: stress and shock events and area concems. coping 

stratesies. adaptive strategies (based on future orientation) and "grey areas". The section 

is conçluded by n brief discussion of international asencies as a potential copins resource. 

Stress Events and Area Concerns 

Financial stress is not new to rural Dmitrov Rayon: only the enterprise managers 

wrmsd relatively unintluenced by it. The licerature sugzests that enterprise manasers are 

t>piçally wrll-connected and so rebound more casily than most residrnrs to the changing 

duci t ion.  Two of the private f m e r s  identified crop Mures  as a shock events. resulting 

in the need to regroup financially. 

The ilequencv with which "rnoney" was identified as a local concern by the 

workrr proup was stmling. Private farmers had a broader range of concerns: enterprise 

manasers sermed to equate their enterprises with the local area and concems ranged 

ciround miiintaining viability. It is interesting chat although al1 three p u p s  have financial 

issues as the foundation for their concerns. private farmers and managers expressed this 

concern in terms of action - actions that are taken or not taken as a result. whereas the 

workers rxpressrd concern passively. as a tangible object that is missing: money. 



Coping Strategies 

Private garden production is clearly a coping strategy. It is undertaken to 

supplement or compensate for lost income. and is intended to be discontinued should 

brttrr opportunitirs anse. The reduction in binh rate (currently between 25% and 40% of 

I W O  Irvrls) is evidrnce of shon tenn coping: in the long term. children are important for 

supporting eldcrly parents. 

Adaptive Strategies (Future Orientation) 

Private farming can be classified as an adaptive strategy: al1 but one of the farmer 

respondents had clrar plans for the future of their f m .  and six of sevrn would encourage 

iarming as an occupation for their children. Four of the five enterprise managers also 

hod c lex  future plans. but only one of three manager respondents wanted their children to 

u ~ r k  in agriculture. The higher risk in private farming. often accompanied by lower 

standards of living (at lrast initially) makes this situation difficult to rationalize. 

\lüna_oers listed the long work werks and social isolation (from cultural centres) as 

rcasons for discouraging their children from pursuing qricuitural cueers. Lnterestingly. 

both privütc f m e r s  and large enterprise managers view themselvrs as adaptive but 

O term. neitlicr considers the other to be Ion, 

Grey Areas 

Choice of Iarirgr agricultural enterprise work is difficult to categorizr as coping or 

adaptive. Although workers are clearly long term. agriculture appears to be marginal 

m p  toymrnt. and not a crtreer option most parents want for their children. There are few 

econcimic alternatives in rural areas at this point; low paying agricultural jobs are the only 

opponunities available. Agricultural work thus appears to be a coping strategy that has 

cntcred the "prey zone" between coping and adaptation - although workers have may not 

coniinuc if  thrre was a viable alternative it is difficult to say whether this is coping or 

iidriptivs. 



There may be a differentiation between skilled f m  workers (ie agronomy. 

sprcialists) and relativsly unskillrd (fisid and barn workers) workers in tems of their 

perceptions of a,oriculturd employment. The skilled workers in the study appeared to 

h l i ~ ~ r  a more of a çareer focus. which could be considered evidence for adaptiveness. 

It is irnponant to note that the majority of fm workers supplement their incomes 

with produce [rom their private gardens. Multiple job holding c m  also be considered 

coping or adaptivr. 

International Agencies 

I t  is difficult to dsfine respondents' perception of internationiil assisrance as a 

resourcc for coping. International agencics were not rnentioned without prompting. with 

the exception of two private f m e r s .  who would seek additionai international loms as a 

çoping strtitrgy. and one enterprise where the agency involved was perceived as causing a 

reccni shock event. When respondents were asked about the type of assistance they 

\rroulci want or çxpect from an international agency. responses did no< CO-relate to area 

concerns. Instrad. respondents indicated a desire for youth programming and investment 

in the cigricultuml equipment pool. The workers from the enterprise with the shock event 

rcponed dis-belief thüt an international agency could be of assistance. 

5.5 Surnrnary: Linkages 

Primriry study findings are most appropriately summxized according to the 

research objectives: 

1 ) identify and describe the structure and function of area social and 
agricultural sqvices 

- extensive health and educational service infrastructures, adrninistered 
through separate Dmitrov govemment departments (Health. Pharmacy. 
Education. Social Protection. Child and Family Services). but subject to 
some local regulation 



- basic services provided free of charge to residents; some fee for service 
(medications and dentristry) and access costs (transponation. books etc) 

- funding provided through Dmitrov Rayon budget 

- probiems with under-funding through-out the 1990s has resulted in 
decreasing levels of health and literacy 

- agriculture and land use services and regulation provided by separate 
Dmitrov Sovemment depanments (A_griculture. Land Cadastre. Juridical j: 
limited local input 

- ;tgricultural services are currently structured to provide non-financial 
support (examples: agricultural input and marketing information) 

- several international agencies and businesses are involved in Dmitrov 
Agriculture (Canadian. American. Dutch and Gorman) 

2)  identify and describe linkages between social and agricultural service 
provision 

- ridministrated and organized by different administrative departments 

- agricultural education is provided at a college and university levels. 
administrated sepûrately from the public rducation depanment 

- large scÿle agricultural enterprises continue to providr varying amounts of 
suppon to local social services 

- approximately half of the private farmers interviewed provide some kind 
of social suppon to their local area 

- rural redents .  individurilly or in groups. provide lirnited ( i f  any) suppon 
to social services. despite a significant level of concem 

- social services are deemed the responsibility of institutions and businesses 

Variation in social service utilization sremed to hinge on ability to access services 

( transponation and other access issues) rather than differentiation between specific 

qriculturd producer groups. None of the large enterprise managers expressed personal 

çoncrrn for social services. Pnvate farmer concerns depended on whether rhey had 



drpendents requiring services. and tended to focus on more basic issues of roads and 

irater. The concrms of large agriculturai enterprise workers generally CO-related to 

financial status. Those in higher paying positions rxpressed frwer concems than those in 

low paying positions. Key informants verified that access to social services is an 

important issue for familier living in poveny, a category which is likely to include most 

households involved in home-growing as a major occupation. 

3) identify and describe the structure and function of area social and 
agricultural organizations and CO-operatives 

- Veterans' and Women's Soviets have evoived to include volunteers: 
Dmitrov administrative funding for thesr soviets is prirnarily in the form 
of overhead rxpenses and does not includr salaries beyond that of the 
senior administrator 

- the Dmitrov Youth Cornmittee has four full-tirne staff. but no voIunteers 

- thé Farrn Worker Trade Union also serves a minor social function 

- the Women's Association was the only 'cornmunity orpnization' that 
bccrime evident during the study 

- no agriculturnl organizations became evident during the study 

- no current agricultural CO-operatives became evident during the study 

The initial srarch for 'cornmuni ty organizations' was unsuccessful: there appeared 

to be no organizations that organized spontaneously to meet community sociai needs. 

Funhrr investigation identified Veterans' and Women's Soviets and local Trade Unions 

as addrrssing some of these issues. The Women's Association is focussed on meeting the 

needs of "ordinary wornen". and prornotes family values and traditional women's artistic 

açtivities irxiimples: dance. sewing crafts). 

Althoush three of the pnvate farmers described a CO-operative mode1 for the 

rvolution of the former coliective and state f m s .  nonr of the large enterprise managers 

or workers idrntified this as a possibility. The managers and workers clearly viewed co- 



operati~we activity as exclusive to private (small scale) f m i n g  a production style they 

view as short terrn. 

4 )  identify and describe similarities and dif'ferences in organizational 
participation and volunteer activity between agricultural groups 

Key in formants indicated no si p i  fican t difference between agriculturid producer 

groups in t e m s  of their organizational activity. None of the managers. one of the private 

fsrmers and threr of the workers reponed belon& to orpanizations. Voluntarism was 

;c.nt.raIly restricted to enterprises. although both the Women's Association and Veterans' 

Soviet rsported 3 significant number of volunteers (250 and 450 respectively). This is a 

signifiant change frorn pre- 1990, when there were no volunteers. Voluntarisrn may be 

cicwloping more quickly in urban settinp. 

5 )  identify and describe the coping versus adaptive nature of social and 
ngricultural livelihood activities between agricultural groups 

- private gardening and some large agricultural enterprise work are clearly 
coping responses to ongoing tïnancial stress 

- most agricultural enterprise workers supplement their incomes with private 
gardening 

- private famers and enterprise managers both see their production styles as 
adaptive 

- othrr rural coping strategies include reduction in famiiy size (through 
decreased birth rate) and multipIe job holding 

- future orientation varies proponionate to income: most of the workers and 
private gardeners planned only for the coming winter 

Dc';pitr: the nurnber of international agencies working in the region. respondents grive 

littlè indication of the value of international assistance. 



CHAPTER SIX 

6.0 Grounded Theory Observations 

Findings in this section are considered supplernental to the research objectives. In 

inducrive research. there are inevitably relevant discoveries that go beyond sstablished 

goal statements. The observation generated through this research process are pxticularly 

s~ibjective. dur  to lanpage and cultural barriers. but are included for interest and 

relrvance to the analysis. Quotations are in-direct translations. and usrd io illustrate 

themes. 

6.1 Pride. Hope and the Age Dynamic 

"For seiwzh yecirs. >tVe rlioirgh~ we wrre birilding rire hest coiiritp in rlzr worfd ... " 

The theme of pride in Soviet mhievement. trmpered by confusion over the 

happrnings of the p s t  10 years. was woven throughout interview responses. Until the 

mid 1980s. rural people considered Russian agriculture to be a technolosjcal 

açhicvement. Several rcspondents indicated the continuing belief that Russia is a rich 

country with a strong natural resource base. educated population and high lrvrl of 

t.cimomic potential. Political stabiiity and good govemmeni were listed several times as 

imponrint for the future 

This challenge to Russian pride also plays out in the need for hopc. Several 

rcspondcnts indicated the need for "light at the end of the tunnel". As evidenced in the 

respondcnrs. many plan no funher than the winter ahead. This adjustment to the reality of 

loss of world super-power status and resultüni iack of foundation. is pxticulariy difficult 

for the extremrs in the age spectrum. Seniors. who laboured through World War Two 

and drcridrs of deprivation. are now seeing their pensions devalued. and have few 

resources to "stan over". The Youth Soviet ridministrator cornmented that youth have 

difîkulty finding direction: the financial m d  political uncertainty of the past 10 years 

make i t  difficult for youth to consider the future. The shonage of opportunities makes 



optimism difficult. 

6.2 The International Experience 

" The main -streani rcorld \vide is large ngriciiltrtral et2 terprises.. .sniall fcinrts c m  ' t  

proiide rvorkers rvitli wcnrioris and trips . . f i m e r s  can ' t  leave the farni . . .p rivate 

jiir~rirrs urert'r doitig (il1 tlrczt rvell in Dmitrov R n y t  " 

Drnitrov area residrnts in general seem to support the continuation of large scale 

agriculture. A~riculturd enterprise managers are awarr of international trends. and the 

one quotrd abcve questioned the international agenda of rstablishing smaller scale private 

Iàrms. Frorn his perspective. Russian agriculture was ahead of Western agriculture in 

ternis of rconornies of scale. and is now bring misguided into regression. 

Interviews with both international azency staff and the rural people with whom 

the): worked rnabled the researcher to gain a multiple dimension perspective on the 

pirfalls of international work. Rational. Nonh American reasoning and intervention led to 

one panicular situation where the Russian brnrficiaries stated that they were better off 

prior io international involvement. and felt that they had been "sold out" to Amcricans. 

At a more macro b e l .  local respondents were awarr of the European Union's 

subsidizrd cxpons and "dumping" of American surplus production in the Tom of food 

aid. both of which serve to depress the domestic market for Russian production. In 

_orneral. respondents were wary of international assistance. in spite or perhaps because of 

iheir interaction with the international agencies working in the area. 



6.3 The Role of Women 

W t r  rrmi~i probieru wirh oiir colirrrn is t h t  wornrn took over evenrliing. Men 

sliulrld be rêsponsible mid wunien shoiild have n different d e "  

The sender dynamic was of p x h . d a r  interest throughout the research process. 

Women in Russia were "emancipcited" in the 1930s. and givrn equal rights to social 

scn.icrs. including education and ernploymrnt. Women were in d l  of the agricultural 

producrr groups. includin_o large enterprise managers. However. wornen still tend toward 

rhc lowcr paying occupations. including social service provision. 

What is interesting about the gender dynarnic in Drnitrov Rayon is the apparent 

b h i f r  touxrd more traditional gender roles. The only apparent "community organizaiion" 

in the study site arose three years ago to encourage this maintenance of female traditions 

and îimily cmphtisis. It tippenrs that women in this association are expressing their 

t.rct.dom to be "ferninine" in a more traditional manner. 

6.4 Obviousness of Research Question 

I t  hecarne evident at the beginning of the research process. that respondents were 

surprised by the research questions regarding social issues. Respondents seerned much 

more intrrested in discussing agricultural production. Initially this was attributed to 

u n  fiimiliarity with holistic analysis. Funher exploration demonstratrd that respondents 

wrre surprised more the by obviousness of the information sought in ihe research. 

Russians have long since identified social and agricultural linkages, and were amazed 

that Xonh Arnericans consider this approach novel. 

Money was the single most common answer to any question. and it arosr in 



response to the question: "what are the most imponant area needs?" Clearly. many of the 

rrspondents believed themselves to be in poveny situations. and were coping through 

multiple incomr sources. However. it was clear that study respondents, as individuals 

employed by successful agricultural enterprises. were probribly better off financially than 

iheir unrmployed countcrparts. 

6.6 The Collective Farm 

" IVr niritmgrd to siive the collrcrive fanri ... " 

The local collective farm (now a Joint Stock Company). was idrntified by this 

hça1 ridministrator as a primary area asset. It became clear throughout the research that 

the rrsistancr to asricultural reforms was as indicative of the ongoing importance of large 

.;cale a_oricuiturril enterprise contributions to the social service infrastructure. as it  was 

agricultural idrology. Although the large enterprises currently contribute little to the tax 

base and x i  primxiiy as (marginal) employers in rural areas. they clearly provide an 

csscntiril service to suppon the deteriorating social infrastructure. 

6.7 "Soviet Mentality" 

The Icgacy of the Soviet period is evidcnt in the study area. through continuation 

o i  organizlirional stnictures and attitudes. Examples of this include the difficulty 

ernpowring workers: several of the enterprise managers are attempting to increase 

\ h m  holder rolrs through regular meetings and advisory cornmittees. but reponed lirnited 

success in  activrl y engasing workers in the decision-making process. Workers continue 

ro appear unaware of their ownership rights within their enterprises. 

Ca.-over of the Soviet mentdity couid be constmed from the on-going 

expectation that businesses and institutions will provide support to social services. This 

dependence on institutions is d s o  evidenced through theft of fieid produce from larse 

ligricultural enterprises. In the Soviet penod it was expected that collective farms provide 



local residents with food and services to their persona1 plots. 

6.8 Generalization 

"Mosco\r~ Oblast is nul Rrtssia " 

This saying echoes the same expression about Moscow. indicating that life in 

bloscou. and the surrounding province. is not typical of Russia as a whole. The relative 

of wealth of Moscow. and resultant access to markets and emplopent  for neighbouring 

residcnts. has a positive impact on the standard of living in Dmitrov Rayon. Moscow 

dwllrrs  have cottage residences in rural Dmitrov. and bring with them their salaries (and 

crin-ie) to their week-end homes. 

6.9 What They Did Not Say 

Equally as interesting as the themes in interviews. were the issues that did not 
xiss.  

- No one in any of the producer groups addressed land privatization as an 
issue. although several commented about the nerd for access to credit at 
reasonabie rates ( interest rates currently range from 60-806) 

- Only a few producers in each ccitesory indicated ihat thry enjoyed 
agricul tural production 

The absence of concem about land privatization is notable. as it  is a major 

cmphasis of Wesiem developrnent agencies. However. this may reflect that land 

privatization is ülrecidy largely complete in Drnitrov Rayon. 

The absence of cnjoyment of agricultural production is imponanr. as a cornparison 

to Western li_oricultural producers. The strength. and weakness. of family f m i n g ,  is 

olicn identi fied as the willingness of producers to exploit their own labour because of 

thrir enjoyment of the activity. This element may be an important factor in the 

development of "family farming" in Russia. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

7.0 Synthesis 

The purpose of this study. stated in Chapter One. was "to increase understanding 

of the complexiry of agriculture in Russia. through an exploration of the linkages between 

si~cial and agricultural phenornena". Having established social and agricultural linkages 

in the study site. this chapter compares study tindings to the literature presented in 

Chripter Two. and discusses the implications of the study results for understanding the 

complrxity of agriculture in Russia. Although study results clearly cannot be generalized 

to Russian agriculture as a whole. or prrhaps evrn in part. issues identified in the study 

can add to the discussion of the Russian agricultural situation. 

7.1 Russian Agriculture: Past and Present 

The results of this study generally confinn the ongoing patterns described in the 

analysis of Russian agricultural history (Section 2.1 ). Through identification of social 

aspects. the inherent rritionality of these patterns becomes more evident. 

7.1 1 The Dynamic of Collective Agricultural Production 

The historical precedent for collective. or group agricultural production. is 

continuing in Dmitrov Rayon. Althouzh al1 of the agricultural land in the study site has 

bccn officidiy privatized. 88% continues to be managed by large scale agricultural 

snterpriscs. which retain rnost of their pre- 1990 organizational structure. The 

continuation of these large enterprises appears to be motivated by a genuine belief in the 

supsriority of large scale agriculture. and a desire to continue the distribution of risk. 

Large scalr enterprises are perceived by managers as the trend world wide. and benefit 

from reininin: the physical rcsources (equipment. buildings) of the Soviet state and 

collective h r m s .  Access to these resources increases the enterprises' potential for 

financial viability. Large scale enterprises also buffer locai Ask: large enterprises can go 

"bankrupt" without significmt impact to workers. other than the loss of salary. Large 

en terprises have historicail y received "bail-outs" from the Dmitrov administration to 



prrvent abandonment. whereas individuals have not. The poveny of most rural residents 

alao increiises the risk of attempting private farming: many respondents indicated that 

thry were aware of the option of private f m i n g ,  as well as the high level of financial 

investment (and thus risk) and taxation. for private farming in the rayon. In the current 

financial climate. continuinz support for large scale agricultural enterprises. is imminently 

reasonable. 

The unusual ownership dynamic of agricultural land is also evident in the study 

site. Although official land ownership lrgisiation has not passed through the Duma 

i Russian Lower House of Parliament). Dmitrov Rayon has officiaily privatized al1 of its 

agriculturril land through the issuing of titles to land and land shxes. Dmitrov has an 

estriblished land cadastre system. whereby residents can buy. sel1 and inherit land. in 

spiis uf this. thrre nppears to be little understanding of ownership rights on the part of 

large scalc: qricultural enterprise workers. Dcspite the apparent (marginal) profitability 

o f  al1 ihti larec scale enterprises in the study. none of the workers received dividends. 

Thcy serrned to view themselves as employees. Some of the managers were attempting 

to inçreasc the participation of workers in management decisions: this was counter- 

hrilonced by the samr managers advocating the formation of Limited Companies. in 

which workrrs hold shares in the Company. rather than land shares. This reduces the risk 

to rhe enterprise of share-holders removing their land at whim. but may serve to decrease 

awareness of land access rithts. Land privatization was not identified as an issue by any 

of the research respondents. 

7.12 Personal Plot Agriculture 

Personal plot agriculture. referred to in the study as private pden inp .  has clearly 

increased t hroughout the 1990s. Equaliy as clearly, garden production is a coping 

stratepy to combat poveny. and the unstable financial climate. Sales of garden production 

support the subsistence of households involved: even in households where produce is not 

sold. p r d r n  production often represents a more si gni ficant resource than salaries. in 



meeting household needs. 

Garden production was not considered agriculturd production by any of the 

respondents. The full-time sale of garden produce among respondents was typically a last 

resort. under-taken in response to unemployment or insufficient pensions. Key 

informrints were clear that i t  was not possible to generate sufficient incomr to support a 

housriiold. solcly from garden production. Most (but not d l )  respondents did not plan to 

continue sules of garden production if another viable opponunity arose. Two of the 

gardrn producers had considered expanding into private fanning. but were aware of the 

high finlincial invrstment required. It is therefore unlikely that garden producers in the 

Dmiirov rcgion. will meet the rxpectations of Western agencies. and become private 

t arme rs. 

7.13 Chronic Lhderproàuction 

Dmitrov Rayon as a whole continues to produce inefficirntly. although laqe 

cntsrprise managers indicated recent increases in production. Key factors for chmges in 

production include climate. labour incentive. management and technology. 

Climate factors have bern the major issues for under-production in the 1 s t  two 

ystirs. The floods of 1998. foliowed by drought of 1999 wouid have reduced agricultural 

producrion in any setting. Although seasonal temperatures and land forms a-e similar to 

pans of Ontario. the growing season is typically shorter due to frosts in early June and 

A u p s i .  This finding supports literature that suggests that it rnay not be appropriate to 

compare Russian agricultural yields with those of Europe. 

Labour incentive was notoriously low in Soviet society. Although the actual 

eftlcirncy of agricultural workers was no< evaluated in this study. it was evident that most 

agriculturai workers invest significant amounts of time and energy in generating 

additional income. particularly from privîte gardens. As a result. it is not unreasonable 



for them to conserve their efforts in their paid positions. particularly given their tiny 

salaries. 

Although the organization of the large agricultural enterprises largely retains its 

pre- 1990s forrn. large collective enterprises are clearly under new management. The 

managers interviewed were profit oriented. and although the Russian understanding of 

"profit margin" is sti11 considered hazy. were planning reinvestment for the future. The 

rnanqers' ribility to achieve this is limited by the amount of resources available for re- 

invesrmrnr. The Dmitrov Agricultural Department indicated that large enterprises no 

longer rccrivr subsidies (although this may not refiect actual fact). and as 3. result. 

managers have only the minimal profits of the past two seasons to re-invest. Interest rates 

a n  currently between 60-809 annualiy. making borrowing prohibitive. One of the major 

concems expressed by enterprise managers was the deterioration of the enterprises 

physical resources. panicularly within the equiprnent pool. 

Private famer production appears no more efficient than large scale production ai 

this time. Drnitrov area private farmers hold approsirnateiy 7 8  of the land and producr 

7 5  of the rayon's aericulturai production. This is actually a higher statistic than it typicai 

01'Russiii as a whole. where private famers hold 6% of the land but produce 2% of 

production (Agarian Institute. 1998). However. the accuracy of these statistics is 

qiicstionable. Dmitrov agricultural producers identified only 10% of the private farmers 

as "reril" private f m e r s .  which rnay have implications for production. Aiternately. 

although the Drnitrov Agricultural Department would not comment on this issue. there is 

cippxcntly a signiticant arnount of arable land not currently under culrivation. as a result 

of thc abandonment of several collective h s .  The increase in number of cottage plots 

over the past 10 years (Drnitrov Rayon has 300 000 plots of land but only 150 000 

permanent tesidents 1. has also decreased the agricultural land base. 



7.14 Agricultural Reforrns 

The 1990s have clearly resuited in agricultural reform in the Dmitrov region. 

However. responses to reforms. despite the efforts of several international agencies. 

mirnic more the unsuccessful Emancipation reforms of 186 1 - 1866 than the successful 

Stolypin rrforms of 1906. 

Both the Emancipation and Stolypin reforms were intended to increase 

agricultural production. through privatization of land. The Stolypin reforms consolidated 

existing allocation of land strips into individual holdings. through the introduction of 

thouscinds of agricultural specialists to rural areas. and forgave al1 pre-existinz land debt. 

In Drnitrov region in the 1990s. there were no individual holdings. other than the garden 

plots. to consolidate. and no apparent introduction of specialists. beyond international 

agencies. to facilitate transition. As described below. debt w u  actually creatrd by the 

Dniitrov agricultural reforms. 

Cndcr thc Emancipation reforms. land was allocatcd to peasants in groups. who 

;iIso bccamc responsible for payment for the land to the previous landlords. This new 

"frredorn" created a large free peasant class unable to support itself by production from 

thc land i Harcme. 1964). and effectively tied peasants to their communes until the debt 

v a s  i d .  In the Dmitrov area reforms of the 1990s. land titles were allocated to 

workers in groups. based on the original collective and state frum groupings: special 

rcqutists were nrrded for individuals to receive personal land allocations. Although 

workers were not initially required to pay for land. the rernoval of subsidies to agricu1turd 

cnterprisrs resultrd in the creation of buse debt loads for the enterprises. Managers 

accustomed to Soviet "loan forgiveness" and subsidies stmggled to rnake their enterprises 

coniniercially viable in the midst of rouble devaluation and rising input costs. This debt 

Iciüd was passed on to workers. in the fom of low. w d  sometimes inconsistent. payment 

of wages. Many of the collective farms in Dmitrov. including srveral in the study. went 

"bankiupt" in the mid 1990s. making land shares wonhless. In the subsequent 



reorganization. funding for the enterprises in the study was found through extemal 

invsztment. cithsr Russian or international. and i t  is thrsr organizations who are more 

likely ihiin ihe workers to realize any profits from the enterprise. 

The poveny of farm workers is cyclicd. and ties them to their occupations. 

Agricultural rntrrprises are the only employers in many areas of Dmitrov region. 

Workrrs have insufficient resources to pay for the public transportation that would enable 

them to srek more profitable employment. and cannot risk the loss of garden production 

thiit would result from a permanent move. As a result they are as confined to their 

location. in spite of their new "freedoms". as rhey were under Soviet govemance. 

.Althoiigh each agricultural reform is unique. the similarities brtween the apparent 

"Emancipation" of peasants and current reforms is errily predictive. Emancipated 

peiisants "set free" from their landlords but burdened by poveny may be sirnilar to the 

Russian farm workers. "set free" from Soviet ideology. The forty years thar followed 

Emitncipat ion ww regular famines. stagnation in agricultural production and peasant up- 

risings. Only time will demonstrate the outcorne of the 1990s reforrns. 

7.15 Resistance to Change 

The ongoing prevdence of large scale agriculture and "rrsistance" to private 

fmnins has been justified in the previous sections. The preference for large scale 

agriculture. and unwillingness to risk private ventures. pmicularly in an industry like 

a_oriculture thrit is dependent on climate and has few short-term gains. is reasonable. The 

larse sciile rntrrprises also support the rural social service infrastructure. and potentially 

much of the physical (example: roads) infrastructure as well. To seek to eliminate this 

support to rural m a s  in the current context of poveny and regional under-funding. is 

unwise. 

It is also imponant to note that Russian rural society has seen a series of major 



ligricultural reforms over the past 50 years. None of these reforms have been deemed 

"successful'*. and have resulted in subsequent changes. often a retum to previous policies. 

It  is therefore unsurprising that rural residents would not imrnediately adopt new 

practicrs: a more cautious approach to sauge the longevity of reforms is more practical. 

Innovation was rictively discouraged throughout most of the Soviet period. so it  is 

understandable that few people would be willing to engage in highly innovative or 

entrrprcncuricii activities early in the post-Soviet period. 

Thrre is the also a question of the percentage of individuals who are able to be 

entrepreneurs. Nor rveryone has the ability or ski11 set to undrnakr a commercial 

operation. particularly within agriculture. One respondent estimated this number to be 

cipproximiitrly 20%. This issue is important in Russia. where until recently the fields of 

ilgricul turc and economics were completely separate. As a result. therr are very few 

individiids wiih training in both areas. 

7. f 6 Inçreasing Size of Production ù'nits 

Dmitrov agricultural producers continue to believe in econornies of scale. This is 

the first timr in the past 150 yexs. that agricultural production units have decreased in 

size. and miiny producers believe i t  to be a step backwards. The differentiation between 

private fiirmers and large scale agricultural production units. so evident in the Dmitrov 

resion. is less obvious in other n_gricultural regions. Some private f a m s  are not 

remarkcibly different from the re-organized state and collective f m s .  Private farmers 

manage buse land bases and hire hundreds of employees. The research facilitator had 

met a private tanner owned his own airpon! This calls into question the utility of 

ci i ffrren t iating private f m e r s  from privatized large scalr agriculture. in terms of 

devrlopment policy. 

7.2 Analytical Perspectives 

The agrririan question. as descnbed in the Literature Review (Section 2.3). 



rrvolves around the factors impacting household labour allocation. agricultural 

production styles. and the ongoing viability of family farms. This research suggests that 

the slrrnsnt of separation between the person as an individual. and the person as the 

manager of a business is of key importance to understanding production characteristics. 

In this research. it  became extremely difficult to differentiate the coping and 

adaptive stratr=ies of individuals from the drcisions of their agricultural enterprises. As a 

resulr. the two were considered together. It became evident that in the study site. different 

social txpectations werr made of agricultural rnterprises. than of agricultural producers. 

,411 agricultural enterprises. as well as other local businesses. were rxpected to contribute 

in wmè t om to the social service infrastmcture. Individurils were not. Even under new 

nianqement. with the dis-incentive of needing to re-invest in their enterprises to ensure 

viability. 311 of the large scale enterprises made significant social contributions. Private 

fiirmers. the hip hest in regration of business and person. demonstrated mixed lrvels of 

contributions: approxirnately half contributed. and half did not. F m  workrrs. aware of 

the social issues. typiccilly did not contribute to the social infrastructure rither in  tirne or 

efforts. except as part of their employment on agricultural rnterprises. 

In Nonh American society. businesses have a life of their own. generarine profits. 

rnnking charitable contributions. buying insurance and eoing bankrupt. al1 independrntly 

of signiticanr persona1 liability to owners and shareholders. Businesses are expected to 

makr econornic decisions in the narne of profit generation, which would be less palatable. 

or socially acceptable. for individuals. In the Russian study site. it appears that this 

differentiation of business and person holds true. but with different implications. The 

apparent function of businesses in the study site is more strongiy oriented toward social 

rrsponsibility thon profit generation. This draws into consideration the cultural nature of 

business rationality. questioning the extent to which cconomic rationality. and the 

perceived supremacy of the "invisible hand" of the market. is a cultura! phenornena. 



The implications of this aryment for the structure of agriculture add to the debate 

of subsistence versus commercial agricultural production. Subsistence is considered a 

personal situation. and commercial production a business relation. The prominence of 

sub~istrnce production. through private gardening, was evident in the study site8. The 

subsistence debate centres around households. rather than individuais. recognizing that 

most a_oriculture continues to result from labour allocation within households. This 

argument results from analysis of individuals. but couid reasonably be extended to 

households as well. 

Friedmann's ( 1980) analysis of agrarian formations combined Western thought 

with Chayanovian perspectives. to identify the "form of production" as the primary unit 

of ancilysis. a function of the balance between social formation and uni t  of production. 

She argued that persona1 ries characteristic of subsistence are replaced by market 

relations. in the shift to for-profit commodity production. The argument presented in this 

mdy.  suggrsts a subtle expansion of the definition of persona1 ties to include personal 

motivations. and replace market relations with business relations. Thus business 

decisions regarding agricultural production are not assumrd to respond solely to 

economic motivations. and personal ties are not limited to the subsistence needs of the 

househoid. Effectively. this expansion of definition includes the element of culture in the 

debrite. By following this argument. social actions of srudy site agricultural producers (in 

te rms of enterprise contribution ro social services) are justified as rationai business. rather 

than market. decisions. In Dmitrov Rayon. contribution to social services is pan of the 

business culture. Inclusion of personal motivation in the definition of personai ties 

cillo~vs the possibility that households can exercise persond choice in decidinz to increase 

or dçcreasr agricultural production. based on levels of personai interest. Thus the value a 

producer places on lifestyle and enjoyment of agricultural production is included in this 

more holistic definition of meeting "subsistence" needs. 

'The drbate in Russia continues to question the extent to which this subsistence existence 
is indicative that farm workers are. in fact. still peasants (see Kitching. 1998). 



The application of this argument to the family farm debate goes beyond the 

limitations of the research findings. but gives credence to the researcher's persona1 

exprricncr of agriculture in Ontario. Although Nonh American agricultural production is 

clcarly commercial in orientation. the historic strength. and weakness. of family farm 

production 1s that to differing extrnts. f m e r s  will produce based on personal enjoyment 

of the lifestyle or production itself. even in the face of economic disincentives. Using the 

snpandcd definition of Friedmann's "personal ties". these persona1 motivations can be 

considercd part of the subsistence motivation. anchoring agricultural production units 

hetwcrn subsistence motivations on one side and the trend toward econornic rationaliry 

and commercial forms of production on the other. The result is a high level of integration 

hetwen business and person: the family f m .  The ongoing existence of the family fami 

can bè justified by this prrsonal/subsistence motivation. detracting from purely econornic 

rerisoning. and èconomies of' scale. 

The implication for the future is that as the culture which inforrns the context 

changes. so does the balance between subsistence and commercializiition. The high 

standards of living cnpected by Nonh Amrrican families can be expected to influence 

vducs. and potsntially shift the family motivations from joy of production to the joy of 

material cornfon offered by the profit based business rnentiility. Farmrrs will shift toward 

commrlrcializrition not because of the inevitability of the market. but because of the 

intluencc of the market culture. The irony of this situation that international agencies 

promote commsrcialization as a means of developing family farming in Russia. 

Producers in the study site are already notable for their lirnited references to enjoyment of 

;in- aspect of agricultural production. 

7.3 Theoretical Framework 

The utility of research results in providing a ntionale for Russim a_gricultural 

chrirricteristics. provides justification for the utility of the study's data colIection 

fnrneworks. which were based on the Sustainable Livelihoods Approach. The 



idrnti tïcar ion of linkages between social and agricultural aspects veri fies the complexity 

of the issues. and the vdue of the holistic approach. The range of issues identified by 

respondents. ranging from macro to micro Ievels, illustrates the importance of this 

multiple Ievei perspective. Seeking out grass-roots information served to explain 

prcviously perplexing issues, and demonstrated that there is a difference between 

idrnti fied area nerds. rven those identified by the respondents. and what those 

respondents would want in tems of international assistance. The assets based perspective 

iciciliiated the identification of social and agricultural assets within the region. and 

rcsultant justification for resident tenacit): in preserving thrm. Agricultural production 

w s  clrarly not the p r i m q  motivator for most respondents. but merely one of many 

livslihood activities used to maintain subsistence. 

It should be noted that the SL approach was used primarily to guide data 

collection. As a rrsult. an evaluation of the utility of the approach for project design and 

iniplementrition is beyond the scope of this research process. 

7.4 Social Aspects 

The social aspects section of the Iiterature review prirnarily addressed Putnam's 

work on social capital. The results of this research suppon his argument thlit long-rem 

h istoriccil precedent influences current social patterns. Some evidence for the 

deveioprncnt of social capital. in the form of increased voluntarism and the establishment 

of a community based organization. was found in the study. This suggests that civil 

socict).. according to Putnarn's definitions. may yet ernerge. Putnarn predicted that 

rransformation would be slow. as certainly seems to be the case in this situation. Only 

tirne will demonstrate whether Putnam's conceptualizations of true democracy and civil 

wciriy will follow. 

?.5 Russian Rural Society 

The rrsults of the study generdly support O'Brien et al's work in Russian 



agricultural villages. although are ciearly less detailed. The correlation identified by 

O'Brien et al (1996b) between high levels of stress and high levels of housshold 

production. support the conclusion of this research. that private gardening in Dmitrov 

Rayon is a coping response to financial stress. rather than entrepreneurial agricultural 

production. However. a paper presented by Patsiorkovsky in 2000. based on his work 

with O'Brien. suggested that personal plot production is "the best hope for the overail 

devslopment of Russian agriculture" (p.?). in light of its foundation in social and human 

ccipitals. The less overt foms of social investigated by Patsiorkovsky and O'Brien were 

not directly addressed in this research. However. some respondents did indicate using 

thsss networks. ie borrowing from friends and relatives. as coping strategies. Tberefore. 

the ongoing investigation of social capital throughout the varying types of agricultural 

production. is clearly warranted. 

The historic rhread of "lirnited good" in rural life. as described by Tian-S hanskaia. 

was not evicirnt in the study. Instead. increasing stratification of rural residents i s  

bccoming apparent. Employment in agriculture is considered marginal by local residents. 

pciniculiuly for unskilled work. 

7.6 Surnmary 

The information generritrd in exploring the linkagrs between social and 

agricultural phrnomena in Dmitrov Rayon provides insights into the rationality of current 

thrmes foundrd in Russian agricultural history. The persistence of collective f o m s  of 

rigriçultural production. personal plots. under-production. and resistnnce to reform were 

a11 justifird to some extent by study respondents. The similarity of 1990 reforms to the 

failrd Ernancipation reforms of the 1860s is funher evidence that history is an essential 

component of contextual analysis. 

Study information d s o  supplies a alternative perspective on the structure of 

agriculture and family f m i n g  debates. Funher investigation of the social aspects of 



business relations may prove instructive for understanding the ongoing existence of 

hmily farming. 

The value of Sustainable Livelihoods concepts for structuring contextual analysis 

is widenccd by the quaiity of information generated for the research. Results seem to 

support Putnnm's work on social capital. verifying hk argument for the hisioricd basis of 

social patterns and suggesting evidrnce for the development of civil society. The 

ressrirch nlso supports the work of O'Brien and Patsiorkovsky. differing only on the 

perception of privnte gardening as potential for agricultural deveiopment. 

Prrhrips the most instructive characteristic of the research. is that information 

prcsrnted in the literature did not makr intuitive sense to the researcher. until the 

complet ion of the field research process. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

8.0 Research Implications and Future Directions 

This resrarch was undertaken with the intention of furthering Westem knowledge 

of Russian a_oriculture. and informin= Nonh Amencan developrnent practitionen. 

Multiple implications from the research can be generated to address these topics. 

8.1 Planning and Development implications 

In keeping with the philosophy of the research. planning and drvelopment 

implications are intcnded for a Nonh American audience. and are structured in the f o m  

of yidelines for interaction. rather than recommendations for specific areas for 

intervention. 

1 .  .Agriculture reform should not be attempted in isolation from social issues. 

The identification of linkages between social and qricultural phenornena is 

sufficicnt evidence that agricultural reforms both impact and are impacrrd by 

social issues. The apparent faiiures and resistance to agricul tural re forms in 

Drnitrov Rayon can be justified to a significant extent by social realities. The 

crnbeddedness of agricuitural issues in rural society suggested by this research. 

also identifies the complexity of issues involved in agriculture. Recognition of 

rhis cornplrxity is a first step in situational anaiysis. 

1 -. A lengthy historical analysis is essential to understanding the context. 

The majority of study findings are consistent with the literature. indicating that 

agriculturd trends have developcd over severai hundred years. Current responses 

io reforms retlect peasant reactions to previous reforms. 150 y e m  ago. This 

wealth of useful information is noticeably missing from Western perspectives on 

Russian agricultural development in the 1990s. 

An historical analysis will also identify the rnacro and micro level factors 



impac ting the study site. Al though agricultural producers were the primary focus 

of this research process. it brcame obvious that they are impacted by macro level 

phenomena at several levels. These phenomena ranged from federai import 

policies to regional land allocation legislation. 

3. Indigenous knowledge is often superior to international wisdom 

The population in this study site was the shaped by Soviet communism: well- 

educated. proud of Soviet achievements. and quite capable of identifying their 

assets. necds and wants. Moreover. study respondents provided clear rationales 

for agriculturd characteristics that have long puzzled international "experts". The 

cornhination of social and agricultural aspects was not the novel perspective 

;in[ ic ipated by the researcher: Russians have historicall y incorporated both of 

those elrments into planning. Research questions linking social and agricultural 

issues were met with surprise. largely due to their obvious nature. 

Respondents idrntified a broad sprctmm of issues. ranging from national political 

stability to local administrative policies. as irnpacting agricultural production 

patterns. Intrrcstingly. the rouble devaluntion of 1998 was not the major issue for 

most respondents that it was for international community investors. Most 

rrspondents have learned not to keep savings in roubles. Local economists 

suggested that the devaluation actually benefited the local economy. by increasing 

demand for domestic production. including agriculture. This has continued. but 

has been off-set agriculturally by increased European Union expon subsidies on 

agricultural production. perceived by informants as an effon to regain Russian 

market share. 

There was a significant difference between what respondents indicated were the 

most important area issues. and the issues which they thought international 

agencies could address. The stiidy site respondents' interactions with 



international assistance agencies has not always been positive. Several 

respondents indicated frustration at their inability to understand international 

initiatives: others felt that they had been "sold out" to Western agencies, and were 

now working for foreigners. 

4. Build rather than break-down: there is an explanation for most phenornena. 

If for no othrr reason than respect for local achievements. it is important to build 

on rxisting mets .  The identified linkages between agricuitural and social 

phenomrna sugzest that change to one impacts the other. The funhrr break-down 

of large scale agricuitural enterprises coold be rxpected to significantly impact the 

social service infrastructure. The assets baed  approach is imponant to ensure that 

imponant rcsourcrs are not drstroyed in the building process. 

5 .  Avoid the "Right Answer". 

This reseuch identified both private f m i n g  and large scale agricultural 

enterprises as adaptive. Within al1 of the producer categories there was evidence 

of diversity and some level of adaptation to change: rarely was a responsr 

unanimous. Thrse findings suggest that there is no "right" nnswer to the 

"problrm" of Russian agriculture. Identification of one right answer negates the 

validity of other perspectives. and the opponunity CO l e m .  

Nonh Americans can be arrogant in their conceptions of justice and equality. The 

responses of the Women's Association and many of the respondents. indicate that 

perspectives on positive evolution of women's roles in the study site do not equate 

to many Western concepts of liberation. The gender strategies included in many 

international aeency mandates may not be appropriate for d l  settings. Atternpts to 

"liberrite" Russian wornen would not only rneet with failure. they would disturb 

the major step being taken toward civic society. by the Women's Association. 



It  is the natural tendency of international observers to try to "rnake sense" of their 

observations. This researcher had the benefit of receiving regular challenging of 

her conclusions by the Russian research facilitator. Drawing conclusions in 

general is considered suspect by Russians. as analysis is less characteristic of 

Russian research than North American. It was several months into the research 

procçss before conclusions drawn by the researcher were deerned accurate by the 

research facilitator. Even at that point. the researcher was identifying guidelines 

t'or interaction. rather thm a r e s  for intervention. 

It  is the researcher's perspective that it is better to enable people to leam from 

thcir own mistakes. rather than making them experience ours. 

8.2 Future Directions 

This research rnerely scratches the surface of social and agricultural linkages 

tvirhin the case smdy area. Results sufficiently justify funher investigation of these issues 

hoih within the study site. and in other agricultural areas. Funher agricultural linkages. 

niost obviously to environmental issues. would also benefit from greater exploration. 

In rems of a_oricultural analysis. and the family F m  debate. this study suggests 

the lunhrr development of concepts within the personlenterprise dichotomy. The cultural 

nianifsstations of business mentality will be of particular interest to this area of study. To 

this point. the hmily farm debate has been pnmady North American, and could benefit 

from exploration of international perspectives and phenomena. The relatively recent 

acçess io Russian intellectual "capital" also suggests the utility of funher enploring 

Russilin perspectives on agricul tural development. 

In terrns of internationai development. it is clear that alihough Sustainable 

Livrlihoods conceprs were useful in guiding contextual andysis for this study. funher 

dcvslopment is needed in the areas of concept formulation. Social services. and coping 



and cidaptive strategies require funher definition and empirical testing. Evidence in the 

siudy supponin_o the growth of social capital in the study site suggests the need for 

ongoin? obsenarion. to witness the evolution and utility of social capital in supponing 

the drvelopmenr of agriculture. 



CHAPTER NINE 

9 .O Researcher 's Reflection 

The m m  \iu/io lins ,lever been h m g u  can~iof iotderstand rhe one who has no food 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn (loose translation) 

1 stanrd this journey as an idealistic international development student. with the 

n p u c  notion of "hrlping" Russians with agricultural reform. After years as a thrrapist. 1 

had idsals about cmpowerment that 1 wanted to exrrcise at 3 population. rather than 

individuai Icvel. Having grown up on a family fm in South-Western Ontario. 1 knew 

ihat mu parents were committed to the farm as an extension of family values and love of 

prduction. rather than purely economic considerations. 1 had been intrrested in Russia 

for s t ' ~ ~ r a 1  years. and after reading recrnt agriculturai literature. believed the social vdues 

widenced by my parents. to be a key to understanding the Russian sysiem. At somr lewl 

1 believed that private f m i n g  was the "answer" to Russian agricultural problems. At the 

end of the research process. 1 am no longer certain. 

Enyging in a major research process presents a significant leaming curve. The 

necusiry of viewing first hand the Russian situation became obvious from the initial 

litrrature review. Inductive research is intimidating for a nrw researchrr. particululy in a 

iorrign Ianguage and culture. 1 am elad my research facilitaror is not here to comment on 

thc awkwardnrss of rny learning process! Suffice to say that 1 l emed  - skills ranging 

from esrüblishing support people to interview analysis and use of public transportarion. 

41y own biases and arrogance became rvident - my belief in the need for privatization. 

over-prralizing and rationalizing data too soon. valuing people on their occupations. 

discrcditinp indiernous people's understanding of their situation. even expecting Russian 

ciilttirr to be explainable. Ir soon became apparent that 1 needed to l e m  from. rather than 

about. Russian people. 1 discovered that the negative impacts of international 

intervention wrre very real and ongoing within the study site. and was humbled by 

people's willingness to speak with me. In the end I believe I have discovered relevant 



information about Russian a_oriculture and society that will be usefui to international 

dsvrlopment. but have iearned even more about myself. 

As a whole. 1 have been pleased with the research process as a learning 

sxpçricnce. Underlying that success is frustration about the relative simplicity of the 

tudy.  If thrse conclusions can be reached by an inexperienced researcher. why have they 

not Orcorne apparent before? The negative impacts of development efforts in Dmitrov 

R ~ i y o n  wrre minimal in cornparison to those suggested by newspapers articles and project 

repona based on othrr Russian agricultural areas. My rude awakening to the negative 

sidc of intrrnaiioiial drvelopment resulted in persontil indignation that we in Nonh 

r\rnsricli teel frre to play with the lives of people we perceive to be in need. but take 

liniitrd rrsponsibility when things go wrong. As a result of the research experience. 1 

iook 1i deeper look at the potential philosophies and motivations for international 

devclcipment xtivities in Russiri. and 1 did not like what 1 saw. 

International intervention in Russia is awkward. because of the country's historic 

scatus. Rwsia is not considered a developing country. but hns clrarly been going through 

a period of significiint transition. As a result. international initiatives are often a bizarre 

combination of humanitarian aid and export market drveloprnent. "Shock therapy" was 

presçribed in the rwly 1990s as the only way to unleash the invisible hand of the market. 

and rstablish a viable agriculrural system. International experts deemed it fair to pit the 

Russian qricultural system. known for its ine fficiencies. against subsidized impons in 

the ncimr of market librralization. The same experts deemed i t  progressive to remove the 

rrsponsibility of social service provision from agricultural enterprises. without an 

xiequate replacement. The rouble devaluation crisis of 1998 was an issue for 

international invrstors. raising red flags for pending economic collapse. Russian rural 

people with without swings actually benefited from the renrwed demand for domestic 

production that resulted from this "crisis". If increased international investment and 

market share are the motivators for international development. whose agenda are we 



I have argued in this thesis that there is a cuitural bias inherent in the rconomic 

persprct ive. and believe that this cultural bias extends to the way we practice international 

development. North American society today is characterized by quick solutions. rapid 

change. and accumulation of wealth. Some have argued that we are the "now" 

gensraiion. These values were evidenced in the devrloprnrnt strategies utilized to 

"support" Russian agricultural refoms. Instead of recognizing the trauma inherent in the 

los:, of Soviet ideals and world super-power siatus. international agencies promoted 

furthrr transition and were frustrated when it did not happen. 

Despite international development ideologies of empowerment and respect. the 

relatively uninformed intervention that occurred in Russia is suggestive of cultural 

irnperialism - the bslief that our culture and values are "right". 1 presented preliminary 

rssults of this resrarch to a professional confercnce. and made the sug~estion that 

collective agriculture could be a viable alternative in Russia. Although most participants 

wrre supportive. 1 was amazed by the individuals working in international development 

in Russia uho  clcarly refused to even consider the argument. Nonh American society 

equates cnpitalism and privatizatjon with democraiic government and civil society. By 

tuming a draf ear to alternatives. we not only hun others. we limit ourselves. 

Railins agiiinst the failings of international development activity has limited 

purpose without the identification of alternatives. International developrnent agencies cire 

re-thinkinp their strategies for Russia. and with this comes the opportunity for change. 

.II' perception of appropriate guideiines for intervention have already been identified in 

ih r  Planning and Development Implications Section. and c m  be sumrharized as: ask. 

respect. challenpe ourselves. do no damage. and be open to diversity. 1 believe the fint 

siep is recqnizinp our own ignorance. Russian author Alexander Solzhenitsyn. in his 

novcl entitled One Dav in the Live of Ivan Denisovich described the daily existence of a 



man in a Russian work camp. detailing how every activity was impacted by the man's 

orientation to food. It was Solzhenitsyn's realization. in response to his personal 

e'rperisnce of the work camps. that i t  was impossible to understand the actions of s tming  

people until he had lived the experience. Nonh American development professionals. 

with their comfonable standards of living and relatively shon historicai heritape. would 

do well to begin their international interaction by seeking to understand. rather than to 

chanse. 

In my effort to achieve relative objectivity in the research results. 1 have presented 

cu mularive opinions and experiences of key informants and agricultural producer 

respondrnts throughout the p r i m q  body of the text. At this time 1 would like to presrnt 

wnicthing of the persona1 side of my experience in Dmirrov Rayon. The following are 

"wap-shots" of people 1 met. and liked on a persona1 level. As rny understanding of the 

ch:illcn_ors ihey hced grew. so did my respect for their courage and optimism. 1 bçlieve 

thai these people can br trusted build their own future. 

One p r i u t e  hrmer Iriu_ohed as he tofd us about being allocated the worst land from the 
collective farm - full of hills and swamps. He was trained as a construction enginrer. so 
hr Itwllrd the hi11 to build a house and brought in his own hydro lines. The swamps he 
iurned into ri profitable fish fmn. harvesting 5 tonnes of fish per year. 

Anoiher private f i e r .  a former music teacher from Drnitrov. gradually built a dÿiry 
hcrd. He was so excited after observing American ventilation techniques on an 
international agency funded trip that the night he got home he climbed up on the roof of 
his barn with a sledge hammer and made holes. He reponed a resultant 30% increase in 
niilk production. 

One Iarze scale agriculturai enterprise manager insisted we observe first hand the results 
of the nrw serds she had introduced. She said being a farm manager had always been her 
drcam. Her enterprise continued the funding for the local medical clinic. after 
gowrnment assistance was discontinued. 



A group of lar_oe agricultural enterprise workers told us that the best thing about their job 
is workinz in the open air. They said that other people have to travel to get to their 
oürdens - rhey get to work in the garden every day! 
C 

.Another large scale agricultural enterprise manager. the only one from pre- 1990. 
esplainrd his open door policy - every worker is welcome to express his or her ideas and 
concerns. We wrre intermpted severai times dunng the interview as a result. He proudly 
txplained that he has no idea what to do with a car or a tractor. but he does know how to 
manrise people. 

A Young road-side vegetable seller looked surprised when 1 asked her how long she 
intended ro srIl vrgrtables. Her Family has bern selling vegetables for years. and she's 
just started hrr own business. This was the job she wanted. 

One of the region's physicians proudly displayed the technology that enables them to 
diaywsr  hem airacks over the phone. She said that any size donation of medication was 
not too small. 

Another agricultural worker had just moved to the area from Siberia. She was in charge 
of the dliiry ham. The best thing about her job? She gets to make decisions 
indepcndently. Her goal is to work hard and earn an even better job. 

One local üdministrator proudly displayed the photos of area events and social service 
workers. Shc knew her 1500 residents so well she could count on her fingers the binhs in 
the preceding year. 

Anothrr local administrator allowed me to ask her questions for two and a half hours. 
She uvas elected to her position in 1985 and ihen re-appointed in 199 1. Her p r i r n q  
motivation is "hrlping people". 

The Administrator of the Women's Soviet explained her leadership of the Wornen's 
Association. indicatins that when times got tough in 1997. women gathered to decide 
what to do. and founded an organization to celebrate "normal womenw'. 

Srveral of the schools we visited put on programs for us - Russian music and dance. We 
were dl giwn hand-made mementos to take home. 



Finally. my persona! favourite. a large s a l e  agricultural enterprise manager who said: 

"Apiculture is not just a business - those who work in agriculture have to have a mission 
and love the land. This is the only way people c m  work in agriculture." 

And so [ came full circle - hearing my own beliefs expressed not by a private fumer. but 

J proponrnt of the "old". or perhaps simply "Russian way" of agricultural production. 



CHAPTER TEN 

10.0 Conclusion 

The opponunity to leam from the achievements of Soviet Russia has been largely 

dismissed by international development agencies. instead. projects prornoting radical 

rciorm. particularly in agriculture. have dominated throughout the 1990s. The failure of 

thess projects represents not only a monetiuy loss. but the destmction of intellectual 

capital and international sood-will. The direct impact of international projects appears 

miriimül for Dmitrov Rayon as a whole at this time. The several failed projects have been 

off-set hy positive intervention. It is difficult to evaluate the macro level impact of 

.;tructural adjustmrnt policies. but i t  is clear that the transition period has been 

chctrrictcrized by incrertsing poverty and decreasing agricultural production at the local 

1evt.l. 

This research is only a starting point for understanding the complexity of issues 

impactin; Russian agriculture. The situation as i t  stands in Dmitrov Rayon remains grim: 

a highly educated and capable rural population inhibiied by increasing poveny. crurnbling 

phyical and social infrastructures and somr would argue. the habit of drpendency. The 

identification of links between agricultural and social phenornena do not prescribe a quick 

or easy solution. illuminating instead the complexity and drpth of the issues. Although 

the sr& of civil society appear to br tüking root. these will be challenged by the onzoing 

neçd for the rural population to adopt coping. rather than adaptive behaviours. which 

iypicdly result in longer term issues of heülth and political instability. Russim 

rcspondrnts thrmselves were generally cautious in their optimism for both their lives. and 

tigricultural production. 

The strong historical precedent for current agricultural characteristics suggests 

borh the rmbcddedness of agriculture in society and the b i s  of North American analvsts. 

The rational rxplanation achieved in this study for many agricultural issues resulted from 

a holistic analysis and willingness to listen. Increased understanding of the issues 



inhrrent in Russian agriculture may in time result in increased understanding of Canadian 

agriculture. For rhe moment, this thesis suggests areas for funher investigation, including 

the cultural nature of economic rationdity. and investigation of the linkages between 

social and agricultural issues in Canadian society. 

The research process itself was a positive experience. impacted by the 

psrsonalities of respondents working in agriculture. If for no other reason. this research 

valuable for the insights and experience it  gave to the researcher. confiming her 

beliei in  the social nature of agriculture. illuminating her own preconceptions and 

challsnging her skills. As intended. the reserirch did not result in identification of areas 

for international intervention. but guidelines for interaction. Capable. enthusiastic 

individuais wrre discovered within ail of the agricultural producer categories. and within 

the dit'ferent lrvels of the Dmitrov Rayon administration. Despite the bleak situations 

the- reportrd. the researcher believes that within these people are the seeds for the 

drvelopment of an agricultural systern that is uniquely Russim. For the researcher. thcse 

pcoplc are the h e m  (and future) of Russian agriculture. 
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Appendix A: 
Listing of Dmitrov Administrative Departments and Standing Committees 

Ths following lists were posted inside the main Drnitrov Administrative Facility. The 
hecidings were usrd to identify possible key informmts, in addition to those 
recommended by contacts. As a result. key contact positions do not necessarily match 
M. ith Depart ment and Cornmittee titles. For example. Dmitrov Rayon has an agricultural 
administration. but i t  was not posted on the sign. 

Dmitrov Rayon Departments 
J uridical/Licencing Office 
Consumer Rights and Social Services 
Economic Ret'orms and Prices 
Econornic and Social Development 
.-\ccommodation. Living Conditions and Transportation 
Archives 
Mi1itu-y 
Registration and Distribution of Living Spaces 
Fcimi ly and Children's Services 
Labour/Ernployrnrnt 
Internat ionrit Economic Relations and Investment 
Architt.çture and City Design 
Garden Communi ty Activities 
Marriqes and Deat hs 
Youth Department 

Standing Committees 
Heal t h 
Pharmricy 
Culture 
Social Mainteniince of Population 
Community Services 
Hrating/Electricity 
Land Resources 
Pension 
Soviet Veterrins 

Education 
Population Social Protection 
Culture and Sports 
Boats/Canal 
Subsidies 
Agency of Privatization 
Environment 
Employment 
Re-location 



Appendix B: 
Out-takes, Interesting Experiences, and Unquoiable quotes. 

Educational Experiences: 

The g o u p  of hi_ohschool students were exuberant in their interest in Canadian Youth - 
what they wear. what they listen to. Thry also wanted to know what we thought of the 
Clinton/Lewinsky issue. Was it a joke? In Russia. it would not have been deemed 
unusuril rnoush to niake the newspapersP. 

The Dmitrov Director of Education served us vodka shots at 1 1 :30 am. with the toast: 
--school is ii fountain of knowledge. where terichers and students corne to drink" 

LVe wrre unable to locate the director of the local agriculturd college for an interview. 
Onc secretiiry said he was in France. Another said he was in Moscow. A third said he 
was in town (Dmitrov). When 1 asked my research facilitator about the discrepancy. she 
commentrd that his truc location only mattered if he actually worked whilr he was at the 
institution. 

Russiiins have a saying that their main problems are bad roads and stupid politicians. 1 
had ihe opportunity to cxperience the bad roads - stretched out over the laps of the 
Dmiirov health administrators. when they discovered there was not room for ail of 11s on 
the scats! 

One of our respondents clearly thought we were spies. We couldn't tell if she wcis 
çrcriting cinswers because of this. or because she really didn't know. 

The Women's Association is the proud sponsor of the local singles club. Although i t  
oniy staned 10 months before the end of the study. they reponed three successrs 
< t i w i d i n ~ s ~  so far! 

Russirin public washroorn facilities are a separate story by thernseives. 

X t  Russian souvenir markets. S I O  US can buy you a matnishka doil with Bill Clinton on the 
outside. and his various "love interests" on the dolls within! 




